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Message of Hon. Minister of Public
Administration and Disaster Management

service delivery. The efforts made by my
Ministry in order to ensure the protection of
the people of our country with sound
understanding and further the measure taken
by the Government to implement fair and
responsible system for safeguarding the
country and people should also be highlighted
at this remarkable moment. I believe that you

“Sustainable Country-Secured Future”

would understand the progress of these highly

I am really pleased to add few words to this

significant efforts made by us for the well

report on progress review of year 2018, which

being of country and the people.

reflects our efforts to make the expectation of
the General Public a reality through an

Further I take this opportunity to wish courage

excellent Public Services.

and strength for the whole staff of my Ministry
with the blessing of H.E. the President and

By the end of the year 2018 our Ministry

Hon. Prime Minister to take every measure in

marked a significant turning point in its

the coming year to open paths ensuring proper

journey with the widening of the purview of

service delivery with much commitment,

Ministry

determination

as

a

result

of

bringing

the

and

motivation

whilst

responsibility of disaster management, which

eliminating the negative attitudes of people on

is another important role of the Government in

Public Service and also to launch a process to

the development as well as good governance.

minimize the adverse effects caused to the

Therefore I take this opportunity to bring to

people at natural disasters.

mind the service rendered by the staff
including the Secretary of the Ministry
R.M.Ranjith Madduma Bandara

through a process which ensure accountability.

Minister of Public Administration and Disaster
Management
We always paid our attention to add new
values

to

Public

Administration

and

Management with innovative efforts whilst
enhancing the quality and productivity of the

i

Message of the Secretary of Public Administration
and Disaster Management

Disaster management is a subject which has a
wide scope and it is highly sensitive and close
with the people. Therefore we have taken
action to plan our future measures of Disaster
Management Center with the help of past
experiences in the field. We have been
entrusted with the highly important role to
protect the people at the time of natural
disasters. In the meantime we have on our
shoulders as the apex of the public
administration the responsibility for giving
strength to widen the horizons of sustainable
development by way of creating a workforce
enriched with experience, training and
commitment.

“Commencement of a noteworthy
mission for a better tomorrow”
I , keeping in mind the tremendous
responsibilities entrusted to me as the
Secretary of the Ministry of Public
Administration and Disaster Management,
take this opportunity to pen down few words
for this progress report and action plan, which
gives the real picture of the service delivered
during the year under review as the leader of a
mission in the public sector, which prioritizes
the social welfare than commercial gaining,
and also to highlight
measures taken for
making our vision a reality in the coming year.

Whilst expecting the leadership of our Hon.
Minister for the staff of the Ministry to look
forward to achieve these objectives in the
coming year, I wish courage for all to mark the
beginning of a dawn which ensures upmost
commitment to prepare the people to face
vigilantly in the face of natural disasters, to
provide every relief to those who are affected
by natural disasters and re-establish the
common life through post disaster intervention
process.

The subject of disaster management has also
been entrusted to our Ministry this time in
addition to the subject of public administration
as a result of the understanding and confidence
of H. E. the President and Hon. Prime Minister
on our commitment for the wellbeing of the
General Public during the past three years. I
also take this opportunity to extend my
heartfelt gratitude to Hon. Minister for his
farsighted leadership and to my staff for their
unwavering support in our efforts. Without
any hesitation I say that their assistance made
our path more easy and gave me confidence to
work with much confidence and relaxing
mind.

J.J.Rathnasiri
Secretary,
Ministry of Public Administration and
Disaster Management.
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Ministry

of

Management

Public
as

Administration

the

center

of

and

With a view to ensure the existance of a well

civil

disciplined society the Minitry was re-

administration is always committed to create a

established

public service, which prioritizes with the

Administraion, Management and Law & Order

fulfillment of expectation of the general public

with the inclusion of the subject of Law and

whilst playing the role of the pioneer of public

Order from the scope of the former Ministry of

administration. With a view to achieve these

Law, Order and Southern Development to the

goals, the Ministry performs a great role,

scope of the Hon. Minister of Public

which covers a wide scope implemented in

Administration and Management by the

order

Gazette Extra Ordinary dated 12.05.2018

to

formulate

management

of

development

of

public

human
the

policies,

resources

institution.

In

as

the

Ministry

of

Public

and

further widening the scope of the Ministry of

the

Public

Administration

and

Management.

meantime the Ministry looks forward with the

Accordingly, Hon. Ranjith Madduma Bandara

main objective of managing the human

was appointed as the Minister in charge of the

resource in public service in a more productive

Ministry.

way whilst performing the administration of

By the Gazette Extra Ordinary No: 2013/33,

all Combined Services and All Island services

the scope of this Ministry was again revised

in order to carry out the activities connecting

as

to the national development.

“Public

Administration

and

Disaster

Management” and Hon. Ranjith Madduma

One of the main responsibilities of this

Bandara was appointed as the Minister. In the

Ministry

meantime, Mr. J.J. Rathnasiri was appointed to

is

to

prepare

administrative

hold office as the Secretary of the Ministry.

provisions with special attention to fairness,
uniformity and efficiency for ensuring an
excellent service to the general public.
Accordingly, the Ministry performs its role
preparing the Public Administration Circulars
and making observations and revisions to
circulars wherever necessary. Another specific

Assumption of duties by Mr. J.J. Rathnasiri as
the Secretary

role played by the Ministry is the formulation
of policies at national level on public
administration and interpretation as well as
making necessary guidelines. The Ministry
builds and governs the functions of whole
public service ensuring more productive
service delivery.

Hon. Ranjith Maddumabandara swearing in as the
Minister of Public Administration and Disaster
Management
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Highlights


The

Tasks entrusted to the Ministry

General

Secretary

of

the



Commonwealth met Hon. Minister on

up action in relation to the subject of

03.08.2018 and it can be marked as a

Public Administration and Management

token of the appreciation on accountability
for

national

and

Formulation, evaluation and taking follow

and also relating to the scope of the

international

statutory institutions and Departments

responsibilities entrusted to the Ministry

such as the Department of Pensions, Sri

under the leadership of the Hon. Minister.

Lanka

Institute

of

Development

Administration, Distant Learning Center,
Public Service Pensioners‟ Trust Fund,
National Productivity Secretariat, National
Council on Disaster Management, Disaster
Management Center, National Disaster
Relief Service Center, Department of
Meteorology, National Building Research

Meeting of the General Secretary of the
Commonwealth with Hon. Minister



Organization and Project for minimizing

Sri Lanka was selected to hold office as
the

President

of

Asian

effects of climate change.

Productivity



Organization for 2018-2019 and it is a

resource management of the following

significant victory achieved under the

services.

scope of productivity and reforms, which

i. Sri Lanka Administrative Service

is one of the thrust areas operated under
this

Ministry.

Accordingly,

Mr.

Ensuring the administration and human

ii. Sri Lanka Accountants' Service

J.J.

iii. Sri Lanka Planning Service

Rathnasiry, Secretary, Ministry of Public

iv. Sri Lanka Engineering Service

Administration and Disaster Management

v. Sri Lanka Scientific Service

was elected to hold office as the President

vi. Sri Lanka Architects' Service

of Asian Productivity Organization.

vii. Sri Lanka Technological Service


Administration of Combined Services.



Functions under the Establishments Code.



Training in public services.



Formulation

and

implementation

of

policies and programmes in order to
enhance national productivity.


Implementation of the Pension Minute.



All functions connected to government
pension scheme.

Appointment of Mr. J.J. Rathnasiri as the
President of Asian Productivity Organization

2







Promotion of good governance within the





of

the

awareness

state sector in order to achieve the

programmes on natural as well as man

expected development goals.

main disasters.


Introduction of modern concepts on good
governance.



Coordination

Formulation

Supervision of all the functions relating to
the subjects entrusted to the institutions

and

implementation

such

of

as

Sri

Lanka

Institute

policies in order to create a public service,

Development

which prioritizes the fulfillment of the

Learning

people‟s expectations.

Pensioners‟

Minimizing the disasters occurred due to

Productivity Secretariat, National Disaster

natural causes and human activities,

Relief Service Center, Department of

making

and

Meteorology, National Building Research

management of the activities relating to re-

Organization and Project for minimizing

establishment and provision of relief.

effects of climate change.

responses,

Preparation

coordination

of

national

disaster

Administration,

of

Distant

Center,

Public

Service

Trust

Fund,

National

Basic laws of which the implementation
is entrusted to the Ministry

management plan and national Emergency
operation plan based on national policies.


Commencement
special

aids

disasters,

and

coordination

projects

making

on



of

1961)

minimizing

responses

and



re-



Ensuring the coordination with Ministries,



private institutions, local and foreign non-



confirm that the above tasks are timely

of

Development

Widowers’

and

Orphans’

Pension

Widows’ and Orphans’ Pension Ordinance
Widowers’ and Orphans’ pension Scheme
(Armed Forces ) Act (No:60 of 1998)

performed.


Promotion of constructions, which are

Widows’ and Orphans’ pension Scheme
(Armed Forces) Act (No: 18 of 1970)

resilient to natural disasters and provision


of technological guidance.

Public Service Pensioners’ Trust Fund Act
( No: 40 of 1999)

Management of disasters caused due to


landslides and promoting research and

Government

Quarters

(Recovery

of

Possession) Act (No:7 of 1969)

development activities relating to the


above.


Institute

(No: 1 of 1898)

governmental organizations in order to



Lanka

Act(No: 24 of 1983)

government institutions and agencies,



Sri

Administration Act (No: 9 of 1982)

establishment.


Compulsory Public Service Act (No: 70 of

Public Service Provident Fund Ordinance
(No: 18 of 1942)

Conducting surveys and researches on


meteorology.
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Prize Competition Act (No: 37 of1957)






Sri Lanka Disaster Management Act (No:

application

of

communication technology in order to

All other laws relevant to the subject

enhance the productivity and quality of the

mentioned

service delivery.

above

of

which

the


Enhancement of the competency of the staff
in public service.

specifically to another Minister.




the

13 of 2005)

implementation has not been entrusted



Promoting

Enhancement

and

implementation

of

Objectives

guidelines for the simplification of systems

Objectives of the Ministry of Public
Administration and Management Ministry

and rearrangement of processes to look
forward with the changing environment.

Formulation of productive public policies



Facilitating, coordinating and managing the

on recruitment, remuneration and other

projects relevant to civil administration, e-

service conditions in the management of

governance for which funds are granted by

human resource of public service.

donors as well as the government of Sri

Directing the vision and attitudes of the

Lanka.

employees serving at present in the public
service

to

make

responses

on

Strategies built in consistent with the
existing legal framework in order to
reach the goals

the

requirement of the general public.


Formulation and implementation of new


management structures in order to enhance



productivity and quality of the public

regulatory framework for the efficient

service.

human resource management in public

Establishment and sharing a value system

service.


(research oriented attitudes, accountability,



system development and re-establishment

transparency, etc)

of processes in order to enhance the

Identifying training requirements of the

productivity in public service delivery.


Building processes for recruitment and

programmes.

selection for public service on competitive

Formulation and implementation of pension

basis.


programmes in order to provide remedial

Demand oriented capacity development and
skills adjustments.

measures to the issues on pension.


Introduction of administrative reforms for

utilization of resources wisely, fairness,

public sector and facilitating for training


Establishment of a far sighted policy and



Preparing a good framework for the

Decentralized institutional network to bring
the service delivery close to the citizens.

institutional development of public sector,


which has the capability to achieve

Application

of

information

and

communication technology to enhance the

development targets and priorities of the
government.
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quality of public service and transparency



of service delivery.

Citizen/ Client Charter to ensure standard
service delivery focused on citizen centered
public

service.

Priority areas for which the attention of the Ministry has been focused

The progress achieved by the Ministry is

Those fields are mentioned above and the

supervised taking into consideration the tasks

divisions brought under each subject field are

performed within the scope entrusted to the

given below. Further all the institutions under

Ministry and arranging them in 07 main

this Ministry make collective effort to achieve

subject fields whilst bringing the divisions,

the

which perform those tasks, into the same
subject field.

5

objectives

of

the

Ministry.

6

Public Administration and Management
Division

Vision

“An excellent public service to the nation”

Mission

“Ensuring an excellent public service through proper
administration of human resource, management and reforms”

7

Organization chart
(Public Administration and Management Division)

8

Human Resource Cluster



4.1 Summary

Granting approval for transfers or making

When considering the scope entrusted to the

recommendations to the Public Service

Public

Commission regarding transfers.

Administration

and

Management


Division and the functions carried out by the

Taking necessary action to publicize in

division, all the divisions which are operated

the Government Gazette the assumption

in order to achieve the sectoral performance

of duties in new posts on transfers.

indicators

through

administration



and

Conducting

the

Efficiency

Bar

management of human resources in the proper

Examinations, issuing results and making

manner and mainly the recruitment of new

exemptions from the requirement of

officers to All Island services as well as

passing the subjects in Efficiency Bar and

Combined Services are brought under this

acquiring the competency in languages.



division.

recommendations

to

the

Public Service Commission in relation to

All Island services, which are governed by the

the

Ministry.








Submitting

issues

on

the

Efficiency

Bar

Examinations wherever necessary.

Sri Lanka Administrative Service
Sri Lanka Accountants' Service
Sri Lanka Planning Service
Sri Lanka Engineering Service
Sri Lanka Scientific Service
Sri Lanka Architects' Service
Sri Lanka Technological Service



Confirmation in services and making
recommendations to the Public Service
Commission regarding the confirmation
in the service.



Granting approval for leave to be spent
out of Sri Lanka.

Combined Services, which are governed by



the Ministry.

Granting study leave to be spent out of Sri
Lanka to follow the studies in the subject









Translators' Service
Public Management Assistants‟ Service
Sri Lanka Librarian Service
Sri
Lanka
Information
and
Communication Technology Service
Development Officers‟ Service
Office Employees‟ Service
Combined Drivers‟ Service

fields prescribed in the Service Minutes
for All Island services. (With full pay) –
(In terms of Section 14, Chapter XII)


Granting approval for leave with full pay
to be spent out of Sri Lanka.



Granting approval for no-pay leave to the
spouse of a public officer, who has been

Main functions carried out by these
divisions

confirmed in the post and either attached



study leave to be spent out of Sri Lanka.

to the service in a foreign country or on

Taking action for recruitments as per the


relevant service minute.


Granting approval for the performance of

Getting the examination results confirmed

duties, acting in the post of Combined

from the Department of Examination and

Services.

Universities.

9





Making recommendations to the Public

management service categories for their local

Service Commission for appointment to

and foreign short term/ long term training

act in a certain post of All Island services.

programmes.

Release on secondment for Combined
Following

Services.


Investigation,

Making recommendations to the Public



secondment basis for All Island services.

and

by

Operation

Making a positive transformation in weak
so

as

to

eliminate

the

opportunities for bribery and corruption.

Granting permission to serve in the



Combined Service on contract basis.



performed

Research

processes

(As per No. 1,4,3 of Procedural Rules)



are

Division.

Service Commission to release officers on



tasks

Developing management methodologies

Combined

from traditional level up to modern

Services and making recommendations to

standards by way of establishing and

the Public Service Commission regarding

maintaining

the promotions in All Island services.

mechanism.

Granting

promotions

in



Sending officers in All Island services on

grievances

management

Performing the role as the central

retirement and making recommendations

investigation

to Public Service Commission regarding

investigations, wherever such necessity is

the retirement in All Island services.

arisen for a preliminary inquiry by any



Disciplinary activities of officers.

government institution.



Placing relevant officers on due salary



Making

recommendations

to

preliminary

Establishment of a stable investigation

discipline in the whole public service in

Public

Service Commission as well as the

relation

Cabinet of Ministers regarding the policy

management of public sector, which is the

decisions of the services.

main subject field of the Ministry.





Maintaining the seniority list.



Maintaining the list of vacancies.

In

on

unit in the effort made to keep the

step as per Service Minute.


unit

addition

Investigation,

to

the

Research

to

the

human

resources

Serving as the main source for collecting
data, information and experience, which

above

services,

are required to the policy formulation and

and

Operation

administrative reforms through proper
research process.

Division, Human Resource Development



Division are also brought under this macro

Eliminating the opportunities to make
corruptions and frauds in the public

subject field.

service by way of following a proper
Accordingly,

the

Human

Resource

process,

Development Division provides facilities for

constantly.

officers belonging to management and non-

10

which

were

carried

out

Recruitment to Combined Services and All Island Services
Service Division

Number of annual recruitments
2015
2016
2017
2018
Sri Lanka Administrative Service
217
132
Sri Lanka Scientific Service
7
9
22
16
Sri Lanka Architects' Service
11
01
Sri Lanka Accountants' Service
189
95
13
233*
Sri Lanka Planning Service
15
Sri Lanka Engineering Service
237
226
Public Management Assistants’ Service
2,677
1,646
1,050
5427
Translators' Service
69
27
Librarian Service
33
Information Technology Service
218
52
9
Development Officers’ Service
794
1,922
Office Employees’ Service
982
1,009
936
1,111
Driver
270
270
379
811
5,205
3,526
4,517
6,779
Sub Total
* The interviews in relation to granting appointments to 233 officers under open, limited and
direct streams in Sri Lanka Accountants’ Service have been concluded and they have been
referred for the recommendations of Public Service Commission.
When considering the period of past 04 years, the number of all recruitments made to the All Island
and Combined Services in order to increase, quantitatively, the human resource of the public service
are mentioned above.
When the number of recruitments made to All Island services and Combined Services is considered
only in 2018, it seems that the Ministry has made an adequate level of contribution to provide
sufficient human resources.
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The summary of all establishment activities carried out with the objective of ensuring proper
management of human resources. ie. All the officers recruited to above mentioned services can be
shown in the following manner at All Island and Combined services level.
Functions
Approved number
Actual number
Number of new recruitments
Confirmation
From III to II
From II to I
From I to Special/ Supra
Retirement
Transfers
Annual transfers
Release

All Island Services
S.L.P.S.
S.L.Eng.S.
S.L.A.S.
Staff
1,963
1,072
1,460
3,137
1,491
777*
1,073
2,376
233
133
226
0
110
15
77
72
Promotions
82
212
8
45
10
2
8
85
13
32
0
24
45
7
11
35
153
56
32
339
139
0
0
0
0
Disciplinary Action
61
1
24
32

S.L.Acc.S.

Number of officers against
whom disciplinary action has
been commenced
12
1
13
Issuance of charge sheets/
calling for explanations
0
0
11
Issuance of disciplinary
orders
6
0
0
Appeals made against the
orders on vacation of post
* Number of officers in Supra Grade of Sri Lanka Planning Service is 265.

12

S.L.Sci.S.
647
370
17
55

34
11
7
0
0

16

02

16

0

02

0

The summary of the long term and short term training, which have been provided locally and out of
the Island for the management and non-management service categories is as follows;
Service Category

Management
Non- managerial
Primary

Local training courses

Foreign training
courses

Short term

Long term

Short term

Long term

328
10,474
188

24
20
-

103
01
-

02
-

The assistance provided to Investigation and Research Division in 2018 to conduct preliminary
investigations on the request of other government institutions for safeguarding the discipline of
whole public service in relation to the human resource management of public sector is given below
in brief.

When considering the matters, which were investigated, the summary can be given in the following
manner.
Number of investigated
conducted
12
12
09
04
02
02

Matters investigated
Financial malpractices
Misuse of authority
Negligence of duties
Non-remaining at office
Preparation of fraudulent documents
Violation of discipline
Other

The review on the queries made from Investigation, Research and Operation Division, which carry
our coordination for the purpose of providing necessary information from relevant divisions in
response to the requests made as per the provisions in Right to Information Act in 2018 is as follows;

13

4.2 Combined Services
The main functions of the Combined Services

further approval has been sought from

Division are transferring, promoting officers

Public Service Commission to recruit 143

of Combined Services and their disciplinary

officers.

control and dismissal from service on the



The competitive examination has been

power vested in the Director General of

conducted on 28.08.2018 with a view to

Combined

Service

recruit new officers for 924 posts in Grade

Commission. For this purpose the Combined

3 (III) of Sri Lanka Information and

Services Division is organized consisting of

Communication Technology Service and

12 units.

the results of the examination is due to be

4.2.1 Special performances of the

issued.

Services

by

Public



Division in year 2018


Further examinations have been held to

Recruitment of 4525 new officers to

recruit new officers under limited and

Public Management Assistants‟ Service

open streams for 146 posts in Grade 2 (II)

on 14.05.2018.

of

Sri

Lanka

Communication
Results

of

Information
Technology

the

limited

and

Service.

competitive

examination have been issued.


The first round of the recruitment to the
posts, which have fallen vacant by year
2017 in Grade 1 (III)
Information

and

Sri Lanka

Communication

Technology Service was conducted within
A newly appointed Public Management Assistant
receiving the letter of appointment from Hon.
Prime Minister







the same year and recruitment at the
second

round

were

completed

on

Recruitment of 902 new officers to Public

16.07.2018. Further, the interviews at the

Management

third round are to be conducted in year

Assistants‟

Service

on

18.10.2018.

2019 to fill the vacancies for which

Competitive examinations have been

recruitments were approved, but so far no

conducted on 12th and 13th of May 2018 to

appointment was made. In the meantime,

recruit officers under limited stream for

the examination notification, which has

286 posts in Supra Grade of Management

been prepared for recruitment of 20

Assistants‟ Service.

officers to the vacancies existing in 20

854 applicants were called for interviews

posts

on merit basis for the Supra Grade of

Department of Examination seeking their

Management Assistants‟ Service and

observations.

14

have

been

referred

to

the



The competitive examination under open

Assistants‟ Service of Combined Services

and limited streams were held in March

and spread all over the Island, for

and April of this year to fill 119 vacancies

applying through internet for their annual

in Sri Lanka Government Librarian

transfer. And in response to this step 6250

Service and accordingly 18 and 15

applications were submitted for transfers.

appointments

on

Accordingly, selection of successors for

limited

each request for transfer has also been

have

10.12.2018 under

been
open

given
and

streams respectively.

made

through

the

database.

5950

applications were examined using this
database.


All the requests for transfer have been
considered appointing transfer boards for
the purpose of implementing annual
transfers of the officers in Combined
Services and accoridngly relevant transfer

A newly appointed officer to Sri Lanka
Librarian Service receiving the letter of
appointment from the Secretary



orders have also been issued.


All the preparations have been planned to

Progress of the action taken by the

conduct all the induction training courses

Division

regarding

the

disciplinary

for the officers, who were newly recruited

actions on the officers of Combined

to Sri Lanka Administrative Service,

Services is given below.

Public Management Assistants‟ Service,
officers who were appointed to Supra
Grade of Public Management Assistants‟
Service in 2016, officers recruited in 2016
to Grade 3 (III) / 2 (II)/ 1 (III) of Sri
Lanka Information and Communication
Technology Service, officer recruited in

4.3 Sri Lanka Administrative Service

2016 to Government Librarian Service.


Arrangements

have

been

made

for

Sri Lanka Administrative Service Division

conducting Efficiency Bar examinations

performs the actions connecting to vesting of

prescribed for All Island services and

powers by Public Service Commission and

Combined Services governed under the

implements the decisions made by the Cabinet

Ministry and the results of certain services

of Ministers and Public Service Commission

have already been issued.


in relation to Sri Lanka Administrative

For the first time, a methodology has been

Service on the approval of the Secretary or

introduced for the officers, who are
belonging

to

Public

Additional Secretary, Public Administration.

Management

15



Examinations have been conducted in
year 2017 for the recruitment of officers
to 235 posts, which have fallen vacant and
accordingly measures have been planned
to conclude the recruitment during this
year once the results are issued by the
Department of Examination.

In the

meantime, basic preparations have been
The number of approved posts in Sri Lanka

made to provide these officers their

Administrative Service as at 01.01.2018 is

induction training.


3137. At present 2376 officers have been

101 officers, who were newly recruited in

engaged in the service and the number of

2017, have been appointed to the posts,

posts, which has fallen vacant is 761.

which have fallen vacant.


Action has been taken to confirm 158
officers out of 206 officers, who have
made requests for their confirmation in
their service. Further, action has been
taken to call the documents, which are
required for confirmation of 48 officers
and others have been submitted for the
approval

of

the

Public

Service

Commission.


At present, opportunities for capacity
building training have been granted 240
officers

engaged

in

Sri

Lanka

Administrative Service.


Promotions made in year 2018
Grades from which
promotions have
been made

4.3.1 Special performances of the

From Grade III to
Grade
From Grade II to
Grade I
Special Grade

Division in 2018


Action has been taken to design a new
database for the collection of data of the


officers in Sri Lanka Administrative

Number of
officers, who
have received
promotions
45
85
24

Transfer orders have been issued to 139

Service and it is now being updated

officers out of 284 officers submitted for

enabling the usage in internet.

annual transfers from officers in Grade
III/II and I of Sri Lanka Administrative

16



Service. 12 applications were received for

Information is being collected to design a

transfers in Special Grade and action is

database

now being taken in this regard. Further,

particulars of the officers in Sri Lanka

transfer orders have been issued to 235

Administrative Service.

officers on their requests and exigency of

for

the

collection

of

the

4.4 Sri Lanka Engineering Service

service.




•

72 officers are due to retire in the year

Sri Lanka Engineering Service is an All

under review and action relating to

Island service managed under the scope of

sending 52 officers out of the above has

the Ministry of Public Administration and

been concluded.

Management.

Results

of

the

Efficiency

•

Bar

Public

Service

Commission

is

the

appointing and disciplinary authority of

Examinations conducted in 2017 have not

Engineers.
Approved cadre of Sri Lanka Engineering
Service

governed

under

Sri

Lanka

Engineering Service Division is 1459 and at
present 1250 officers are serving under the
service. The officers have been attached to
various institutions in the following manner.
been informed to relevant candidates and
at present the results of the examination
conducted in May 2018 are being
informed.


Information on the vacancies in Sri Lanka
Administrative Service and seniority list
have been duly updated.
The categorization of the officers according to
the Grades of Sri Lanka Engineering Service
consists of 1459 posts is given below.
Grade



Special Grade
Grad I
Grade II / III
Sub Total

Discussions are now being conducted
with the relevant parties regarding the

Number of
approved
posts
36
253
1,170
1,459

Actual
cadre
17
336
897
1,250

revisions to be made to the Service

Further, officers have been attached so far in

Minute as per the Cabinet Memorandums.

the fields such as mineral resources, chemical,

17



electrical, mechanical, civil and general under
Sri Lanka Engineering Service.

Action relating to the promotion of 14
officers to Class 2 out of 148 officers in
Class 3, who have become eligible for
promotions,

has

been

concluded.

Particulars of the remaining 134 officers
have been submitted to Public Service
Commission to take action regarding their
promotions.


4.4.1 Special performances of the
Division in 2018




promotions of 14 officers to Class 1 out of
148 officers in Class 2, who have become

Appointments have been granted to 233

eligible for promotions. Particulars of

newly recruited officers under open

remaining

stream on 08.10.2018.

submitted to Public Service Commission

The induction training for officers newly

for

recruited

promotions.

to

Sri

Lanka

Engineering

Service was conducted on 17.10.2018.


Results

of

the

Efficiency


Bar

taking

officers

action

have

regarding

been

their

18 officers have been appointed to the



Interviews were to be conducted in 2019

now being issued.

for promotion of 18 officers in Class 1,

Actions for the confirmation of 92

who have become eligible for promotion

officers, out of the 164 officers, who were

to Special Grade.

to be confirmed in the service in 2018,



134

posts out of 22 posts in Grade I.

Examinations conducted in 2017 have


Action has been concluded regarding the



Action on the retirement of 13 officers out

have been concluded and the particulars

of 43 officers due to be retired, have been

of remaining 72 officers have been

completed and the particulars other

referred to Public Service Commission for

officers have been referred to Public

granting their confirmation in the service.

Service Commission for its approval.

A group of officers consisted of 80 has



been directed to National Institute of

List of vacancies and the list of seniority
have been duly updated.

Language Studies and Training for the



32 officers have applied for transfers and

enhancement of their competency in

accordingly transfers were given to all

Tamil language.

these officers.


Discussions are conducted with Trade
Unions regarding the issues on the
revision of Service Minutes.

At the end of the Tamil language training of the
officers in Sri Lanka Engineering Service

18



4.5 Sri Lanka Scientific, Architects’
and Technological Services

Revisions have been made to the Service
Minute on Sri Lanka Scientific Service

The Scientific and Architects' division of the

published in Gazette Extra Ordinary No.

Ministry of Public Management and Disaster

1877/27 dated 28.04.2014, Sri Lanka

Management, which is the center of civil

Architects' Service Minute No. 1877/28,

administration, carries out the functions

Minute of Sri Lanka Scientific Service

relating to the direction of human resource

published in the Gazette Extra Ordinary

and other administration in order to ensure the

No: 2082/59 dated 03.08.2018 and the

implementation

and

Minute on Sri Lanka Architects' Service

collecting

published in the Gazette Extra Ordinary

researches

of

with

technological

scientific

high

quality

knowledge,

plans

science

and

No: 2085/46 dated 24.08.2018.


innovation. 3 Services have been established
under the division for the above purpose.

Scientific Service has been completed.


1. Sri Lanka Scientific Service
2. Sri Lanka Architects' Service
3. Sri Lanka Technological Service



Examinations relevant to 2017 (01) of Sri
Lanka Technological Service have been
conducted on 22.09.2018.

Following established activities were


carried out by the division in the

Examinations relevant to officers of

management of human resources fallen

Special Grade in Sri Lanka Technological

under the division.

Service

Task performed
Confirmation
service
Promotions
Transfers
Retirements

in

for

year

2016

have

been

conducted.

Number of officers



Induction training has been provided to 10
officers of Sri Lanka Architects' Service.

4.5.1 Special performances of the
Division in 2018


Induction training of 85 officers in



Applications have been called from the

Architects'

Scientific

04

51

third batch of the three months course,

01
01
01

33
06
10

which is required to complete under 3rd
Efficiency Bar Examination of Sri Lanka
Technological Service.

16 officers and one officer have been


newly recruited to Sri Lanka Scientific

Results of the examinations conducted for
promotions in Special Grade and for 2016

Service and Sri Lanka Architects' Service

(2) of Sri Lanka Technological Service.

respectively.


Action is being taken to establish a new
service for Technical Officers in Sri
Lanka Technological Service.



The English language training is due to be
conducted

before

December

for

40

officers, who have completed more than
A newly appointed officer to Sri Lanka
Scientific Service receiving the letter of
appointment from Hon. Minister
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10 years in Scientific and Architects'

works with self –motivation to ensure the

Service.

accountability and responsibility maintaining

Tamil language training programme has

the transparency of the financial management

been conducted

are implemented by Sri Lanka Accountants'

for

80 officers

in

Scientific Service.

Service Division on approval of the Secretary
of the Ministry of Public Administration and
Disaster Management.

At the end of the Tamil language training of the
officers in Sri Lanka Scientific Service



Nearly 60% from the works of the
* Vacancies in GradeII/III are shown on deduction
of the excess of the officers in Grade I.

preparation of database consisting the
seniority list as well as the list containing

The approved cadre of Sri Lanka Accountants'

the approved and actual information of Sri
Lanka

Scientific,

Architects'

Service is 1963 and officers have been

and

attached to 1491 posts out of the above. The

Technological Service at the level of

deployment of officers on Grade basis is

Ministries and Departments have been

given below.

concluded.

4.6 Sri Lanka Accountants’ Service
Sri Lanka Accountants' Service established
under

the

provisions

of

Sri

Lanka

Accountants' Service Minute published under
the Gazette Extra Ordinary of the Democratic
Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka No: 1670/33
dated 10th September 2010 is one of the All
Island

services.

All

the

administration

functions of the officers belonging to the
service are carried out by the Accountants‟
Service Division of the Ministry of Public
Administration and Management.
The officers of this service are serving under

All the policies formulated by the Cabinet of

the Central Government and Provincial Public

Ministers and Public Service Commission in

Service. Accordingly, 74% and 26% of

order to create a perfect professional, who

20

officers

are

serving

under



Central

Action has been concluded to arrange

Government and Provincial Public Service

files under specific method enabling easy

respectively.

access to find relevant documents in the
personal files.

4.6.1 Special performances of the
Division in 2018

4.7 Sri Lanka Planning Service



Examinations and interviews have been

Sri Lanka Planning Service established in

conducted to recruit 190 and 35 officers

1984 under the provisions of Sri Lanka

under open” limited streams and direct

Planning Service Minute is also an All Island

recruitment respectively for 233 vacant

Service.

posts and they have been referred to the

Preparation

Public Service Commission.


policy

guidelines

and

strategies, their implementation, planning of

110 officers were confirmed in the

programmes/ projects relevant to above,

service.


of

direction and evaluation of such programmes/

Approval has been sought for granting

projects, utilization of local and foreign

promotions to 82 officers in Class 3 of

resources and conducting researches and

Accountants‟ Service and 13 retired

development activities on the national and

officers were promoted to Special Grade.


Transfers have been given to 153 officers.



Capacity development programmes have

regional economy are the functions entrusted
to this service with a view to achieve social
and economic development in Sri Lanka.

been organized for the officers of the







service and 330 officers were directed to

All the functions pertaining to the officers in

such programmes.

Sri Lanka Planning Service, who play the role
Bar

of pioneers of the above task, are carried out

Examinations have been conducted duly

by the Planning Service Division of the

for the officers in Class 1 and 2 of Sri

Ministry

Lanka Accountants' Service.

Disaster Management.

All the establishments activities have been

Sri

concluded relating to 45 officers, who are

established in 1984 in order to take action

due to retire during this year.

regarding the management training and

First

Action

and

has

second

been

Efficiency

taken

to

of

Lanka

Public

Planning

Administration

Service

has

and

been

initiate

enhancement of the officers in the services

disciplinary activities against 23 officers

fallen under the scope of finance and

of the service and 12 out of the above

planning.

have been served with charge sheets. 06

established under the provisions of Sri Lanka

officers have been reinstated according to

Planning Service Minute was brought under

their appeals and explanations have been

All Island services. Sri Lanka Planning

called by now from 05 officers.

21

Sri

Lanka

Planning

Service

Service, which functions all over the Island,

Planning Service. Further, arrangements

consists of 1051 officers by year 2017.

have been made to provide induction
training

to

the

officers

after

their

recruitment.


In the human resource management in the
service, the division performs following
establishment activities.
Number
of officers
Confirmation in service
15
Special Grade
32
Promotio Grade I
2
ns
Grade II
212
Transfers
56
Retirements
7
Efficiency Bar Examinations, which are
Tasks performed



to be satisfied on the requirement of the
service minute, have been conducted
properly.


At present, 1047 officers are serving in the

Annual transfer scheme initiated during

posts out of the total number of approved

the last year has also been followed in the

posts of 1071 of Sri Lanka Planning Service.

year under review.

-

56% of officers in Grade III and II

-

16% of officers in Grade I

opportunity to receive local and foreign

-

3% of officers in Special Grade

training under the capacity development

-

25% officers on Supernumerary basis

programme introduced in year 2016 as the



Officers have been provided with the

3rd Efficiency Bar of the officers in Grade
I of Sri Lanka Planning Service. At
present, 13 officers have completed their
training and it has planned to provide
training to 171 officers during 4 sessions.


One

preliminary

investigation

was

conducted under the disciplinary activities

4.7.1 Special performances of the
Division in 2018

of officers and the number of disciplinary



completed, is 5.

inquiries of which the activities have been

Creation of 27 new posts in Special Grade


of Sri Lanka Planning Service.


A database consists of a seniority list and

Basic activities have been taken after

service particulars of officers in this

holding examinations to recruit 133

service and it is now being developed and

officers for the vacant posts in Sri Lanka

updated.
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4.8 Human Resource Development

distribution of such opportunities at the
level of provinces is given below. Further,

The mission of the Human Resource Division

TOT programme has been conducted in

is to create a human resource enriched with

addition to the above for 181 officers

the competency in order to enhance the

belonging

productivity and efficiency of the service

Public

Administration

and

Management

Service

category and in the meantime progress

provided to the general public by the Ministry
of

to

review

Disaster

programme

has

also

been

implemented.

Management, which plays a responsible role
in the development of Sri Lanka. Accordingly,
the main objective of the Division is to
distribute the training opportunities of the
officers serving in the Ministry of Public
Administration and Disaster Management.
Further, it is our objective to motivate the
staff for the enhancement of the efficiency of
the service applying the government funds
productively.



Local and long term training programmes

In addition to the identification of training

were provided to 31 staff and non- staff

needs of the officers

grade officers and the total expense of the

of the Ministry,
and

programme is Rs. 1.14 Million. The

supplying facilities, the creation of fully

distribution of theses trainings is given

equipped staff in the Ministry is also an

below.

conducting

training

programmes

objective of the Human Resource Division

Training
Workshop

enhancing their efficiency and spending
government funds whilst identifying the

Certificate course
Diploma course
English
training
(Speech Craft)
Post
Graduate
Courses
Sub Total

weaknesses of the staff in all units whilst
maintaining a staff enriched with different
capacities by way of distributing local and
foreign training opportunities in order to

Number of participants
Non-staff
Staff
Grade
Grade
09
10
01
08
03

-

21

10

ensure a stable capacity development in All


Island Management Services

The total number of participants in the
local short term training, which was

Local Training


9420

provided to the officers in the Ministry, is

officers

belonging

to

non-

1119 and the total cost borne for the

management services and spread at

purpose is Rs. 2.76 Million.

district level were trained with the
expense

of

Rs.

14.8

Million.

The

23

Trained categories
of officers
Management
Non-managerial
Primary
Sub Total


4.8.1 Special performances of the

Number of
officers
147
767
205
1,119

Division in 2018


a number of training programmes in
future, action has already been initiated to

170 officers have participated in the

establish a pool of resource providers

capacity development programme of Sri

within the Ministry.

Lanka Planning Service. The total cost of



the programme is Rs. 2.1 Million. Further.

induction

training

Administrative

of

Sri

Service,

institution providing instructions and

Lanka

guidelines to all public institutions to

capacity

follow the Public Administration Circular

development training programme of All

No: 2/2018 on the development of human

Island services and induction training of

resource in the public sector.

the Translators‟ Service.



287 officers participated in the training

workshop

with

discussions

was

performance indicator relevant to the

management service category in Badulla,

scope of the Ministry as per the directions

Rathnapura and Anuradhapura districts in

and guidance of the Secretary.

the training on good governance and



reforms.

Completion of the training programmes in
3 districts under the programme for

Foreign Training

training of non-staff officers at district

104 officers and 2 officers were directed

level

to short term and long term foreign

governance concept within the public

training programmes and the total cost of

sector.

this is Rs. 19.9 Million.


A

conducted with a view to prepare a prior

conducted for the officers in the non-



Making all necessary arrangements to
enhance productivity and efficiency of the

Rs.17.2 Million has been spent for the



Since the Ministry has planned to conduct



in

order

to

implement

good

Conducting an English language course

The country wise categorization of the

obtaining the service of an expert lecturer

officers, who were sent for short term

from private sector according to the

foreign training is as follows;

request made by the employees in primary

Serial Country in which
No:
the training was
conducted
Butan
01
Japan
02
Philippine
03
China
04
Thailand
05
Malaysia
06
India
07
Korea
08
Fiji Island
09

Number of
officers

grade.


01
01
02
04
01
02
91
01
01

Basic arrangements were made to prepare
human resource plan with a view to
enhance the performance of the public
service.



Outbound

training

programme

was

conducted for 45 officers at primary level
of the Ministry.
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4.9
Investigation,
operation

research



and

Referring requests made for information
under RTI act and taking necessary action

The Investigation, Research and Operation

to issue relevant information to the

Unit, which is one of the main units of the

general public whilst updating relevant

Ministry

reports.

of

Public

Administration

and


Disaster Management, carries out following

during the year and necessary information

functions.



Conducting

investigations

on

the

complaints

received

against

the

was provided for 359 applications. 29
applications have been rejected.


institutions under this Ministry, other

and further 2 requests have been made to

Conducting researches in different fields

the

for the enhancement of public service.



In addition to the above there were 29
requests referred to the nominated officer

public institutions and public officers.



448 requests were received by the Unit

Commission

for

obtaining

information.

Carrying out necessary operations in order
to make public service a more productive
service provider.

4.9.1 Special performances of the
Division in 2018


During

the

year

under

review

55

complains have been made to the


Investigation, Research and Operation
Unit

and

the

progress

of

and conducting researches on them. The

their

progress achieved so far is 75%.

investigations are given in the above


graph.


Identifying 2 main issues in public service

Publishing a compilation of case studies
based on the preliminary investigations

The original of the hand book on

conducted year 2017.

investigation has been handed over to
translate in other languages. Transparency
International has granted its approval for
this handbook.


Updating the name list of Disciplinary
Inquiry Officers



Maintaining the library established under
Collection of case studies, which have been
published

the unit


Publishing the

by annual

magazine

“Public Focus”.
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Making new office premises in order to
provide a friendly environment for the
officers of the staff enabling them to carry
out their work properly, conducting SEIRI
day, making a new office layout and
building

a

client

friendly

office

environment.


Launching a handbook on grievances
management.


The particulars of the investigations
conducted on the staff and non-staff
officers, which were conducted by the
Investigation Unit, are given in the above
graph.



Referring applications to the Human
Resource

Handbook on grievances management



Information

regarding

Division

to

conduct

and

awareness programme to widen the
the

knowledge of the Staff Officers on

recommendations made to the preliminary

preliminary investigations.


investigations, which were concluded.
Number of
Recommendations
recommendations
made
made
Issuance of charge sheets
under the schedule one
04
Charging Values
01
Proving that the complaint is
false
01
Other
02

Collecting

the

responses

clients

regarding the services delivered by the
Ministry up to 20.08.2018.


Conducting a training programme on
prosecuting for the benefit of the
Investigations Officers.

Training workshop
Investigation Officers

26

of

conducted

for

the

Particulars on the investigations conducted at the level of various public institutions
Serial No:
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Name of the Institution
Department of Government Printing
Department of Pensions
Central Engineering Service
State Printing Corporation
National Film Corporation
Divisional Secretariat
National Secretariat for Elders
Import and Export Control Department
Municipal Council of Colombo
Rubber Development Board
Sri Lanka Railways
National Food Promotion Board
North Central Province
Department of Zoological Gardens
Sri Lanka Tourist Board
Public Service Commission
Combined Service
Department of Agriculture
Department of Co-operative Development
Distance Learning Center
Department of Police
Department of Wildlife Conservation
Department of Motor Traffic
Total

Number of
complaints
05
12
01
02
02
02
01
01
02
01
01
01
02
01
01
02
01
01
02
01
01
01
02
47

Particulars on the investigations conducted at Ministerial level
Serial
No:
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

Name of the Ministry
Ministry of Public Administration and Disaster
Management
Ministry of Irrigation and Water Resource Management
Ministry of Fisheries and Aquatic Resource Development
Ministry of Local Government
Ministry of Finance and Mass Media
Ministry of Home Affairs
Ministry of Plantation Industries
Ministry of Social Empowerment and Welfare
Ministry of Industry and Commerce
Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation
Ministry of Sustainable Development and Wildlife
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Tourism Development and Christian Religious
Affairs
Sub Total

27

Number of
complaints
27
01
01
04
01
03
01
02
03
03
01
02
01
51

Policy Cluster



5.1 Summary

public service

This Ministry contributes to the formulation



of policies for the public service through the
following

tasks

whilst

assisting

Providing guidelines to the officers for
the preparation of policies

the



government to formulate policies ensuring

Formulation of policies at national level
on establishments activities and their

the wellbeing of public service as well as the

interpretations

public servants, defining the provisions of


the circulars issued by the Ministry of Public

Revision of the Establishments Code on
timely requirements and issuing Public

Administration and Disaster Management.


Formulation of policies relevant to the

Administration Circulars depending on
Delivery of services on establishment

the requirements.

activities to public officers, government

The above role has been entrusted to the

Ministries/ Departments, government

Establishments Division of the Ministry.

institutions and parties interested on
public service and to the recognized

5.2 Establishments Division

Trade Unions.


Preparation of the drafts of Cabinet

The Head of the Establishments Division,

Memorandums

the

which is considered as a separate department

establishments activities fallen under the

under the Ministry, is the Director General

scope

of Establishments.

of

the

relevant

Ministry

Administration
Management,





to

of

Public

and
taking

Disaster

further

 Establishments Code

action

regarding the decisions issued by the

For the first time Establishments Code has

Cabinet of Ministers and submitting

been issued in 1971 by the then Ministry of

recommendations of the Hon. Minister

Public Administration, Local Government

regarding the Cabinet Memorandums.

and Home Affairs to be effective from 01st

Working with the collaboration of

January 1972. During that period Mr. B.

Public Service Commission, General

Mahadeva has held office as the permanent

Treasury, Department of Management

Secretary

Services,

Administration,

Department

of

Attorney

of

the

Ministry

Local

of

Public

Government

and

General, Parliamentary sub committees

Home Affairs. The first edition of this

and other Ministries in administrative

Establishments

affairs.

reviewing

Submitting

observations

Administration

for

Circulars

Letters,

Public

Treasury
Financial

Administrative

and

Establishments

Establishments Code.

Chapters.
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Code

has

been

Circulars,

issued
Circular

Regulations

and

Regulations.
Code

consisted

This
of

46

The revised edition of the Establishments

31.12.2012 to the Volume

Code has been issued in 1985 revising the

Establishments Code issued in 1985. During

Establishments Code issued in 1971 and

that time Mr. P.B. Abeykoon has held office

with the inclusion of the revisions made to

as the Secretary of the Ministry of Public

the above and also with the inclusion of all

Administration and Home Affairs.

the revisions made to Public Administration
Circulars

and

Establishments

The overview on the contribution made by

Circulars

the Ministry to make police decisions in the

issued up to 31st August 1985 in respect of
relevant

subjects.

Mr.

I of the

public service during the year under review

D.B.I.P.S.

is as follows.

Siriwardhana has held office at that time as
the Secretary of the Ministry of Public

Tasks performed
Number of circulars issued
Number of circular letters
issued
Number of issues referred to
the Establishments division
Number of replies made to
those issues
Recommendations made for
Schemes of Recruitment
Observations
made
for
Cabinet Memorandums
Number
of
Cabinet
Memorandums forwarded
Number of replies made for
the issues forwarded in
relation to the Right to
Information Act.

Administration. This edition consists of 33
Chapters.
The Volume II of the Establishments Code
has been issued on 22nd April 1974 with the
inclusion of provisions on the disciplinary
control of

public

officers except the

members of Sri Lanka Army, Navy and Air
Force and public officers mentioned in
Article 41, 51, 52, 54 and 114 (6) of the
Constitution of the Democratic Socialist
Republic of Sri Lanka. The Volume II of the
Establishments Code has been issued again
on 08th April 1981 in place of the aforesaid
Establishments Code. Again it has been
revised and issued on 02nd August 1999 to
be effective from 01st November 1999. Mr.
P.A. Senarathna has held office as the
Secretary

of

Administration,

the

Ministry
Home

of

Affairs

Public
and

Plantation Industries during that time.
The new Establishments Code has been
issued in year 2013 with the inclusion of all
the provisions of all Public Administration
Circulars issued with the approval of the
Cabinet of Ministers from 01.09.1985 to

29

Amount
18
02
8,304
4,374
191
363
24
86

5.2.1 Special performance of the
division in year 2018
 With a view to ensure an optimum

 Facilities were provided with a view to

service delivery from public service,

order in accordance with the 5S concept

create motivated public officers and

and to ensure the uniformity of the

enhance the efficiency and productivity

decisions by way of taking scanned

through the policies updated to organize

copies of precedents.

public service properly,

establish an office environment with a
filing system maintained on a standard

following

 The main objective of the organization

policy actions have been revised.

of

-



Revision of the Establishments Code
on timely requirements (16 Chapters
have been completed during the
year)
- Issuance of a circular with the
inclusion of all the particulars in
Public Administration Circulars
issued in 2018 revising the
Establishments Code.
Three training programmes were

training

programmes

for

the

awareness of public officers in other
Ministries and Departments on the
provisions of the Establishments Code is
to ensure the possibility for making
collective efforts to provide the service
delivery in public sector in accurate and
effective way through the provision of
knowledge

on

leave,

salaries

and

conducted for the officers serving in

allowances. Language policy, discipline,

different Ministries and departments

compensation and allowances in relation

with a view to create a group of public

to the Establishments Code and Service

officers who are well informed on the

Minutes and Schemes of Recruitment.

provisions of the Establishments Code.

For

This task was initiated in order to create

conducted under three phases for the

a public service with higher productivity

officers ion the Public Management

as well as a service delivery at the

Assistants’ Service.

optimum level.



During an awareness programme on the
Establishments Code

this

purpose,

workshops

are

With a view to enhance knowledge,
skills and attitudes of the officers
serving in the division, an outbound
training workshop was conducted with
the participation of veteran artist Mr.
Rodney
Warnakula
(a
musical
programme) and further an internal
training programme has also been
conducted.

Outbound training conducted for the officers
of the division
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Facilitation Cluster

6.1 Summary
The divisions which perform the duties in

housing construction projects, allocation of

relation to the provision of housing facilities to

government

the officers belonging to public service are

reservation of holiday resorts and their

fallen under this section and the relevant

maintenance are carried out mainly under this

functions are carried out by the Housing and

division.

Development Division of the Ministry.

quarters

and

maintenance

The progress as whole is given below on the

The functions such as implementation of

housing projects for year 2018.

Nila Piyasa Housing Project – Consolidated Fund
Total
Cost (Rs.
M.)

District

Institution
which provides
consultancy
services
Engineering
services unit of
Uva Provincial
Council
Engineering
services unit of
Western
Provincial
Council
Department of
Building of
Central Province

Monaragalala

375

Gampaha

345

Kandy

90

Polonnaruva

300

Moratuva
University

Colombo

981

Moratuva
University

Institution
which carries
out
construction
Central
Engineering
Consultancy
Bureau
Link
Engineering
Pvt. Ltd
Kondasingha
Construction
Company
Link
Engineering
Pvt. Ltd
Central
Engineering
Services Pvt.
Ltd.

Number
of
housing
units

Financial
progress
(Rs. M.)

Physical
progress

32

97.8

44%

32

126.3

65%

08

15.9

20%

32

56.5

9%

40

237.6

25%

Nila Sevana Housing Projects – Public - Private Partnership
Area

Number of housing units

Current status

Habaraduwa/ Wekunagoda

1148

Completed

Kundasale

512

Being implemented.
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Income Rs.13.3 Million
(From 01.07.2018 to 31.12.2018)
6.2 Housing and Development

Projects

The main functions entrusted to this division

Two projects are implemented under this

are allocation of all the government quarters

division.

governed under the Ministry of Public

Nila Sevana Housing Project

Administration and Disaster Management to

Construction works of 576 houses at

the public officers on exigency of service

Habaraduwa and 512 at Wekunagoda in

and the improvement of infrastructure

Galle district, which were commenced under

facilities of these government quarters,

this project, have now been completed.

making the background to ensure productive
public

service

implementation

delivery
of

all

with
the

the

functions

connecting to Nila Piyasa, Nila Sevana
housing project carried out under the
Ministry, allocation and maintenance of
holiday resorts and

Habaraduwa

provision of training

Wekunagoda

opportunities to the caretakers of holiday
Action is now being taken to construct 512

bungalows.

houses at Kundasale, Kandy.
Government Quarters
.

Government quarters which are under the
management of the Ministry are allocated
and they can be categorized in the following
manner.
 104 summit flats
 52 bungalows
 20 houses at Lorris Road
 18 houses at Jayavadanagama
 04 houses at Gothami Road
Total allocation made for repairing official

Ceremony for laying the foundation stone

quarters is Rs.14.45 million and the total
expenditure

made

for

the

repairs

by

31.12.2018 is Rs.13.47 million.

Proposed Building
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Nila Piyasa Housing Project

Gampaha District




The project connecting to the housing
complex proposed to be constructed at
district level for the benefit of public officers



is named as Nila Piyasa housing project.
With a view to provide accommodation



facilities for public officers holding different


posts, a project has now been launched by
this division for the construction of buildings



consist of housing units in all districts.

Divisional Secretariat – Kelaniya
Estimated cost - Rs.345 Million
Contractor - Link Engineering Pvt.
Ltd.
Consultancy services - Engineering
service of Western Provincial Council.
Number of the proposed housing units
- 32.
4th quarter of year 2018 - Total cost
Rs. 126.3 Million
4th quarter of year 2018 - Physical
progress 65%

Under this project the constructions in
Monaragala,

Gampaha,

Polonnaruwa

districts

Kandy
have

and
been

commenced. The total cost estimate of the
above project is Rs.2895 million.
Monaragala District








Building proposed for construction

Divisional Secretariat – Monaragala
Estimated cost - Rs. 375 Million
Contractor
- Central Engineering
Consultancy Bureau
Consultancy services - Engineering
service of Uva Provincial Council
Number of the proposed housing units
- 32.
4th quarter of year 2018 – Total cost Rs.
97.8. million
4th quarter of year 2018 – Physical
progress 44%.

Progress as at 31.12.2018

Kandy District
 Divisional Secretariat – Gangavata
Koralaya
 Estimated cost - Rs. 90 Million
 Contractor - Kondasingha Construction
Company
 Consultancy services - Department of
Building of Central Province
 Number of the proposed housing units - 8
 4th quarter of year 2018 - Total cost
Rs.15.9 Million
 4th quarter of year 2018 - Physical progress

Building proposed for construction

20%

Progress as at 31.12.2018
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Colombo District
 Divisional Secretariat - Thimbirigasyaya
 Estimated cost - Rs. 981 Million
 Contractor Central Engineering
Services Pvt. Ltd.
 Consultancy services
Moratuva
University
 Number of the proposed housing units 40
 4th quarter of year 2018 - Total cost Rs.
237.6 Million
 4th quarter of year 2018 - Physical progress
9%

Building proposed for construction

Progress as at 31.12.2018
Polonnaruwa district
 Divisional Secretariat - Hingurakgoda
 Estimated cost - Rs. 300 Million
 Contractor - Link Engineering Pvt. Ltd
 Consultancy services
- Moratuva
University
 Number of the proposed housing units
- 32
 4th quarter of year 2018 - Total cost Rs.
56.5 Million
 4th quarter of year 2018 - Physical
progress 9%

Building proposed for construction

Progress as at 31.12.2018
Other projects which are in process
The solar power panels installed with a view
to minimize the electricity bill of the
Ministry were open under the auspices of
Hon. Minister and Secretary on 25.07.2018

Building proposed for construction

Progress as at 31.12.2018

Installation of solar power panels in the Ministry
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Productivity and Reforms Cluster

7.1 National Productivity Secretariat

Mission

Sri Lanka obtained membership of the Asian

To promote the productivity of Sri Lanka
to provide the necessary strength to face
the international competition and to
provide a higher standard of living to the
people by contributing to national
development.

Productivity Organization in 1966 and has
since pursued various measures to improve
the productivity of the country. Also, the
1997-2006 decade was named productivity
decade

and

in

2002,

the

National

Productivity Policy for both the public and

Objectives

private sectors was introduced with a special
land

mark

in

history.

The

1. Develop human resource capital and

National

organizational excellence through the

Productivity Secretariat was established

sharing

under the Ministry of Labor to implement

of

processes

this policy and productivity promotion

training,

and

experiences

programs, award ceremonies, tournaments,

systems

sharing

with

the

of

and

exciting

objective

of

creating a knowledge based society.

model companies, and promotions of small

2. Measuring, evaluating and increasing

and medium scale entrepreneurs were

the productivity of different economic

implemented island-wide through the four

sectors.

sectors of the public, private, school and

3. Establishment of National Productivity

community. The Ministry of Productivity

Standards

Promotion was established in 2010 and the

and

Targets

considering

various opportunities in various sectors.

National Productivity Secretariat was named

4. Establishment of an innovative and

as an institution of that Ministry. Since 2015

creative culture through productivity and

the National Productivity Secretariat has

standard promotion programmes and

been functioning under the Ministry of

corporative programmes.

Public Administration and Management.

Strategies
Several productivity promotion programmes
are

being

conducted

by

1. Establishment of a national pool of

National

dedicated

trainers,

specialists,

and

productivity

Productivity Secretariat with the assistance

consultants

of the Asian Productivity Organization and

auditors for productivity promotion.

its

member

countries

to

achieve

the

2. Launching a media communication

objective of "Productivity for All by 2020".

network in order to ensure a broad
coverage of an awareness program

Vision

to the general public by using mass

Sri Lanka to become the Centre of
Excellence for Productivity Promotion in
Asia.

media.
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3. Socializing

the

Productivity

Staff

of

the

National

Productivity

promotion Programmes as a national

Secretariat as at 31.12.2018

movement covering all aspects.

Staff

4. Encouraging

innovation

and
Staff Officers

creativity by increasing knowledge

Information
Technology
Officer ,
Translator
Productivity
Development
Officers
Management
Assistants
KKS

management.
5. Establishment of a productivity
culture in the country. Develop rural
development programs and case
managers in order to support and
empower the community through
productivity.

Head
Office
11

Distr
ict
-

Divisional
Secretariat
-

2

55

61

464

580

11

-

-

11

9

-

-

9

Drivers

8

-

-

8

Total

96

61

464

621

Year

Provision
(Rs.Mn)

Expenditure
(Rs.Mn)

Financial
Progress
(%)

Recurrent

376.51

357.14

95

Capital

48.86

36.74

75

Total

425.37

393.88

93

Description
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11
2

Programmes in 2018
1. Productivity
Promotion
Programmes in the Education
sector.
2. Productivity Promotion in the
Community Sector.
3. Productivity Promotion in the
Public Sector
4. Productivity Promotion in the
Private Sector
5. Productivity
Awards
Competition
and
Awards
Ceremony
6. Media and advertising program
7. Skills development programs
8. International Programs
9. Special projects
10. Research
&
Productivity
Development Programs
11. Development

Total

2003

Amount
(Rs.Million )
0.714

2004
2005

1.895
1.216

2006
2007

1.685
2.834

2008
2009

3.683
1.933

2010
2011
2012
2013

4.443
4.883
6.965
2.71

2014
2015
2016

8.257
17.25
16.44

2017

16.06

2018

9.93

1.1 Pre-School Education
Blooming Fresh Flowers.........

1.1.1

Implementing

productivity

concepts in pre schools
Programmes

conducted

by

National

Productivity Secretariat in 2018 are

Teachers and children of pre-schools as well

described

as

under

the

main

sections

parents

are

productivity

mentioned above.

made

concepts

aware

on

through

the
these

programmes. Pre-schools which have a

1.

Productivity

tendency to follow productivity concepts

Promotion

achieve

Programmes in the Education Sector

a

remarkable

institutional

development with the passage of time and

Children are the foundation of sustainable

also bestow a virtuous generation of children

development. The generation of children

to the nation.

who grows healthily and properly needs to
There are 12353 registered pre schools in the

be developed socially and emotionally as

country at present and the target was to

well and the outcome of the education

create 600 productive pre schools within the

should be a generation of children who can

year 2018.

contribute to a speedy development in
economic and social aspects in future

At

through

concluded by the Productivity Development

development

technological

of

competencies.

skills

and

Productivity

present,

Officers

at

programmes

District

and

have

been

Divisional

Secretariats selecting 1400 free schools

promotion programmes in the education
sector have been designed to present

Programmes for the implementation of
productivity concepts at pre-schools in Batticaloa
district

productive citizens with a creative mind who
can raise with self-confidence, to the work

Awareness meeting for teachers and parents

force. For the purpose of introducing
productivity concepts, National Productivity
Secretariat conducts programmes affiliating
all the educational institutions.
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1.1.2

productivity development activities of such

Certificate Course for pre-school

schools have already been commenced.

teachers
Five days Certificate Course on Productivity
which was commenced in year 2016 for pre-

1.2.1

school teachers is continued in year 2018.

Societies at schools in order to implement

Accordingly,

productivity concepts in schools as per the

an

allocation

of

Rs.

Establishment

8,20,740.00 has been sent to Colombo,

criteria

Kalutara,

Awards Ceremony

Gampaha,

Galle,Matale

and

determined

of

by

Productivity

Productivity

Rathnapura districts and Rs. 7,35,046.00 out
of the above has been utilized. Further,
examinations
completing

have
the

been

Certificate

conducted
Course

on

Productivity in all districts. The number of

Establishment

beneficiaries of the programme is 423 pre-

associations

school teachers.

favorable

of

school

creates
for

the

an

productivity
environment

implementation

of

productivity concepts among children in a

1.2 School Sector

creative and collective manner. Knowledge,

A generation who are the
flourishing tomorrow.........

heirs

of

skills and attitudes of students are developed
by way of directing them towards proper use
of productivity promotion techniques and
tools. In this programme, leadership of the
school productivity association is entrusted
to students and necessary guidance is
provided by the principal and the staff of
teachers.

Programmes are conducted island wide for
promotion of productivity in around 10,000

1.2.2 Training of Trainers programmes

schools functioning in the school system. Its

for Productivity Development Officers.

target is to create productive schools
complying

with

productivity

the
awards

criteria

of

A training programme for trainers has been

the

conducted for the Productivity Development

competition.

Officers

Productivity Development Officers, who

967.00.

as Productive Schools. At present 924
been

identified

the

basic

amount spent for the purpose is Rs.364

planned to develop 600 schools in year 2018

have

conducting

Certificate Course for students and the

have been attached at divisional level have

schools

before

and
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1.2.3

Basic

certificate

course

on

productivity and quality management
conducted for school children
This basic certificate course on productivity
and quality management can be introduced

2. Productivity Promotion Programme
in the Community Sector

as a programme implemented through
school productivity association with the
objective of improving knowledge on the
subject

of

productivity

among

school

children. The knowledge acquired through
this course lays a strong foundation for
students to engage in tertiary and vocational
education

on

productivity and

quality

Aspects such as education, health and

management after school education and get

security, economy, social status and order

job opportunities in future. Since a valuable

cultural and spiritual values are covered by

certificate recognized by the government is

this programme. As a whole, the community

awarded for students who complete this

productivity programme has been designed

certificate course successfully, it will be

based on the indicators covering above

important for their future professional life as

aspects, by which the living standard of rural

an extra qualification. It is the objective of

people can be measured. This programme is

the National Productivity Secretariat to get

implemented at village level by productivity

the students who socialize after completion

development officers attached to divisional

of their school education, engaged in the

secretariats. The Community Productivity

development of the country as creative and

Force which was established representing

productive citizens. The target for year 2018

villages provides a participatory approach in

was to conduct programmes for 3000 school

achieving the required development goals by

children and at present 114 programmes

way of identifying issues of the village with

have been completed at district level. The

the application of productivity concepts.

allocation

Participation of the Task Force trained in

released

to

districts

is

Rs.95,000.00.

year 2017 is obtained for the projects

Highlights of the Certificate Course on

implemented

Productivity in Badulla district

particulars of the programme are included in

in

year

2018.

All

the

the Community Productivity Guidelines
which

are

designed

for

Productivity

Development Officers. 325 model villages
have been created in year 2018.
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Serial
No.

1.

2

3

Total

Activity

2.1

Expenditu
re (Rs.)

Implementation

of

Four
awareness 44,775.00
programmes
on
Community
Productivity
Programme have been
conducted in year
2018 for 180 officers
in Matara, Kalutara,
Kurunegala, puttalam
and Kandy Districts.
40 housing units were
inspected in four
observation
tours
conducted in selected
divisions in Matara,
Kurunegala, Puttalam
and Kandy districts.
Inspection of the 14,200.00
progress
of
100
projects for which
allocations have been
made in Monaragala
(Divisional Secretaries
Divisions of Bibila,
Medagama,Monaragal
a and Badalkumbura)
For two programmes 20,882.00
in
Monaragala,
Badalkumbura
and
Medagama Divisional
Secretariat Division
and inspection of the
progress
in
Monaragala district.

Programmes at village level

Community
Productivity
Programme
at
Puttalam- Conducting
a special programme
for 225 beneficiaries
at Karuwalagasweva.
Making
the 5340.00
community
of
Maragala,
Kumaragewatta Estate
aware of the matters
under
Community
Productivity
Programme.

occasion.

Productivity

Community Productivity Programme

is

implemented with the view to inculcate
productivity

concepts

in

the

rural

community and to prepare citizens of the
country to be the beneficiaries of higher
living

standards

within

a

prosperous

economic and spiritual environment by way
of strengthening housing units through
productivity concepts.

General public were informed by way of an
exhibition cubicle at “ENTRPRISE SRI
LANKA 2018” on 2018.08.29.30.31

in

Monaragala district. Accordingly, the rural
community was informed regarding the
opportunities for the enhancement of living
conditions and for opportunities to develop
their

business

undertaking

as

highly

productive institutions by way of joining
with Kaizen programme. The expenditure of
the programme is Rs. 43537/-. Nearly
50,000 leaflets were delivered at this

81695.00
Exhibition cubicle of National Productivity Secretariat
at “ENTRPRISE SRI LANKA 2018”
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2.2 Training of public officers as trainers

private sector. 844 Productivity Programmes

for implementation of rural community

were

productivity project accurately.

institutions

implemented

in

during year

government
2018

by the

Productivity Development Officers who

The intervention of the public sector is

have

highly important at rural level in order to

been

attached

to

Divisional

Secretariats.

enhance the living standard of the public and
therefore 12 awareness programmes have

Grama Niladhari Officers are also included

been completed for the purpose.

in

these

conducted
2.3

Awareness

programmes

for

Meerigama

Community Productivity Task Force
Community

Productivity

Task

institutions.
in
in

A

programme

Divisional

Secretariat,

Gampaha

district

mentioned below.
Force

Making officers aware of the phases of the

provides the leadership at village level for

competition for Grama Niladhari Officers

the productivity programme

3. Productivity Promotion in public
sector
3.1

Arranging public institutions

in

accordance with Productivity Awards
Competition.
The gradual increase of the number of public
institutions participating in productivity
awards ceremony bears witness for the
tendency of public institutions to deliver a
qualitative public service to the public by
way

of

learning

and

Inspection of institutions according to the criteria

implementing

productivity concepts.

Innovations bestowed upon the public
service by ministries and departments of the
central government and provincial councils
and institutions which are very close to the
public such as district secretariats, divisional
secretariats

and

local

is

government

institutions, through learning productivity
concepts have been able to compete with the
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3.2 Basic Productivity Certificate Course

The main purpose of this project is to

for Professionals

empower the Small and Middle Scale

The

competition

of

the

Entrepreneurs

programme

with

productivity.

Implementation of productivity concepts in

conducted in year 2017 for the professionals

the small and middle scale enterprises will

in Health sector was held in year 2018 and

pave way to create excellent institutions

the expenditure of the competition is

which deliver excellent service and products

Rs.6290.00. The number of medical officers

that can face the global competitiveness. The

participated in the event is 75 and the

all

number of executive officers is 65.

island

Kaizen

project

which

was

launched on 16th of January 2016 will be
40 Grama Niladharis in Administrative

implemented for two years. 97 businessmen

Grade have been trained in year 2018. The

had become qualified for the phase 2 of the

expenditure made for the purpose was Rs.

project. Rs. 68801.50 has been spent for the

1,31,732.00.

progress review of the project and printing
of Kaizen name board.

4. Productivity Promotion in the
The first step of the implementation of the

Private Sector

project

is,

selection

of

businessmen,

4.1 Creating institutions which implement

conducting

productivity concepts

selected businessman, conducting local and

consultancy,

create 600 institutions in private sector in
2018.

Productivity

programmes

for

foreign training programmes, continuous

The objective of this programme was to

year

awareness

project

monitoring

and

conducting 05 programmes for sharing

Development

experience and project evaluation.

Officers attached to District and Divisional
Secretariats implement 346 productivity

Small scale businesses which were selected

programmes.

financial

by way of observing institutions at divisional

allocation of Rs.405,655.00 has been granted

level in Gampaha district were selected for

for

the productivity programme by way of an

Accordingly,

awareness

a

programmes

and

Rs.

402009.00 out of the above has been spent.

interview

conducted

by

Secretariat. (40 institutions)
4.2 Kaizen Project

“Empowering the Small and Middle Scale
Entrepreneurs with Productivity”
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the

District



Seven training programmes have been

Introducing

National

Productivity

conducted at provincial level for training of

Awards Competition 2018- Sri Lanka

trainers of Kaizen project and allocation of

Broadcasting Corporation -2018.02.16

Rs. 605255 has been provided for the



purpose. Rs. 543135 has been spent out of
thye

above

for

the

Programme on Community Productivity
- 2018.03.16



programmes.

Productivity Awards Competition –Sri

Accordingly, 381 Productivity Development

Lanka

Officers of the districts have been trained as

2018.02.22


trainers. The number of the resource persons

Rupavahini

Productivity Awards Competition –

participated in the programmes is 38. The

International

results expected from this programme is to

2018.03.23

enhance

the

number

of

Corporation

Television

Network

productivity

programme in the private sector.

6. Skills Development Programmes

5. Media and Publicity Programmes

6.1 Certificate Courses conducted at

5.1 Manual and DVD on Energy has been

district level and courses conducted for

prepared as new publications and further

professionals

they

The

The ceremony for awarding certificates of

is

the course held for officers at management

Rs.20,000/-. The publication cost is Rs.

level, officers in health field, officers in

193200. This amount has been reimbursed

defense sector and GP Cell Green Belt

by the Asian Productivity Organization.

holders including Head of the institutions

5.2 Tamil translations- Tamil translations are

was conducted and the expenditure borne to

being carried out. Rs. 16010 has been spent

that ceremony is Rs. 14257.50.

for translation of Community Productivity

Productivity Certificate Courses were held

Handbook into Tamil language.

in year 2018 at district level and the progress

5.3 Television and broadcasting programmes

of the same is as follows.

- Two television programmes have been

Institution

have

again

been

expenditure

made

for

telecasted

in

printed.
the

International

DVD

Television

Provincial Council Galle
Department of Cooperative
Development
Provincial Council Sabaragamuva
Department of
Agriculture

Network and Sri Lanka Rupavahini. In the
meantime one radio programmes has been
broadcasted.

Particulars of these programmes are given
below.
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Number of
Programmes
2

Number of
beneficiaries
152

1

95

1

50

2

200

6.2 Diploma Courses

7. Counselling Programmes

93 individuals participate in weekends and

7.1 Special Counselling Programmes for

mid-

institutions

week

diploma

courses

and

the

expenditure of the programme is Rs.

Counseling programmes were conducted

843,974.00 whilst the income is amounted to

during year 2018 for Employment Trust

Rs.1,201,000.00

Fund

(ETF),

Pirivenas,

The students of the previous diploma course

National

Department

Savings
of

Bank,

Sri

Lanka

Railways, Project for the Zonal Educational

were sent for a foreign study tour.

Offices
6.3 One day programme on productivity

in

Department
Department

The programmes conducted during this year

Sabaragamuwa

province,

of

Services,

of

Agrarian
Education

–

Western

province.

are given in the following table.

Modern productivity concepts have been
Name of the
course (Date
on which the
course was
conducted

Particip
ation

Expendit
ure(Rs.)

Productivity
and
5S
Concept

16

Kaizen Scheme
(02.27
Knowledge
Management
(03.06)
Quality Circles
(03.20)
Total
Productivity
Maintenance
Occupational
Health
&
Management
Six Sigma
Information
Technology for
Productivity
Comparative
Notes
on
Administration
Productivity
Maintenance

62

39993.00

310,000.00

18

14,681.2
5

90,000.00

35

-

1,75,000.00

79

47625.00

395,000.00

40

-

200,000.00

89
49

45750.00

445000.00
245000.00

36

29750

180000

27

20570

135000

introduced to the Piriven system in order to

Income
(Rs.)

achieve the objectives of education in
Pirivena by way of “Pala Sapiri Pirivena”,
which was commenced in 2017 by National

2018 )

(02.20)

12817.50

80000.00

Productivity Secretariat. So far, the results of
758 programmes conducted at Pirivenas are
at the satisfactory level and the course for
such success is the higher number of
Pirivens

applied

for

the

Productivity

Awards. Progress review programmes have
been conducted in year 2018 and the
expenditure made for it is Rs. 57,172.00.

Progress review meeting „Pala Sapiri
Pirivena’ programme - 26.02.2018
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8. International Programmes
Progress Summary (Year 2018)

Training courses/ workshops conducted in
collaboration

with

Asian

Name of the
No Program
International forum
on Public Sector
Productivity,
participants 1 Foreign 31, Local 11
Training of Trainers
on Scenario Planning
participants 2 Foreign 17, Local 7
Workshop on
Innovative &
Strategic Leadership
for enhancing Public
Sector Productivity
participants 3 Foreign 10, Local 6
E- Learning Course
on Management
Innovation in SMEs
4 participants 36
E- Learning Course
on Management
Innovation in SMEs
(Advance)
5 participants 32
E-Learning Course
on Customer
Satisfaction
Management for
Health Sector
6 participants 32
E- Learning Course
on Waste
Management in Agro
Business
7 participants 31
Lean Healthcare
Summit
8 participants 200
Test Programme
HRM participants
9 100

Productivity

Institutions.
8.1 Multi Country Observational Study
Missions
8.2 Technical Expert Services (TES) in
Collaboration with (APO)
8.3 e-Learning programs in Collaboration
with APO
Management

innovation

e-learning

programme has been conducted from 15th
up to 18th January 2018 and 36 persons
participated in th eprogramme. Expenditure
of the same is Rs. 136,118.

Secretary General’
Lanka

visits

to Sri

Dr Santhi Kanoktanaporn, the General
Secretary

of

Organization
Productivity

Asian
arrived

Productivity

Secretariat.

at

National

Accordingly

a

gathering has been organized with Hon.
Ranjith

Maddumabandara,

Minister

of

Public Administration and Management,
H.E. the president, Secretary to H.E. The
President, The Secretary of the Ministry of
Public Administration and Management.
Expenditure was Rs. 204,508.12.
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Cost
Incurred (Rs)

2,833,697.00

1,875,791.00

2,276,967.00

122,400.00

147,231.00

112,140.00

125,796.00

579,729.81

77,591.41

8.4.1 International conference for the

9. Special Projects

enhancement of the productivity in Public

List of institutions which followed 5S.

Sector

5 9.9S 5S certification
This international conference was held
joining
Secretariat

with
and

Organisation and

National

Productivity

Institute

Asian

Prioductivity

Naval Hospital - Kankasanthurei
Bernard Botejue Industries (Pvt)
Ltd. - Kolonna
Southern Spars International
(PVT) LTD - Lot 51 BEPZ Walgama, Malwana
Nations Trust Bank - Digital
Banking
Nations Trust Bank - Commercial
Banking
Nations Trust Bank - Internal
Audit
Nations Trust Bank - IRMD
Nations Trust Bank - Credit
Management
Stein Studios of MTV Channel
(PVT) Limited - Rathmalana

the

supervision

was

concducted by Dr. Jose Elvinia who
representted Asian Productivity Association.
Foreign resourse persons consisted of Mrs.
Anita Keller, Sandra Sarev, Mrs. Hasami
Habbeb, Dr.M.J. Moon and Ronald Young,
Prof, Rohan Samarajeewa and Prof. Ajith
Silva provided their contribution as local
resourse providers.

31 forigners and 11

locals have participated in the programme.

Issuing
Date
25.01.2018
28/05/2018
31/07/2018
10/08/2018
10/08/2018
10/08/2018
10/08/2018
10/08/2018
07/09/2018

This programme was conducted during four
Awarding of certificates at 5S certification

days from 02nd July 2018 at Galadari Hotel
Colombo.

The

expenditure

for

the

programme is Rs. 2,519,297.00.
The arrival of Director General of Asian Productivity
Organisation.

9.2 GP Cell National Programme

Objectives of GP Cell National Programme
Under this national programme GP Cells are
established

island

wide

and

thereby

examines the use of resources, consumption
of energy, water consumption, reduction of
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waste, environmental conservation of the

implementation of knowledge management

institutions. Further various programmes are

extension project took place in year 2018 .

implemented

to

achieve

environmental
9.4 Lean Hospital Model Project

performance. No of GP cells established at
present is 1,053.

Lean concept can be introduced as the most
9.3 Knowledge Management

advanced

concept

concepts

at

among

higher

productivity

level.

This

is

Since the majority of the population of the

implemented

country represents the rural community, the

successfully and it is an excellent concept

contribution of this community is important

applied for the identification of unnecessary

in the development of national economy.

steps

control

more

over

concept is not widely applied in the public

acquire from the experience of using
by

processes,

sector

for the time management. However this

community tends to use the knowledge they

knowledge

the

private

unnecessary costs identifying such costs, and

In this context it can be observed that this

traditional

in

in

sector

themselves,

in

this

country.

With

the

implementation of Lean concept in public

However, the rural population has not yet

sector through training workshops, the

reached to expected level of economic and

Government will have opportunity to reap

social status in our country and no pragmatic

more benefits. Further this will be helpful

solutions have been given for the issues they

for the enhancement of the productivity

face in their lives. Therefore, it is expected

minimizing the wastage of the public sector.

by this project to identify the knowledge gap
in them and to provide solutions to reach

As the initial step in 2017, the programme

their goals.

for training of officers in Health Sector as
Lean professionals has been successfully

From the beginning of year 2017 National
Productivity Secretariat has implemented 43
community

centered

management

projects

districts

the

of

knowledge

covering all

Island.

completed

through

practitioner

Green

Lean
Belt

Healthcare
certification

programme in the institutions in public

the

sector, which supply health services.

Accordingly

sustainable methodologies are prepared for

A “Lean Healthcare Conference” was held

the

on 3rd April 2018 at the auditorium of

economic

development

and social

Sethsiripaya for officers in the Health sector

promotion of the Community.

as a TES programme in collaboration with
Seminar for the extension of knowledge
management

project

publication

of

KM

in

year
booklet

Asian Productivity Organization. It was held

2018,

successfully with the participation of nearly

and

200 participants.
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Lean Healthcare Booklet

was launched on the same day.Expenditure

This year operational works of National

was Rs.290785.30.

Productivity Awards Competition are carried
out

applying

information

technology.

Accordingly all the following steps of the
competition are carried out online through
the web page of National Productivity
Secretariat. Information technology has
become a great assistance to hold this
awarding ceremony with more credibility
9.5

and efficiency.
Information

and

communication

technology development programme for

National Productivity awards ceremony

office management

conducted

by

National

Productivity

Secretariat has been modified through
Main objective of this programme is to

following steps.

enhance productivity at offices. Application
of the information technology for office

1. Online Registration of applicants with the

systems in public sector has become a timely

assistance of NPS web page in the internet.

requirement and the objective of this is to
ensure more convenient office systems. ICT
has been implemented for the enhancement
of the productivity at institutions as one tool
among productivity concepts. Rs. 290500.00
has been spent for development of the ebreeze information system
2. Registration of the officers, who evaluate

Information technology for productivity

competition, using internet and maintenance
New projects were launched from the

of an information system.

beginning of year 2015 to apply information

Registration)

technology for the institutional management
functions

at

National

Productivity

Secretariat. As the initial step, routing office
management functions such as obtaining
leave, store management, reservation of
vehicles etc. were started by e-breeze
project. At present they are successfully
implemented.
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. (Online

3. Sending registration number and bar code

view to promote productivity concepts at

via e mail and SMS.

places which are important in economic
terms and which witness more people.

4. Inclusion of the marks in to barcode after
verification of application.
5. Applying SMS and e mails to inform all
institutions whether they are selected or not
for the field inspection.



Subway at Borella junction



Zoological garden at Pinnawala



Zoological garden at Dehiwala



Elephant orphanage at Pinnawala

As a result of this project, zoological
6. Judgement sent to corporate test

gardens at Pinnavala and Dehiwala and
elephant orphange at Pinnavala have won
places at the first rounds of Productivity
Awards Competition. These institutions
display a special progress adding new values
to the service delivery for their clientele.
9.6.1 Sectoral productivity programmes have

Usage of SMS/email system in order to

been planned

inform the approval for selection of the

Authority, Timber Corporation,Post Offices,

panel of judges to inspect institutions

Railway, and food producing institutions.

for Vocational Training

9.6.2 Desigining model institutions for
traditional

industries,Ayurveda

and

tea

production
9.6.3 Programmes have been planned for
conference of Grama Niladharies, P Gap
Program, record roomය, establishment of
3R centers at schools
9.7.

7. Feeding of marks in data base, analyzing

During

this

year

productivity

programmes have been implemented in

these data and publishing results through

different

internet. Calling of relevant reports.

divisions

to

ensure

sectoral

productivity development.
9.6 Projects of Productivity Promotion

9.8. The implementation of 5S concepts

and Public Relations

within the institution and laying out the
4 assisting programmes have been launched

record room have been successfully carried

and implemented from year 2017 with a

out as other special programmes.
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10.

Research

and

10.2 Data base on productivity

productivity

development

A study is being made made to esatblish the

10.1 Date base on productivity

necessary background to build indicators
obtaining data from secondary sources. Data

It has targeted to achieve development at
national

level

productivity

by

way

through

of

data

report is prepared once the productivity

promoting
base

indicators are determined and printing works

on

are to be carried out in year 2019.

productivity and an attractive presentation is
10.3 Review of the progress

made to make the usage of data popularize
among professional as well as the General

The

Public. 04 issues have been issued during

progress

review

meeting

of

the

institution – 2017 was conducted at the

year 2018.

Productivity Secretariat. The mmetings of

Four issues of Samamithi magazine have

district Productivity officers are conducted

been published during this year also in order

at district level. Meetings of the offcers are

to represent the background which is

also conducted at districty level. For this

required to confirm the discussions on the

purpose Rs. 253304.00 has been spent. In

subject of productivity through figure .

the meantime, progress review meeting at
distric level has also been conducted. The

It was expected to provide assistance to the

expenditure made for the purpose is

officers for field duties with the application

Rs.242,019.00 .

of data and information and induce the
researchers who pay their attention on the

Five meetings have been conducted to obtain

productivity for various study purposes.

comments and suggestions of various parties
to the action plan of 2019. The expenditure

Accordingly, the first issue of Samamithi

made for the purpose was Rs. 17,050.00

discusses on the economic background of
green agriculture and export crops. The

11 Human Resource Management

second issue is focused on the necessities for

Officers of the institution have been given

productive

administration

opportunity to participate in 42 local training

structure. The third issue pays attention

programmes and they have been granted 6

towards the effect of the population trends to

Post Graduate degrees. Rs. 1,631,362.00 has

the productivity and finally the fourth issue

been spent for this purpose.

divisional

discusses on the importance of applying
tourism industry for

productive

National Productivity Secretariat grants

urban

opportunity for the professionals covering

planning methodology.

all the sectors in the country to participate in
foreign productivity training programmes
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and the amount spent for Visa and insurance

Activity

Physical progress

for this purpose is Rs. 1,876,349.19.
Launching
the awards
competition
Newspaper
Notices
have
notices
been published in
8 newspapers.
Printing
7000
Sinhala,
hand outs
2000
Tamil,
7000,
1000
English
For
Public,
translating
production and
the criteria services
into Tamil
medium
Criteria
Criteria
Awareness
Awareness
Programme Programmes 2
s 18/01/2018 day programme
and 19
for the officers at
Productivity
Secretariat
Participation 90
For 25 districts
(2018/02/122018/03/15)
Other printing work

12. National Productivity Awards
Competition and Awarding

The

National

Productivity

Awards

Competition, which is organized bu the
Ministry of Public Administration and
Disaster Management, can be considered as
a competition at national level. This
competition is aimed at identifying the
institutions,

which

belong

to

public,

production, service and education sectors
following good practices for improving the
status, productivity and service, throug a
technologically regular evaluation process
and encouraging by evaluating at national
level.
12.1

the

Productivity Awards Competition abd

45,300.00

36605.00

988087.00

205860.00

300,000.00

On Site Visits

3516919.85

Transport and other expenditure
for Award
Payment for panels of judges

3438670.00

Criteria
preparation
Zoological Department
Total

National

845,715.75

Training of panels of judges and
Desktop Evaluation
Allocation of halls

Provincial Judge Panel
Conducting

Financial
progress (Rs.)
31747.25

884194.25

3667650.00
10920.00

for

16940.00
13988609.1

National Productivity Awards Ceremony
The competition relevant to year 2016/2017

The number of institutions applied for the

is is held in year 2018. It was declared on

competition is 2000. The methodology of

th

17 of March 2018. The progress of the

conducting the competition, quality of the

activities,

judges, criteria, marking scheme have been

which

have

already

been

performed, is indicated below.

changed for further improvement of the
quality, recognition and accuracy. The
criteria of the competition have been
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redesigned by studying the international
criteria.

Therefore,

Criteria

Awareness

Programmes for the panel of judges have
been conducted at the National Productivity
Secretariat

with

the

Mr.

Suranga

Gunarathne, former Director of National
Productivity Secretariat as the resource
person.
Criteria

Awareness

Programmes

at

district level on new criteria
Desktop Evaluation and Judge Panel
Criteria Awareness Programmes on the new

Training

criteria have been conducted covering 25
districts. Programmes have been conducted

The evaluation process of the institutions,

from 12/02/2018 up to 15/03/2018 as one

which apply for the National Productivity

programme per each sector in each district

Awards Competition, consists of two parts.

through the coordination of the Productivity
Development

Officers

at

district



and

Phase 1 of the review – Reviewing the
applications, which have been submitted

divisional level with the participation of


3807 institutions in the public, production

Phase 1 of the review – Onsite
inspection

and service sectors, 3376 institutions in the

In the reviewing stage, which is the first

schools sector and 754 institutions in the

phase

production e resource persons for these

of

the

evaluation

process,

the

applications, which were not submitted

programmes have been the officers at the

following standars as per the criteria, were

National Productivity Secretariat. Provisions

rejected and the rest of the applications were

for the criteria awareness programmes have

reviwed by a Board consisting of experts.

been allocated to the relevant District

For

Secretariats as provisions.

the

purpose

of

examining

the

applications, the members of the Panel of
Criteria
Awareness
Program for NPS
Officers

Eastern Province
Criteria
Awareness
Program

Judges were called to the Productivity
Secretariat under several categories. In
addition to the members, who are the experts
and provide their service in the evaluation
process of the National Productivity Awards
Competition, new members, who have
knowledge in the field of productivity and
serving in the school sector and production
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and service sector in the government, were

institutions, which are eligible for onsite

also called to serve as the members of the

vists in National Productivity Awards

panel of judges. For this purpose nearly 500

Competition 2018.

new and registered officers were trained for

Accordingly, nearly 1015 institutions, which

the examination of applications and the staff,
who

provide

their

assistance

for

are eligible in the production and service

the

sector in the government and school sector

preparation of criteria, extended their service

were visited under onsite vists by the panel

as resource providers.

of judges. The main objective of this vists as

Dates on whch the applications were

the 2nd phase of the evaluation process, is to

examined and the participation

verify the applications and the particuars of

2018/05/01,02

120

the applications. During these onsite visists

2018/05/03,04

120

interviews are conducted by the panel of

2018/05/14,15,16

120

2018/05/21,23

40

2018/06/05

60

judges with the officers of the institutions
and further the data, information and reports
are examined to verify the accuracy of the
particuars in the relevant report. Certain

In addition to the above programmes, the

institutions use power point presentations for

service of the panel of judges was obtained

this purose.

for

the

submitted

examination
by

of

institutions

applications

Accordingly onsite vists connecting to

wherever

National Productivity Awards Competition

necessary.

were commenced in the first week of July
2018 and the surveys were conducted
covering 25 districts of the Island. For this
purpose nearly 500 members were trained to
serve in panel of judges and they were
directed to conduct onsite vists after
registration.
Maling payments to the members of the
panel of judges for National Productivity

On site Visits

Awards Competition 2018
The institutions, which have secured marks

National Productivity Awards Competition

beyond the cut off marks determined by the

2018 was declared under new criteria for

Consultative Committee and the decision

school sector and production and service

making authority after the selecction from

sector

basic applications, the first phase of the

programmes were conducted during several

evaluation process, are consisred as the
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in the

government. Therefore,

days

by

the

National

Productivity

Rs. 5,488,550.00. The total amount paid in
year 2018 is Rs.3,667,650.00.

Secretariat in order to clarify criteria, which
are to be applied in the examination of

5.2 Management reforms and public
relations

basic applications by nearly 500 internal
and external members of the panel of

This

judges. Further, action was taken to make

been

The main objective of this division is the

awareness programmes are concluded, the

introduction

members of the panel of judges were
the

has

Government and Democratic Governance.

visits in the proper manner. Once these

review

division, which

Ministry of Public Administration, Local

methodology in order to conduct onsite

to

a

established in year 2015 under the then

them aware of the training and evaluation

directed

is

and

implementation

of

management reforms in order to ensure more

applications

productive and results oriented service

submitted by different intstituions.

delivery to the general public from the
public sector.

On completion of the above phase, the
service of a panel of judges consisting of 3
members

is

obtained

to

judge

the

This division performs the following tasks.

institutions selected by the review of basic
applications. Atleast one internal officer of

1. Conducting

the National Productivity Secretariat and 2

community

productivity

projects in order to enhance the living

other members are included in each panels

condition of the people living in

of judges to carry out these evaluations.

periphery and also to enhance the talents

The officers, who join for the first time as

of school children whilst improving

the members of the panel of judges in the

living

National Productivity Awards Competition,

community in remote villages.

after

conducting

a

of

low

income

2. Ensuring accommodation facilities at a

were attached to the practical evaluation
process

standars

satisfactory level for the convenience of

training

public servants and general public.

programme for onsite visit, examination of
visits.

3. Identification of the necessecities in

Accordingly, action was taken to include

management reforms in the public sector

one observer for these onsite visits along

and formulation of policies ensuring

with the panel of judges consisting of 3

more productive and effective service

members.

delivery to the general public. Further,

basic

applications

and

onsite

implementation of programmes to give
The total number of the members of the

effect to the practical application of the

panel of judges, who were made payments is

policies of good governance within the

377. The total expenditure for the purpose is

pubic service.
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4. Introducing

programmes

for

the

5. Implementation

of

programmes

to

enhancement of the capacity of public

introduce public officers, who prove a

servants in the service delivery.

performance at higher level in the public
service

5.2.1



Special performances of the Division in 2018

Divisara

Community

Productivity

such as fruit plantation including mango,

Programme 2018

bee keeping, pepper plantation as a
home gardening, corn cultivation, herbal

With as view to uplift the living
condition

of

the

people,

plantation,

Divisara

industry,

Community Productivity Programme

brick

and Disaster Management and with the

successfully

implemented



being

in

were

provided

for

realted

production,

industry

etc

in

Buttala,

The income collected uo to 31.07.2018
from

the

the

Holiday

Polonnaruwa,

Moneragala dstrict. Under this project,
provisions

products,

Secretary‟s Divisions.

Secretariat. The pilot project of the
now

related

garment

Thanamalwila and Madulla Divisional

collaboration of National Productivity

is

farming,

manufacturing organic fertilizer and

of the Ministry of Public Administration

programme

paper

concrete

has been commenced under the direction

above

dairy

Mihinthale,

the

Resorts

in

Mahayangana,
Mulathivu,

Jaffna

and

Katharagama belonging to this division

projects launched covering the areas

is as follows.
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100

loudspeakers

were

distributed

among Daham Schools.


Preliminary activities of the programme
for the delivery of 90 sets of training
tools

for

preschools

are

being

conducted.


The preliminary activities of the project,
which has been launched to distribute



Opening of the Holiday Resort in

materials for the construction

Moneragala on 21.04.2018.

housing units for low income families in

of 319

Moneragala dstrict have been concluded
(10 housing units per each Grama
Niladhari Division)


Provision of sanitary facilities with as
view to enhance the health and social
condition of low income families in

Opening of
Moneragala

the

Holiday

Resort

Moneragala dstrict.

in



Necessary materials have been provided
to 25 Sports Clubs to make Volleyball
Courts in order to strengthen rural
youths.
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Pension and Welfare Cluster

8.1 Department of Pensions

the Three Armed Forces, staff of the

The payment of pension has become a part

Ministers and maintaining Widows‟ and

of the law of Sri Lanka as per the revised

Orphans', Widowers‟ and Orphans' and

Pension Minute dated 5th May 1972 subject

Public Services Provident Fund. It is a great

to the revisions made from time to time to

victory achieved by the Department of

the Pension Minute established on 5th

Pensions that it could win the credibility of

February 1934. Further, the Widows‟ and

whole community of pensioners and to win

Orphans‟ Pension Fund Ordinance No. 1 of

awards at national level in 2016 applying

1898 and Widoers‟ and Orphans‟ Pension

modern technology and making links with

Act No. 24 of 1983 were introduced. In

other public institutions and private sector

addition to the above, Pension Scheme for

institutions with a view to ensure prompt

disabled persons has also been introduced

and qualitative service to the Pensioners and

under the Widows‟ and Orphans‟ Pension

members of their families.

(Amendment) Act No. 44 of 1981. Subjected

Further, the Department of Pensions was

to

able,

all

these

amendments

Widows,

during

this

year,

to

provide

Widowers, Orphans' and Disabled Pension

consultation to Pensioners' community to

Schemes have been legally established

give them strength to emerge with new

within Sri Lanka giving effect to the

economic capacity. In the meantime, the

amendments No. 8 and 9 of 2010. Further, it

Department could introduce various loan

is the responsibility of the Department of

schemes, goods and services with special

Pensions to regulate the payment process

discounts in order to strengthen their lives

relevant to Public Servants‟ Provident Fund

with the contribution of the private sector.

implemented legally as per the Ordinance
In the meantime, the Department paid

No. 18 of 1942. The Department of
Pensions,

which

was

established

attention during this year also to provide

on

services beyond the payment of pension by

23.12.1970 as a Department Grade “A”

way of enhancing Holiday Resort facilities

under the Ministry of Public Administration,

ensuring a fruitful leisure time for the

is delivering a tremendous service with a

pensioners' community and their families

view to satisfy the pensioners‟ community of

whilst making developments to establish a

nearly 600,000in economic as well as social

productive service environment for both the

terms by year 2018. Accordingly, the

staff of the Department and the pensioners

Department maintains an uninterrupted link

under the development of physical resouces

with nearly 1.2 Million pensioners whilst
performing

the

functions

relating

of the institution.

to

permanent, casual, temporary, substitute

Further, various training programmes were

employees of the government, members of

arranged for the benefit of the officers of the
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Department with special focus to the human

a payment system, which applies modern

resource development in order to ensure

information technology, policy decisions

more productive service delivery. In the

and sustainable management methodology

meantime, the Department implemented

and ensuring transparency.

various programmes obtaining the services
Up to December 2018
Amount
Number
Rs.Billion
429,654
136.03

Type of payment

of the officers of the Department as resource
persons in order to enhance the awareness of

Civil and Armed
Forces Pension
Widows‟ and
Orphans' Pension
Total

public officers in other offices on Pensions
Scheme.

Therefore,

the

Department

shoulders a huge role stepping beyond the

192,251

45.8

621,905

181.83

traditional framework.
Month

Year

Number of
pensioners
579,508
600,867
621,905

2016
2017
2018

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Total number of active pensioners
Civil and
Armed
Forces
411,334
412,072
413,603
415,761
416,562
417,831
419,646
420,066
422,048
423,370
425,913
429,654

pensioners‟ community and trasforming
them to active partners of the economic
country

ensuring

the

Total

responsibility by way of maintaining the

W&
OP

Civil

takes action to perform a huge social

the

601,263
602,170
603,909
606,327
607,237
608,683
610,736
610,246
612,782
614,287
617,386
621,905

Number of new active pensioners
2018
*Armed
Forces

Month

In addition to the above, the Department

of

Total

* Payment of monthly pension

Source: Accounts Division

process

Widows
and
Orphans
189,929
190,098
190,306
190,566
190,675
190,852
191,090
190,180
190,734
190,917
191,473
192,251

January

1,547

103

343

1,993

February

1,416

270

845

2,531

March

2,023

297

760

3,080

protection of their family members. In the

April

2,105

88

754

2,947

meantime, the Department is dedicated to

May

1,556

152

694

2,402

make avenues for pensioners to apply their

June

2,650

147

1,051

3,848

July

2,367

139

812

3,418

August

2,598

41

949

3,588

knowledge

and

skills

for

the

social

development going beyond the traditional

September

2,256

117

832

3,205

framework. Further, the Department has

October

2,543

85

803

3,431

now won the confidence of the pensioners

November

3,074

65

986

4,125

community as a result of the maintenance of

December

4,251

49

1,167

5,467

28,386

1,653

9,996

40,035

Total
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technology as mentioned above can be
shown as a turning point of the journey
towards

the

progress.

Further,

the

Department has become the model as well as
the center for the provision of legal benefits
to its clients combining public sector with
private
Payment for new pensioners

In

the

meantime,

the

Department has now gained the attraction of

Widows and Orphans

9,996

**Armed Forces

4,892

Pension for retired officers,
who are living abroad
Payments in arrears

sector.

private sector as a center for study and
survey.

478

The pension gratuity is now paid to retire

11,945

officer within a week from the date of
** The revisions realted to the payment to
Armed Forces, weaknesses and total of the
payment before 2017

retirement. In the meantime, the Department
pays the pension in the first month after the
date of retirement. The Department could

Source: Accounts Division

achieve a significant progress with the
Payment of pension allowances to the

commecement of payment by a centralized

diseased and disabled members of three

database. The positive results of this effort is

Armed Forces and Ppolice Service

that the Department gained the capacity to
ensure a timely service with the coordination

Payment to three
Armed Forces and
Police
Pension of the Army
Pension of the Navy
Pension of the Air
Force
Pension of the Police
Total

Up to December 2018
Number
Amount
paid
Rs. B.
36,545
26.962
1,467
1.178
532
0.427
2,337
40,881

of all district and divisional secretatiats.
Type of gratuity

1.83
30.398

Civil

27,400

Computations

1,444

Armed Forces

210

Deaths

1,232

Other

7,298
Total

The capacity built by the Department of
Pensions as a result of the enhancement of

Source: Accounts Division
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Amount paid

37,584

Outputs of Information Technology in
2018

This division is controlled under the

Software systems introduced

supervision of the Additional Secretary



(Public Administration) and the Assistant

Online system for repayment of
contribution to Widows' and Orphans'
Fund
The applications of pensioners,
which

were

made

to

Secretary (Pensions) serve as the immediate
supervisory officer. In addition to the above,
there is a post of Administrative Officer in

obtain

contributions

the Division.

to

Widows‟/Widowers‟ and Orphans'

Main functions of the division

Pension in accordance with PD3 by



onlice

system

after

10.10.2016

Pension Minute, Widows‟ and Orphans'

should strictly be submitted under

Pension Act and other Acts Ordinances

new system.






Giving effect to the legal provisions of

relevant to the pension.

Online system for the payment of Death
Gratuity
Facilities have been made online to
pay
Death
Gratuity
from
01.06.2018.
Online system for the payment of
pension pensioners living abroad
Online system for the payment of
pension in computation division.
New website of the Department of
Pensions



Coordinating the administrative and
development

activities

of

the

Development of Pensions.


Investigation on the grievances and
complains made by the Pensioners and
their associations and taking necessary
action maintaining the coordination with
relevant institutions.


Source: Information Technology Division

Answering for the issues relating to
pension in arrears, transfer of pension
and pension for which claims have not

8.2 Pension Division

been made.

The tasks such as the performance of the



Communicating the decision of the

fucntions for which the powers have been

Secretary of the Ministry to the relavant

vested

Public

institution regarding the payment of

Administration by the Pension Minute,

pension to the public officers, who are

formulation of policies of pension, taking

sent on retirement under section 12 and

action regarding the requests made by the

15 of the Pension Minute.

in

the

Secretary

of

pensioners as well their associations and



Performance of other work entrusted to

coordination of the establishments activities

Secretary of Public Administration by

of the Department of Pensions are carried

the Penson Minute.

out by the Pensions Division.
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Taking necessary action to amend
various Acts connecting to pension and
Pension Minute.



Maintaining the coordination with all the
institutions and officers regarding the
matters relating to the pension.

Provision relating to the pension


Pension Minute and amendments made


to the same.


activities

Widows' and Orphans' Pension Act NO.


same.

Section 33 and 36 of, Chapter XLVIII of



All relevant Pension Circulars



Public

Administration

Circulars

connecting to the pension
Armed Forces Widows' and Orphans'
Pension Act No. 18 of 1970

8.2.1 Special performances of the
Division in year 2018
The particulat of the number of files of
which the work has been completed
through

the

Answers have been given for 90% of the

officers.

Procedural Rules of the Public Service

the Establishments Code.



of

the pention and welfare of retired

Commission.



Development

officers and their associations regarding

to the same.



the

issues and responses made by the retired

Widowers‟ and Orphans' Pension Act
No. 24 of 1983 and amendments made



of

Pensions.

1 of 1989 and amendments made to the


Proper coordination of the establishment

Disciplinary

Inquiry

Committees, which are functioning on
the officers sent on retirement under
Sectioin 12 and 16 of the Pension
Minute.
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Assisting Services

9.1 Summary



made for the Ministry, the finacial

The divisions, which provide finacial,
infrastructure,

information

When considering the total allocation

progress achieved under recurrent and

technology

capital activities is 88.63%.

facilities required by all the divisions
perform the tasks entrusted under the scope
of the Ministry and the mechanism for
verifying whether the functions are carried
out as per prescribed rules and regulations in
qualitative

and

adequate

manner

are

considred under this section. Accordingly,
following division are fallen under this


section.





Following can be highlited as the special
contributions made in 2018 in the

Internal Administration Division
Finacial Division
Information Technology Division
Internal Audit Division

information technology field for the
convenience of the duties of the officers.
 Implementation

of

Lanka

Government Network 2.6 project
within the Ministry. This project has
expedited the communication of


Average monthly cost, which should be

information

borne by the Ministry for the supply of

institutions, which are brought under

electricity, water, telephone, internet

the network. In the meantime,

facilities,

the

secured network facilities are also

maintenance of vehicles in order to carry

provided in order to ensure an

out routine functions of the Ministry is

efficient public service delivery.

Rs. 4.7 Million.

Accordingly, high speed internet

tapol,

fuel

and

among

the

public

accounts with 12GB capacity is

Rs. 1.5 Million

provided to every Staff Officer and
to other officers, who should be

Rs.98,246.00

provided with such facility,

Rs.303,344.33

 Preparation of a new website, which
is responsive to the appliances such

Rs.239,469.33

as mobiles and tabs to be effective

Rs.509,419.78

from

October

editions.

Rs. 1.6 Million
Rs.372,797.00
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2018

with

new



The percentage wise progress of the

infrastructure facilities ensuring the proper

verification

the

coordination among each division and

methodologies of the Ministry are

providing necessary assistance and guidance

carried out according to the prescribes

even to outside parties and general public to

laws, rules and procedures and the

seek the services of the Ministry.

as

to

whether

progress of the contribution provided by

This Division, which is functioning under

the Internal Audit Division is as follows.
Task
Preparation of an internal audit
plan
Preparation of preliminary
reports
Conducting the meetings of
audit
and
management
committtees
Management of assets
Collection of income
Documents
pertaining
to
payment vouchers
Deposit account
Payment of electricity, water
and telephone bills
Losses and ommissions
Supervision
of
capital
expenditure
Auditing of personal files
Repairs to buildings
Maintenance of vehicles
Physical confirmation of the
finacial statement of the
Holiday Resort Kelaniya

the guidance of the Hon. Minister in charge

Progress
100%

of the Ministry, leadership of the Secretary

100%

Additional Secretary, consists of Senior

and also under the direct supervision of an

Officers and staff with wide knowledge and
75%

experience. The attitudinal change made in
the Ministry through the commitment of the

100%
100%
90%

staff has provided a specific example to the
whole public service.

9.2.1 Special performances of the

100%
75%

Division in year 2018

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Month

9.2 Internal Administration Division

Charges
electricity

Charges for
water

Telephone
bills

January

1,438,936.00

101,956.70

293,662.57

Internal Administration Division, which is

February

1,507,494.00

70,950.40

278,284.32

entrusted a specific role in the Ministry of

March

1,822,064.00

94,019.40

296,410.70

Public

April

1,666,286.00

79,891.20

262,315.63

May

1,899,280.00

100,822.80

284,149.00

June

1,783,302.00

95,820.30

271,062.83

performs the role of the facilitator of the

July

1,739,322.80

93,419.10

292,735.63

officers and the staff of the Ministry.

August

1,431,887.00

91,726.30

325,520.09

Accordingly, this Division is dedicated to

September

1,210,042.60

114,563.00

360,483.87

October

1,386,839.40

124,906.10

436,561.98

November

1,144,860.20

112,628.70

235,600.99

Total
expenditure

17,030,314.00

1,080,704.00

3,336,787.61

Administration

and

Disaster

Management, the center of public service,

make an environment, which has the
capacity to ensure the wellbeing of the
institution whilst providing the necessary
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The cost borne for the supply of
electricity, water and telephone, which
are the basic infrastructure facilities of
the Ministry, is given above.



An

amount

of

Rs.

19,575,963.82

(Rs.19.6 Million) has been spent up to
31.12.2018 for the maintenance of
vehicles belonging to this Ministry. The

Organizing the occation to mark the assumption of
duties by the new Secretary

cost of fuel for the pool vehicles is
Rs.6,113,307.31

(Rs.

6.1

Million).

Monthly expenses borne for the fuel and
maintenance of vehicles are as follows.



An amount of Rs. 2.9 Million has been
made for tapol of the Ministry up to
31.12.2018.



Organization of special events of the
Ministry


The first phase of “Enterprise Sri Lanka 2018” in
Moneragala, which was organized to encourage
entrepreneurs

9.3 Finance Division
Finance Division, which is one of the main
divisions

of

the

Ministry

of

Public

Administration and Disaster Management, is
responsible for financial management and
control of the Ministry and other institutions
and Departments under the Ministry. This
Division
Commecement of the New Year at the auspices
time

comprises

of

4

units

ie:

Procurement, Financial Reporting, Payments
and Human Resource Payment.
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9.3.1 Special performances of the
Division in year 2018


been collected by way of making the
method of recovery more efficient.


An amount of Rs. 1,995,325,000.00 has

The fixed assets register has been
properly updated as at 31.12.2017.

been allocated for year 2018 to bear the


recurrent and capital expenditure of the

Organization of out bound training

Ministry. Accordingly, the recurrent

programme to enhance the knowledge,

expenditure made as at 31.12.2018 is Rs.

skills and attitudes of the officers

979,393,022.00. This is 96.37% from

serving under the Division.

the total recurrent expenditure.



The capital expenditure as at 31.12.2018
is Rs. 789,140,396.00 and it is 80.60%
from the total capital allocation.

Highlights of the training workshop

9.4 Information Technology Division
Information






34.21%

from

requirement

Division

was

of

established in the 80s with the objective of

furniture for the Ministry has been

providing information technology services

satisfied.

for the enhancement of productivity in the

The requirment for the purchase of

human resource management and policy

buildings

the

formulation of the Ministry of Public

Ministry has been satisfied to a greater

Administration and Disaster Management,

extent.

which aims at the creation of public service,

Nearly 10% from the arrears in building

which would be an example for an

rent to be recovered by the Ministry has

exemplary service.

and

the

Technology

machinery

for
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Information Technology Unit, which holds

efficiency. For this purpose 20 printers,

the responsibility for the management of

which can be organized in a network

infrastructure

have been purchased.

facilities

in

information


communication technology including the
website

of

the

Ministry

of

Action is now being taken for the

Public

preparation of online system to facilitate

Administration and Disaster Management,

online reservation of Holiday Resorts

Lanka Government Network, database of

under the Ministry.

Public Administration Circulars, information
technology
computer

database,
hardware

procurement

management
and

of

software

information

9.5 Internal Audit Division

of
and

Internal Audit Division of the Ministry of

and

Public

Administration

and

Disaster

communication technology, is occupying in

Management

the projects connected to reform oriented

Internal Auditor, who is responsible directly

information and communication technology

to the Secretary of the Ministry as per F.R.

management.

133.

9.4.1 Special performances of the

The auditing of the functions of the Ministry

Division in year 2018

of Public Administration and Disaster

is

functioning

under

an

Management and the institutions under the




Completion of the procurement for new

Ministry such as Department of Pensions,

iron building and establishment of

Sri

network systems with nearly 50 new

Administration,

computers and other related appliances

Secretariat, Public Management Reforms

within a period of 2 months.

and Public Relations Division and the

The space, under this Division, which is

Foreign funded projects implemented under

utilized for the discussions, is now being

the Ministry is fallen under the scope of the

renovated to cater to the training

Internal Audit Division. In addition to the

requirments on information technology.

above, special investigations are also carried

10 laptops have already been received.

out wherever necessary. Special attention is

Therefore, preparations have been made

drawn in the following facts as per F.R. 133

to

of

when internal auditing is conducted in the

the

institutions, which are under the supervision

satisfy

information

the

training

technology

needs
from

beginning of 2019.


Lanka

Institute

of

Development

National

Productivity

of the Ministry.

Initiatives have been made to establish a


manageable printing service with a view

Taking action to ascertain whether the

to minimize the printing cost of the

internal examinations and control system

Ministry

implemented within the Department/

whilst

enhancing

the
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Institution to avoid mistakes and frauds is
successful in the aspect of planning as



Application of system analysis and
perform analysis to ensure productive

required information is supplied by the

performance.

procedures,

which



are

Taking action under the instructions and

followed to determined the credibility of

guidance issued from time to time by the

accounting and other reports, for the

Department of Management Auditing,

preparation

conducting quarterly meetings of the

of

accurate

financial

statements.



investigations

Taking action to verify whether the

accounting



special

wherever necessary.

well as actual operation.


Conducting

Audit and Management Committtee of

Evaluation

of

the

quality

of

the

the Ministry and taking follow up action

performance proved by the staff in

on the progress of the implementation of

fulfilling of their responsibilies.

the decisions taken at such meetings.

Taking action to ascertain as to what
extent the assets belonging to the
information are protected from the losses
and damages



Taking action to verify whether the
provisions of the Establishments Code,
Financial

Regulations

and

Circulars

Meeting of the Audit and Management
Committtee

issued from time to time by the Ministry
in charge of the subject of Public
Administration
Treasuryand

and
other

the

General

supplementary

instructions are duly followed.


Verification on the adequacy of the
internal control system applied to avoid
and reveal wastage, unproductive and
excessive expenses.



Examination on the accounting procedure
of the Department/ Institution and the
operations, which cause for certain
expense and verification as to whether the
properties and assets of the Department/
Institution are economically and properly
utilized.
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Sri Lanka Institute of Development
Administration (SLIDA)



Vision

To create a positive image for SLIDA in

“To be the Centre of Excellence for Public

the minds of its stakeholders, which in

Sector Learning and Development in Asia.”

turn will generate a greater demand for
its learning & development programmes


Mission

To

transform

Facilitate continuous improvement for an

collaborative

innovative, futuristic and a citizen-centric

administration

SLIDA
centre

to
for

and

be

a

public

management

development in South and South East

public service through learning and

Asia.

development, advisory services and research

Key Functions

Instruction



The Sri Lanka Institute of Development

Build

capacity

of

public

sector

Administration (SLIDA) incorporated under

managerial staff through portfolio of

the provisions of Act. No.9 of 1982 is the

learning & developing programmes


apex body for public sector capacity

Develop knowledge of the public sector

building in the country. SLIDA has been

officials through postgraduate degree

empowered through legislation to develop

programmes


the competencies of the public sector

Develop a repository of purpose driven

managers and enhance the performance of

research studies related to public policy

public sector institutions. Accordingly, the

and management


core business of SLIDA includes, enhancing

Conduct

organizational

development

knowledge and skills of officers at all levels

services to improve the effectiveness &

on public management to enable them to

efficiencies of public sector institutions

provide a high quality public service to the

and state-owned enterprises


nation. In addition to its training activities,

Conduct Efficiency Bar and language
examinations for the public sector

SLIDA is also engaged in management
consultancy services and research and policy

Our Values

analysis with a view to improve the
performance of the public sector

Excellence,

Commitment,

Diversity,

Accountability, Sustainability

Strategic Goals


To

contribute

to

the

national

Strategic intent

development goal of creating a more

“To empower the Public Sector for a Better

vibrant and effective public service


Sri Lanka Tomorrow”

To play a leading role in contributing to
national level policy development
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Hon. Sandith Samarasinghe, Monitoring

Special Events of SLIDA

Member of Parliament and Minister delegate
01. Practitioner to Practitioner Forum on
Strengthening Capacities of Public
Administration in Island Nations 20th
– 24th August 2018.
Practitioner

to

Strengthening

Practitioner

Forum

Capacities

of

Ministry of Sustainable Development &
Wild life and Regional Development, Mr.
Terence Jones, UN Resident Coordinator,
Mr. Chae Gun Chung, Head Project Office

on

on Governance, Division, UN DESA, Mr.

Public

Animesh Kumar, Deputy Head – Asia

Administration in Island Nations 20th – 24th

Pacific UNISDR, Dr. Sugath Yalegama,

August 2018. The Practitioner to Practitioner

Addl. Secretary Ministry of Sustainable

forum on the theme of Strengthening

Development

Capacities of Public Administration in island
states

is

organized

Sustainable

by

Development,

Ministry
Wildlife

&

Wild

life

and

Mrs.

Wasantha Perera, Director General, SLIDA

of

graced the Inaugural Session.

and

Regional Development of Sri Lanka, with
the support of the UN Department of
Economic and Social Affairs (DESA).
The forum aims to reflect on how island
nations can integrate the 2030 Agenda in
their national plans, policies and strategies.
It places a special focus on how best to
equip

public

institutions,

strengthening

capacities of public administration in island
states, and build effective partnership for
implementing

the

2030

Agenda

for

Sustainable Development.
30 participants from different SIDS are

02. Training of Trainers (TOT) programs

participating the forum.

Training of Trainers (TOT) programs were
conducted in new auditorium of SLIDA on

The forum takes place from 20th – 24th

31st August and 1st September 2018 for

August 2018 at Sri Lanka Institute of

batch 1, and on 14th and 15th September

Development Administration, Colombo 07,

2018 for batch 2 in collaboration with JICA

Sri Lanka. The Inaugural Session of the
forum

was

held

at

the

for senior government officials.

Sankathani

Conference Room in SLIDA on 21st August

These officials were from six Provincial

2018.

Councils namely Western Province, North
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Western Province, Central Province, Uva

Executive Development Workshop themed

Province,

“An Enriched Sri Lanka – Role of Public

Sothern

Province

and

Leaders” organized by SLIDA for Sri Lanka

Sabaragamuwa Province.

Administrative Service - Class I officials
Altogether 48 senior government officials

conducted for the second time from August

were trained in both batches to work as

14 to 17, 2018. The workshop aimed

facilitators/ trainers to practice and deliver

officials develop the required competencies

10

training

by acquiring the knowledge to broaden their

programmes using comprehensive training

strategic and systematic thinking which will

modules developed under the Project for

eventually help the development of Sri

Training of Frontline Officers in Conflict

Lanka. Eminent public servants and senior

Affected Areas in Sri Lanka (FORWARD

academia participated as resource persons as

Project).

well as panelists at this workshop. The

days

frontline

officers

workshop which received the support of

FORWARD Project has been successfully

USAID funded Strengthening Democratic

completed in Northern, Eastern and North

Governance and Accountability Project held

Central Provinces.

at Club Hotel Dolphin, Waikkal under the
leadership of Mrs Wasantha Perera, Director
General of SLIDA.

03. Second
Executive
Development
Workshop: “An Enriched Sri Lanka –
Role of Public Leaders”
Second Executive Development Workshop:
“An Enriched Sri Lanka – Role of Public
Leaders “conducted by SLIDA, Four Day
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04. Awareness
Reforms

Seminar

on

the Government of India from 13th -19th

Police

May 2018. Thirty participants from different
the

Ministries and Departments participated this

Awareness seminar on Police Reforms for

programme. Sharing experiences and best

Senior DIGs and DIGs in Sri Lanka police

practices adopted by Sir Lanka and India

on May 11, 2018 in collaboration with

with regard to internal auditing and Public

Ministry of Public Administration, Law and

Financial Management is the key objective

Order.

of the programme.

SLIDA

successfully

concluded

Hon Minister of Public Administration, Law
and Order Ranjith Madduma Bandara
chaired the seminar. Secretary to the
Ministry Mr Padmasiri Jayamannna and
Inspector General of Police co-chaired the
session. DG SLIDA officially welcomed the
gathering. The proposed Action plan of
06. Executive Development Workshop:
“An Enriched Sri Lanka – Role of
Public Leaders” conducted by SLIDA

Police reforms was deeply discussed at the
session. The reforms steering committee,
National Police Commission members and

Four

senior officials from the Ministry and

Day

Executive

Development

Workshop themed “An Enriched Sri Lanka –

SLIDA participated at the event.

Role of Public Leaders” organized by
SLIDA for Sri Lanka Administrative Service
- Class I officials conducted from July 3 to
6, 2018. The workshop aimed officials
develop the required competencies by
acquiring the knowledge to broaden their
strategic and systematic thinking which will
eventually help the development of Sri
Lanka. Eminent public servants, senior
advisors to the ministries and senior

05. Training Programme on Financial
Management and Auditing for Civil
Servants of the Government of India
(NIFM)

academia participated as resource persons as
well as panelists at this workshop. The
workshop which received the support of

a

USAID funded Strengthening Democratic

training program on Financial Management

Governance and Accountability Project held

and Audit Initiatives for Internal Auditors of

at Jie Jie Beach by Jetwing, Panadura under

SLIDA

has

successfully

conducted
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the leadership of Mrs Wasantha Perera,

of the Ministry of Public Administration and

Director General of SLIDA.

Management,

Mr

B.M.S.

Batagoda,

Secretary to the Ministry of Power and
Renewable Energy, His Excellency John
Rohde, German Ambassador and several
other

Government

and

private

sector

representatives.

07. Speech-craft Training with the
Toastmasters International for Class I
Officers of All Island Services
SLIDA has successfully conducted several
rounds of speech-craft training programs
with the Toastmasters International for
senior public officers. Those who completed
one such the program received their
certificates last week from Acting Director
General, Mrs. Kumari Jayasekera.

09. Kadala Dansela
In connection with the Vesak celebration,
SLIDA

premises

was

decorated

with

Buddhists flags and Illuminated with Vesak
lanterns. In addition a “Kadala Dansala” was
held by the members of SLIDA welfare
association on the evening of 30th May for
08. Green Week of SLIDA

the devotees who visited Torrington Vesak

In facilitating “Government‟s Renewable

Zone at Bauddhaloka Mawatha.

Energy and Energy Efficiency Networking
Project” SLIDA declared a week to promote
it‟s green initiatives starting from 26th to
29th March 2018. The inagural ceremoney
of SLIDA Green Week was held with the
participation of Mr. J.J. Rathnasir, Secretary
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10. “ SLIDA’S MARCH TOWARDS
GREEN”
SLIDA was awarded the “Green Energy
Championship” in 2017, by the German
Embassy and the GIZ on its certain
initiatives to promote Green Energy in
SLIDA. Today, His Excellency the President
declared open the functioning of Solar
System, operation of the Bio Gas Plant &
Composting Unit, Energy Monitoring and
Environment Monitoring Unit ensuring the
effective implementation of the Green
Energy Policy of the Government.

SLIDA expects to promote Green Energy as
11. Inauguration Ceremony of

a Role Model in promoting the concept of

MPM

2017 – 2019 Batch

improving energy efficiency and proper
waste management system, among the other

The

SLIDA‟s

School

public sector organizations by providing

Studies enrolled 89 candidates for their

required technical support and guidance in

Master of Public Management (MPM) 2017-

keeping with the National Environment

2019. The Inauguration Ceremony was held

Policy.

in February 2018 with Hon. Minister Ranjith
Maddumabandara,

The occasion was graced by the Hon Ranjith

of

Minister

Postgraduate

of

Public

Administration & Management as the Chief

Madduma Bandara the Minister of Public

Guest.

Administration, Management and Law &
Order and Hon Nalin P Jayamaha the
Deputy Minister of Public Administration,
management and Law & Order. His
Excellency Jorn Rodhe ambassador of the
Federal Republic of Germany in Sri Lanka
and the representative of the GIZ Mr. Daniel
Schreiber, Ministry Secretaries, Commander
of the Army, Chief of staff of the Navy and
Police also were among the distinguished
witnessed the event.
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12. Public Lecture Series Organized By

13. SLIDA launched online certificate
course on RTI as the first step for
SLIDA Digital Academy.

SLIDA
SLIDA‟s School of Postgraduate Studies
(SPS) has organized a series of public
lectures with a view to enhance the

This course will deliver to officers belongs

managerial capacity of executives in Sri

to All Island Services in near future. We

Lanka‟s public and private sectors. The

were privileged to arrange the soft launch as

fourth lecture in this series for 2018 was

her final official event at SLIDA while

held on 25th June 2018, at SLIDA‟s

paying gratitude to the founder.

„SANVADANI‟ Hall, on the theme “Living
organizations: Transforming organizations
for extra ordinary results. The lecture was
conducted by Prof. Guohua Yan Vice
President,

Beijing

Foreign

Studies

University. SLIDA faculty and the senior
public officers attended for the discussion
were benefited from the discussions held
during the lecture.
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Distance Learning Centre

1. Introduction

Mission

The DLC is a fully state owned institute

To provide; global knowledge sharing

under the Ministry of Public Administration

services through world-class knowledge

and Management. It was established under a

centers, access to reliable technology based

world bank project in 2002 with counterpart

facilities

funding from government of Sri Lanka

capacity building programs with dedicated

offered through a subsidiary loan agreement

team of experts.

that was reached between the Ministry Of

2. Services provided by DLC

and

conduct

demand

driven

Finance and DLC The establishment was
DLC is a node of the GDL Network of the

initiated by the Sri Lanka Institute Of

World Bank Institute. It provides executives

Development Administration and later it was

of both public and private sector the

to function as an independent entity and as a

opportunity for regular interaction with

public private partnership as per the

peers and experts across globe on different

understanding reached between the World

themes. Its tie-up with global development

Bank and GOSL. Accordingly from the very

learning

beginning representatives from the chambers

network

(GDLN)

has

been

instrumental in providing global knowledge

of commerce, representing the private sector

sharing experiences and some of those

were in the director board along with

would have influenced the policy making

director, SLIDA and nominees from Central

process in some organizations to carry out

Bank and Ministry Of Finance, representing

institutional changes. Distance Learning

the public sector. Distance Learning Centre

Centre Ltd is a training (learning solutions)

Ltd was incorporated under the companies

provider and a learning facility provider for

act on 01st of Nov 2001 and commenced its

both private sector and public sector clients.

operation on 26 March 2002.

It is a limited liability company (having the

Strategic direction with vision, mission

flexibility in operations) and a state owned

The planning team of the DLC carried out a

institution (having the responsibility and

series of workshops to amend existing vision

credibility of a government organization). It

and mission so that company could achieve

especially

best results. Through this, it was able to

sharing

introduce new vision mission, values and

opportunities.

strategic directions for the organization.

conferencing facility and the multimedia

provides

global

opportunities

knowledge

and

learning

State-of-the-art

video

labs of DLC enable it to create virtual class

Vision

rooms where the experts and participants

To be the world class center for competency

could

development

environment, lively, on line or offline

using

state

of

the

art

technology

modes.
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meet

It

each

brings

other

the

in

most

a

virtual

updated

knowledge using the best mix of modes to

Climate Change using blended learning

give the optimum output within the budgets

methods


and timelines of the clients.

knowledge to both

conferencing

based

training

exposures that are provided by different

With its existence of sixteen years of
imparting new

Video

resource centers around the world on

public

subjects such as Disaster Nursing and

& private sector personnel, it has now

Partograph

become a credible training venue for a large



number of clients of the country. DLC has

Short seminars and presentations from
renowned

been able to deliver both academic and

speakers

(authority

on

subjects) living elsewhere in the world

professional knowledge to the employees in



government and private sector organizations

Global Experience Sharing Dialogues
linking different countries on themes

to increase their productivity and efficiency.

such

A significant number of principals and

as

Korean

Development

Experience

education managers in the country have


acquired updated knowledge and skills in

Tailor made training to meet customer

line with best practices in the education

requirements such as Web Application

sphere at global level. Moreover, DLC has

Security


received very favorable feedback from the

Renting of the facility for business

clients who use the facility, consistently.

conferences & meetings, academic chats

Higher

and cross

technical

support,

superior

using VC

infrastructure, friendly staff and flexible
management processes have contributed in

2.2 Computer based Training & rental
facility

earning this name.
DLC offers the following services for its
clients:

DLC offers the following through its facility


2.1 Video conferencing facility
30

active

participants

with

Programs

for

Developing

Young

Executives, exposing them to global
trends

personal



microphones and 50 other observers could

Computer based exams for recruitment
and promotions

be accommodated.



DLC offers the following through its Video

Tailor made foreign and local training
programs using e-learning

Conferencing facility


border family events, etc



Computer

training

(Computer

Courses leading to certificates on themes

Essentials,

International

Computer

such as Microfinance, Natural Resource

Driving License, SL Computer Driving

Management and Science and Policy of

License, Advance e-Office Skills etc.)
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Computer based training such as Project

peers and experts across globe on different

Management,

themes. DLC organize study tours for senior

Presentation

Skills,

government officers to different countries.

Publishing Skills, e-learning content
development skills, etc


3. Training programs conducted in
2018

Renting of the facility for business
promotions, soft-ware promotions and

Partners and Clients list who conducted

computer-based training and computer

programs at DLC during 2018

based/ internet based exams
2.3 Face to Face Training & rental

Category

Facilities

Number of
Programs/
Exams
16

485

23
12
22

955
344
3240

18

675

8

65

Ministry of Education.

Public Seminars
Education Sector
programs
ICT Sector
Exams
Computer based
Rental
Video
Conference

2.4 On line exam facility

International Organizations

DLC rent out its facilities also for Audio
conferencing or even face-to-face events and
exams (both computer based and other
exams).DLC

is

currently

EDSA,EOEA

&

TDOT

conducting

programs

for

Number of
Participants

1. Asian University of Women
DLC is a Pearson VUE Testing Center with

2. Castle Worldwide

the capacity of 90 seats. Some of the clients

3. GATE Exam

that DLC caters to are CIMA, ACCA,

4. Gina Dykstra

CASTLE, GATE and NEXTEC.

5. Whygo video conferencing

2.5 Public Seminars

6. NCS Pearson

DLC conduct public seminars on topics such

State Organizations

as Procurement Management, Disciplinary

1. Ceylon Electricity Board ( CEB )

Procedures,

2. Department of Education

Regulations,
Lending,

IT

Procurement,

Internal
Project

Financial

Auditing,

SME

management

And

3. Department of Irrigation
4. Department of National Archives

Advanced Excel.

5. Development Lotteries Board

2.6 International Programs

6. Early

Childhood

Development

Project
DLC is a node of the GDLN Network of the

7. Forest Department

World Bank Institute. It provides executives

8. HDFC Bank

of both public and private sector the

9. Human Rights Commission of Sri

opportunity for regular interaction with

Lanka
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10. Irrigation Department

4. Income & Expenses for Training

11. Ministry of Agriculture

Programmes

12. Ministry of City Planning & Water
Supply
13. Ministry of Foreign Employment
14. Ministry

of

Hillcountry

New

Villages
15. Ministry of Irrigation & Water
Resources
16. Ministry of Justice

5. Action Plan Progress

17. Ministry of Post
18. Ministry of Public Administration &
Home
19. National

Housing

Development

Authority
20. National Productivity Secretariat
21. National Science Foundation
22. Sri

Lanka

Bureau

of

Foreign

6. Program Highlights

employment
Capacity
building
programs
provincial Education Departments

23. Sri Lanka CERT/CC
24. Sri Lanka Institute of Tourism and

for

Hotel
25. Sri Lanka Ports Authority
26. Sri Lanka Tea Board
27. State Engineering Corporation of Sri
Lank
28. Survey Department
29. Sri Lanka CERT
Private Organizations
1. British Council
2. Aitken Spence PLC
3. DMS
4. CIMA - Sri Lanka
5. Browns & Company PLC

DLC with its professional faculty identified

6. The Trip Square (Pvt) Ltd

the need of further development of teacher
trainers/teacher educators in order to deliver
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quality training programmes to teachers,
principals

and

teacher

This program was conducted for 40 officers
(Mediation officers & Asst. Secretaries) who
are attached to Ministry of Justice.

managers/

administrators enabling the province to

 Public Seminar on Staff Disciplinary
Procedure in public service. - 21st &
22nd February

enhance the student‟s achievements.
Online exams

This open workshop was conducted for 18
officers from various public sector
organizations such as CEB, Foreign
Employment Bureau, and Government
Analyst Department.

DLC has been in the forefront in conducting
online exams for various clients. Some of
the clients that DLC caters to are CIMA,
ACCA, CASTLE, GATE and NEXTEC.
With the secure exam environment that DLC

 Procurement of IT Goods & Services 27th & 28th February

provide to its clients, DLC is a sought after
institutes by clients to conduct their exams.

This public seminar was conducted for 29
participants from 12 public sector
organizations.
 Advance Excel Training Batch 1- 29th
March
This was conducted 25 officers of
Management Assistants and Development
Officers attached to Ministry of Public
Administration and Management.
 Financial Regulations in Public Sector
22nd March & 09th April
This public seminar was conducted for 29
participants from 11 public sector
organizations such as Ports Authority, CEB
and Department of Irrigation etc.
 Training Program on Procurement
Procedure and the Bidding Process 04th
& 06th April

Public seminars
DLC has conducted many public seminars in
2018, including seminars on topics such as
Procurement
Procedures,

Management,
IT

This was conducted for 25 scientific officers
who are attached to the National Science
Foundation 2nd phase of this program will
be conducted for senior management in due
course.

Disciplinary

Procurement,

Financial

Regulations And Advanced Excel.

 Advance Excel Training Batch 1I- 26th
April

Following are the details of public seminars
conducted up to April 2018.

This was conducted 25 officers of
Management Assistants and Development

 Training Program on Staff Disciplinary
Procedure on 29th & 30th January
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Officers attached to Ministry of Public
Administration and Management.

Recruitment exam

Collaboration with KDI School

This exam was conducted on behalf of Sri

Blended Learning Programme on Regional

Lanka

Development

Institute

of

Tourism &

Hotel

Management. There were 697 candidates for

DLC successfully offered a blended learning

this exam.

programme

on

regional

development

through KDI School Korea. The program

Special Events - Hosting of GDLN AP

consisted of 7 Video Conferences and a face

Regional meeting 2017

to face training in Korea.
The GDLN Asia Pacific meeting was hosted

Study Tour

by DLC Sri Lanka with the participation of
15 members from 6 countries under the

DLC introduced KDI School, an affiliate of

theme “promoting flexibility in learning”.

GDLN AP to SLIDA to arrange study tours

The meeting was held from 22nd & 23rd

to Korea for senior government Officials. A

march 2017 at Kingsbury hotel in Colombo.

batch of 30 senior government officer

The meeting enabled the members to discuss

participated in a one week day study tour in

on

Korea gaining high quality international

new

programs

offered

and

new

technology that could be used in offering

exposure.

programs in blended mode.
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Disaster Management Division

Vision

“A Safer Sri Lanka ”

Mission

“To facilitate the prosperity and dignity of human life through effective
prevention and mitigation of disasters caused by natural and human
induced hazards in Sri Lanka.”
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Duties and Responsibilities of
Disaster Management Division



Objectives



Implement the national disaster

mitigation programmes ( recovery,

management policy

rehabilitation and reconstruction)

Implement the early warning and
dissemination mechanism








Functions assigned to the Ministry

Prepare and Implement disaster
management plans for every sphere

(As per the gazette notification No.1933/13

Streamline

– dated 21 September 2015 of Democratic

the

disaster

risk

reduction activities in accordance

Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka)

with the development plans



Formulate, follow up and evaluate the

Streamline the impact assessment in

policies,

accordance with the development

pertaining to the subject of disaster

planning process

management

programmes

and

and

the

projects

relevant

of

departments and statutory bodies to

disasters by implementing disaster

which the previously mentioned subject

risk reduction programmes in the

is assigned to.

Minimize

the

occurrences



relevant areas


Facilitate to implement post disaster

Landslide

risk

assessment

Coordiante and manage mitigation of
hazards due to natural and man made

and

issuing of clearance certificates

disasters, reponses and restorations and



Provide relief to the disaster victims

relief services.



Implement disaster base research



plan and national emergency operation

and development programmes


Post

disaster

rehabilitation

Prepare national disaster management

plan based on the national policy.

and


reconstructions

Start and Coordinate foreign aid project
on disaster mitigation, response and

Goals


restoration.


Protect the lives of the people,

preparedness,

non-governmental

and

ministries,

organizations

to

ensure the timely implementation of the

promotion)


the

private institutions, local and foreign

mitigation,
research

with

government institutions and agencies,

property and services from disasters.
(prevention,

Coordinate

previously mentioned tasks.

Ensure community safety for a



resilient society. (early warning,

Promote disaster resilient houses with
technical standards.



emergency operations, rescue and
relief services)

Promote

research

and

development

activities related to the appropriate
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technology to build housese and to the
construction sector.





Conduct

A series of awareness programmes were
conducted for people, public officers,

meterological

surveys

political authority, small and medium

and

research.

level businessmen and media personnel

Predict natual disasters and inform the

in

relevant sections in this regard.

Gampaha and Badulla districts on the

Coordinate awareness programmes on

importance

natual and man made disasters.

environmental data in the process of

Carry out rescue operations in natural

decision making.

print

and

of

electronic

using

media

disaster

in

and

and man made disasters.


Coordinate international humanitarian
relief service programmes.

Special Projects and programmes –
Disaster management progress as at
31 December
 Project

for

environmental
practices

the

ensuring

concern

global

and

best

in

the

mainstreamed

development process of Sri Lanka
through

improved

information

management
Programme to start the project

The Ministry of Disaster Management
started

the

project

to

adopt



global

with the support of the stakeholder

environmental and disaster risk management
consensus

to

development

Sri

Lanka‟s

process

by

Meta data web site is being prepared

institutions and it is in the final stage.

sustainable
improving


information management in 2017 and it is

Problems in the process of exchanging
data between public institutions in

scheduled to be completed in October 2018.

Badulla district have been identified and

Most of the activities that have been

necessary awareness programmes have

identified to be carried out under this project

been conducted to solve that problem.

have now been completed and the remaining
activities will be completed before the
project ends. The progress of the activities
that has been implemented are as follows.
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refer

it

to

the

Sectoral

Oversight

committee on Sustainable Development,
Environment, and Natural Resources on
28.05.2018.


Public Investment Plan (2021-2018)was
prepared

and

submitted

to

the

department of national budget.


16 projects that have been scheduled to
be implemented in 2019 were directed to
the department of national planning.
There are 07 projects under the disaster
managememt centre, 01 project by the

People in Badulla , Welimada areas in the
awareness programme



department of meteorology, 07 projects
by

Computers and other appliances to



three (33) institutions.

this

year

have

already

been

conducted.

A quiz programme has been organized



in collaboration with the Ministry of

The progress of the projects of our
ministry for the second quarter has been

Education for the children in selected
Badulla,

research

04 monthly progress review meetings
for

in

building

national disaster relief service center.

purchased and distributed among thirty

schools

national

organization and 01 project under the

update Meta data web site have been



the

submitted to the relevant institutions as

Rathnapura,

requested by the Presidential Secretariat.

Gampaha and Matale districts and the


district level competitions were held on

The progress of the projects of our

final

ministry for the second quarte that has

competition with the participation of

been requested from the department of

district level winners conducted in

project management and monitoring has

October at the auditorium of the

been

Ministry of Disaster Management.

institution.

15

September

2018.

The



submitted

to

the

relevant

The annual report prepared using the

The following steps have been followed to

information requested from the Central

strengthen the disaster management.

Bank has been submitted to the relevant
institution.

 Annual performance report has been



Details of the projects that are being

prepared and submitted to the Parliament

implemented in North and East in 2015

on 18.05.2018 and action was taken to

– 2018 that has been requested by the
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presidential task force from the North

and empowering of legal and institutional

and

Development

framework for disaster management, and the

has been submitted to the

said institutiona has been informed about the

East

Section

Provinces

relevant institution.

shortcomings of the report. Only one
meeting has been conducted in this regard in
this year.

Training and Capacity Building

The
Under the training and capacity building

progress

from

01.01.2018

to

31.12.2018 relating to the Public Requests

programme for the staff of the Ministry of

and Right to Information Act

Disaster Management two staff officers were


given diploma certificate courses and 33
were

given

short-term

local

1189 complaints have been received by
the “Tell the president” electronic public

training

complaint service from 01.01.2018 to

opportunities.

31.12.2018.
In the year 2018, 10 officers participated in
foreign seminars, 13 officers participated in

National

international conventions and seminars, and
eight

officers

participated

in

Disaster

Relief - 1046

Service Centre

training

Disaster Management Centre

programmes.

- 79

National Building Research - 60

As at 31. 12. 2018, 24 Cabinet Memoranda

Organization

and 02 cabinet notes have been submitted to

Department of Meteorology

- 04

the cabinet office and out of that cabinet

Right to Information Act No, 12 of

decisions have been givern for 18 cabinet

2016

memoranda and for 02 notes.

Under the Right to Informaiton Act No. 12
Restoration and empowering the legal

of 2016 the Ministry has received 19

and institutional framework for disaster

requests asking for information and 15

management.

requests have been answered by now.
Necessary action is being taken to give

“Uni Consultancy” institution has submitted

answeres to other requests also.

the relevant final report to create a structure
under the subject area of the Ministry of

 United Nations Framework convention

Disaster Management by amalgamating the

on Climate Change

activities of the Disaster Management
Centre and the National Disaster Relief

 Paris Agreement on Climate Change

Services Centre to support the restoration

and the local strategic convention (local
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contribution

to

minimize

global

and

to

identify

the

relevant

warming) and the United Nationa

contributions related to those things.

Framework Convention on Climate

Accordingly, information relating to 64

Change submitted this in its 21 session

extreme weather events have been

(COP 21) and Sri Lanka being a partner

submitted to the relevant stakeholder

to the Paris Agreement signed this in

institutions based on the data and

the UN headquarters on 22 April 2016.

information for the last 10 years.
Through that, information on loss and

According to the agreement, Sri Lanka,
under

the

Contributions

Nationally

damages is being collected.

Determined

to minimize

climate

changes entrusted our Ministry to plan
stragegic plans on loss and damages
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#

Incident

District

Date

4 days
before

3 days
before

2 days 1 day
before before

1

Mountain
slope failures
Mountain
slope failures
Floods

Ampara

2000/11/18

0

0

38.1

Batticaloe

2000/11/19

1

26.6

Batticaloe

2002/11/05

0

2002/12/16

Hambantot
a
Matara
Rathnapur
a
Rathnapur
a
Rathnapur
a
Rathnapur
a
Jaffna

2
3

Batticaloe

Percen
tage 99

Percenta
ge 97

Percentage
95

200.6

The date on
which
the
incident
occcured
76.2

94.556

63.43

49.05

95.9

76.2

34.9

101.17

75.44

61.5

70.5

3.1

0

0

101.17

75.44

61.5

22.5

21.7

43.9

26.7

104

132.635

80.026

64.455

2003/05/17

0

1

0

28.2

51.7

35.428

22.307

15.445

2003/05/17

5.7

3.3

1.5

2

74.5

68.897

46

33.72

2003/05/17

8.6

8

0.9

99.6

345.2

117.107

81.331

63.745

2003/05/17

8.6

8

0.9

99.6

345.2

117.107

81.331

63.745

2003/05/19

0.9

99.6

345.2

0.8

0

117.107

81.331

63.745

2003/05/20

99.6

345.2

0.8

0

0

117.107

81.331

63.745

2004/10/28

12.2

27.1

34.3

41.1

65.7

72.076

52.091

41.085

4

Floods

5

Floods

6

Floods

7

Floods

8

Floods

9

Floods

10

Floods

11

Floods

12

Floods

Batticaloe

2004/12/10

0

7.7

14.6

3.2

66.7

132.635

80.026

64.455

13

Floods

Ampara

2005/01/06

0

0

85.8

0

0

127.02

74.083

47.6

14

Floods

Batticaloe

2005/11/21

0

4.7

63.2

41.3

3.6

101.17

75.44

61.5

89

15

Floods

Colombo

2005/11/21

0

0

5.7

270.1

49

126.392

68.62

53.5

16

Floods

Colombo

2005/11/22

0

5.7

270.1

49

0.1

126.392

68.62

53.5

17

Floods

Gampaha

2005/11/22

0

0

4.9

186

24.8

78.996

59.104

46.97

18

Floods

Jaffna

2005/12/09

1.5

0

0

1.7

52.3

104.293

65.457

46.785

19

Floods

Jaffna

2005/12/10

0

0

1.7

52.3

187.9

104.293

65.457

46.785

20

Floods

Kandy

2006/11/18

0.1

49.9

0.5

53.2

52.3

74.658

57.792

46.2

21

Floods

Kandy

2006/11/18

49.9

0.5

53.2

52.3

11.7

74.658

57.792

46.2

22

Floods

2007/01/10

0

0

0

21.6

34.4

43.43

22.22

11.65

23

Floods

2007/01/11

0.2

9.6

24.8

77.6

48.4

58.85

30.33

22.65

24

Floods

2007/01/12

9.6

24.8

77.6

48.4

13.1

58.85

30.33

22.65

25

Floods

Hambantot
a
Nuwara
Eliya
Nuwar
Eliya
Ampara

2007/01/14

45.7

26.6

47.5

4.8

1

127.02

74.083

47.6

26

Floods

Colombo

2007/05/04

1

121.8

111.3

131.6

0

113.301

75.735

54.215

27

Floods

Colombo

2007/05/05

121.8

111.3

131.6

0

0.8

113.301

75.735

54.215

28

Floods

2007/06/25

50.4

19.2

0.2

0.4

0

54.391

42.594

31.1

29

Floods

Nuwara
Eliya
Batticaloe

2007/12/14

2

0

65.5

16.7

0.3

132.635

80.026

64.455

30

Floods

2007/12/23

39.1

27.6

17.4

61.6

81.7

132.635

80.026

64.455

Batticaloe

90

31

Floods

Jaffna

2007/12/23

0.7

69.5

0

0

0

104.293

65.457

46.785

32

Floods

Ampara

2007/12/27

3.8

0

0

0

0

109.665

77.79

65.22

33

Floods

Ampara

2008/03/12

50

30

14

38.6

36.8

40.6

30.5

19.5

34

Floods

Badulla

2008/03/13

24

12.5

0.2

64.1

51.2

53.566

32.707

22.29

35

Floods

Batticaloe

2008/03/19

100.8

46.6

60.1

1.3

0.5

57.422

26.691

14.935

36

Floods

Jaffna

2008/03/26

37.4

0.2

0.4

0

0

29.991

20.389

7.755

37

Floods

Colombo

2008/04/28

19.4

2.4

50.6

13.1

0.5

81.9

53.9

42.1

38

Floods

Kalutara

2008/05/31

13

8.1

7.1

28.2

42.5

83.5

37.5

28.2

39

Floods

2008/06/01

8.1

7.1

28.2

42.5

47.1

60.145

38.044

27.945

40

Floods

Kalutara

2008/06/02

7.1

28.2

42.5

47.1

9

60.145

38.044

27.945

41

Floods

Batticaloe

2009/12/14

104.6

0.1

27

0.8

241.7

132.635

80.026

64.455

42

Floods

2010/05/05

0

0.9

2

12.5

194.4

114.899

62.463

46.825

43

Floods

2010/05/16

11.4

99.5

36.6

0

283

114.57

79.696

45.245

44

Floods

Galle

2010/05/17

23.3

68.9

22.2

16

282.8

114.899

62.463

46.825

45

Floods

Galle

2010/05/18

68.9

22.2

16

282.8

54.8

114.899

62.463

46.825

46

Floods

70.3

10.9

75.3

47

Floods

69.5

43.4

35.2

104.293

65.457

46.785

Kalutara

Galle
Gampaha

Kilinochchi
ya
Jaffna

2010/11/27
2010/12/04

36.7

4.4

91

48

Floods

49

Floods

50

Floods

51

Floods

52

Floods

53

Anuradhapu
ra
Batticaloe

2011/01/09

8.3

5.3

0.5

27.5

25.5

48

28.31

20.9

2011/01/09

12.6

19.7

28.4

312.2

85.3

96.76

67.79

49.3

Matale

2011/01/09

1.6

2.7

4.5

92.2

82.4

Vanuniya

2012/10/21

5.5

0.2

11.6

39.5

0.1

77.417

49.323

36.375

Jaffna

2012/10/30

21.1

12.8

41

51.4

81.8

72.076

52.091

41.085

Floods

Vavuniya

2012/10/31

26.4

100.9

88.2

22.8

20.4

77.417

49.323

36.375

54

Floods

Matale

2012/12/18

40

72

128

192

1.6

55

Floods

Matale

2012/12/18

40

72

128

192

1.6

56

Floods

Ampara

2013/01/25

0

0

45.7

307.3

30.4

127.02

74.083

47.6

57

Floods

Galle

2014/06/02

9

9.9

20.4

56.7

21.9

57.166

38.385

29.385

58

Floods

Gampaha

2014/06/02

3.2

0

0

245.8

179.2

67.832

42.287

33.3

59

Floods

Kalutara

2014/06/02

4.7

1.3

7

146

48.4

60.145

38.044

27.945

60

Landslides

Badulla

2014/10/29

0

34.5

22.5

38.8

3

69.604

47.963

38

61

Landslides

Batticaloe

2014/12/21

22.4

2.9

147.8

142.7

65.4

132.635

80.026

64.455

62

Landslides

2014/12/21

88.7

2.5

148.5

209.9

88.4

63

Landslides

Polonnaru
wa
Galle

2015/09/29

45.1

10.9

76.1

108.1

30.6

78.344

44.885

32.97

64

Landslides

Jaffna

2015/11/15

2.7

5.9

73.1

166.3

126.1

128.339

71.71

58.61
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Technical Support

on

and to check the plan in the final quarter of

Emergency

Planning – World Food Programme

2018.

Under the comprehensive agreement signed

Standard Rapid Loss Appraisal tool has been

in October 2016 the Ministry of Irrigation,

introduced to the Disaster Managemetn

Water Resources and Disaster Management,

Centre and has been checked during the

the

Programme

floods and field confirmation has been done.

together prepared an action plan for 2018,

This will be an imporatant tool to assess

United

Nations

Food

losses for damaged houses in a disaster.

and it is being successfully implemented.
The objectives of the action plan are to

With the existing drought, the Ministry has

improve the national emergency operation

asked

plan,

operating

Organization to assess the losses due to the

procedures, provide technical support to

drought and the drought loss assessment has

standard operating procedure at the regional

been completed at present. Emergency

level, training relief officers, improve the

Operation Centre has been improved and

develop

the

standard

support from the

World Food

live data observation system has been

live data observation system and to provide

established there and it works with the

technical support to the vulnerable parties

Department

and to understand the impact.

of

Meteorology

to

get

information from the disaster site. A
At present the World Food Programme as a

technical committee has been established

main stakeholder that support the Ministry

with the leadership of the secretary to the

of Disaster Management in the field of
emergency

planning

operations

Ministry to thoroughly amalgamate the

has

decision making process.

implementd a joint project and a senior
officer and a disaster response expert have

Contingency

planning

has

been

been attached to the Ministry of Disaster

introduced to the National Disaster
Relief Service Centre and as its third

Management.

phase

the North – Eastern Monsoon

A national emergency operation planning

rain

committee

for

Technical experts in the World Food

consultation, improvements have been done,

Organization together with the National

and additional tools have been identified to

Disaster Relief Service Centre 6 training

include a national management process in to

programmes have been conducted in 17

the national emergency planning system. By

districts for the relief service officers

has

been

established

now, the amended national emergency
operation plan is in its final stage and it has
been planned to conduct a mock drill to
improve the standard operations procedures

93

in

2018

has

been

targeted.

Ministry Disaster Management
Financial and Physical progress as at 31 December -2018
Item of
expenditure
1

Administr
ation and
establish
ment
services

3

Expenditure as at
end of previous
month

Expenditure in
December

Total expendure as at
31 August

Balance of
allocations

4

5

6 = 4+5

7 = 3-6

Financial
Progress
(%)

Physical
progress
(%)

1,800,000.00

443,716.00

638,547.42

1,082,263.42

717,736.58

60.13

60.13

106-01-01-2002

100,000.00

0.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

106-01-01-2003

Develop and restore vehicles

2,500,000.00

2,259,043.25

140,876.67

2,399,919.92

100,080.08

96.00

96.00

2,000,000.00

1,996,904.60

0.00

1,996,904.60

3,095.40

99.85

99.85

2,000,000.00

92,600.00

686,000.00

778,600.00

1,221,400.00

38.93

38.93

106-01-01-2103

Aquistion of furniture and office
equipment
Acquisition of machines and
equipment

8,400,000.00

4,792,263.85

1,565,424.09

6,357,687.94

2,042,312.06

75.69

75.69

106-01-02-2001

Develop and restore buildings and
constructions

500,000.00

412,787.54

63,632.00

476,419.54

23,580.46

95.28

95.28

106-01-02-2002

Develop and resotre machines and
equipment

300,000.00

163,890.00

136,110.00

300,000.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

106-01-01-2102

Capita
l
Expen
diture

Allocations

2
Develop and restore buildings and
constructions
Develop and resotre machines and
equipment

106-01-01-2001

Minister
office

Details

106-01-02-2003

500,000.00

462,169.15

33,048.00

495,217.15

4,782.85

99.04

99.04

106-01-02-2102

Develop and restore vehicles
Aquistion of furniture and office
equipment

1,000,000.00

543,597.05

325,558.50

869,155.55

130,844.45

86.92

86.92

106-01-02-2103

Acquisition of machines and
equipment

1,800,000.00

737,100.00

1,776,570.00

23,430.00

98.70

98.70

1,300,000.00

955,356.50

336,475.00

1,291,831.50

8,168.50

99.37

99.37

500,000,000.00

500,000,000.00

0.00

500,000,000.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

42,000,000.00

3,000,000.00

0.00

3,000,000.00

39,000,000.00

7.14

7.14

547,400,000.00

506,274,900.24

1,934,293.50

508,209,193.74

39,190,806.26

92.84

92.84

555,800,000.00

511,067,164.09

3,499,717.59

502,039,684.79

41,233,118.32

92.58

92.58

106-01-02-2401

106-01-02- 6-2202
106-01-02-7-2509

Total capital expenditure

Staff training
Paying the insurance instrallment
for national natual disaster
insurance
Other
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1,039,470.00

Department of Meteorology

Introduction

Objectives

Department of Meteorology is the oldest



Contribute to minimize the impacts of

institution under the purview of the Ministry

disasters by improving the effectiveness

of Public Administration and Disaster

of using data/ forecasts by maximizing

Management and as far as the origin of the

the accuracy of meteorological and

Department of Meteorology is concerned the

climatological data and information

formal observations over the weather has

issued and to maximize the period prior

been started under the Ministry of Surveys

to early warning.


in 1867. Later a separate section called

Contribute to accelerate the social –

Observatory was established within the

economic

premises of the meteorological department

productively by developing the capacity

in 1909. The Colombo Observatory was

of the department to the level of

made into an independent department in

providing various types of short term

1948 with a view of providing weather and

and long term data and forecasts

climate related services. At present the

requested to be used for social and

department of meteorology acts as the

economic development activities.

government‟s statutory body to provide



development

activities

Provide a secured safety for the people

meteorological and climatological services.

from natural disasters by improving the

Department of meteorology is the authorized

people‟s awareness and attention on how

institution in Sri Lanka to issue early

to get early warnings and meteorological

warnings on meteorological disasters and

data and raise awareness among people

tsunami.

to improve their sensitivity on climatic
changes.

Vision
A Centre of Excellence in weather and

Service Provided by the Department

climate related services.



Provision

of

meteorological

and

climatological services to general public

Mission

and to agriculture, energy, fishery,
To

provide

Meteorology,
Ocean

services

pertaining

Aeronautical

Meteorology

,

to

shipping, insurance and other interested

Meteorology,

sectors.


Agricultural

Provision of warnings and advisories on

Meteorology, Climatoloty and Astronomy to

bad weather (including Cyclone, Heavy

government agencies, private sector and the

rain, Lightning, High wind, etc.) and

general public in keeping with national

tsunami.

interest

and

international

standards/

obligations.
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Provision of aviation meteorological

Provision of specialized meteorological

services.

and climatological serives on request.



Maintanence of climatological database.



Provision

of

meteorological



moon, planet and tidal) and terrestrial

and

magnetism related services.

climatological services and data for
national

development

and

research

Financial Progress of the Department

purposes.


Encourage
meteorology,





study

and

research

climatology,

Provision of limited astronomical (sun,

from

in

01 January 2018 and 31

December 2018

climate

change and allied subjects. .

A sum of Rs 647.80 million was allocated

Organize and contribute to, public

for the Department for the year 2018,

awareness programmes on weather,

comprsing Rs.

climate and climate change thematic

rehabilitaton of capital assets , a sum of Rs.

areas.

292.80 for recurrent expenditure. Of this

Organize and contribute to, educational

allocation, Rs.360.77 million has been spent

and training programmes and workshops

by 31 August 2018.

355.00 million for the

for interested groups including schoold
Revenue earned by the department

children, policy and decision makers, on


2018

Revenue source

mandated thematic areas.
Contribute to exhibitions with exhibits

Issuing of data

7,341,167.83

and resource personnel.

Other

406,795.00

Total

7,747,962.83

Progress of Development Projects.
Expend
Details
iture
Item
2001 Develop buildings
and constructions

15 2509

Improving the
Department of
Meteorology
(Budget Proposal
No.53 )

Tasts completed

Repairing buildings in the head office
Rs7.33 . Million
Repairing officers in outer areas - Rs .
0.13 million
Basic actions have been taken for the
following tasks.
 Purchasing a computer server to
create a weather modelling.
 Data Customize in the Department of
Meteorolgoy.
 Purchasing a mobile weather system.
 Purchasing a CCTV system to
observe the situation in the Southern
Sea.
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The amount
allocated for
2018 Rs.
Million
12.20

Expenditure as at
31 August Rs.
Million

200.00

2.20

8.87

Services supplied by the national

the

progress

of

participation

department of meteorology

programmes are as follows.

to

thos

Awareness programmes
The progress of the national department of
meteorology that acts as the national early

Methodology

warning

Under the
requests from
outside
institutions
For visitors

centre

meteorological

for

tsunami

and

issuing

and

hazard,

transmitting weather forecasts, rearranging
and analyzing meteorological data is as

No. of
No. of
programmes participants
312

32,402

36

683

follows. (As at 31 August 2018)
Under direct operations, programmes have
been conducted for 234 school groups and

The progress of the services supplied by the

12 higher education institutions. Under the

meteorological centre in 2018

requests from outside institutions, 246
Serial
No.
1
2
3
4

5

Services supplied by the
national meteorological
department

Upto 31
August
2018

Weather forecasts issued to
Media institutions
Number of forecasts issued to
the Air force
Weather warnings
Number of forecasts issued to
fishing and naval activities (
including the forecasts issued
to the private sector)
No. of telephone calls to
which responses were made.

1095

groups and 08 groups from the security and
3 forces have been trained as at 31.08.2018.
The total amount of money spent for that is
Rs. 53,420/-

365

Supply technical advice on lightning

258
4033

conductors.
In 2018, 11 public institutions and 02 semi

13150

government institutions were made aware of
lightning conductors. Detailed reports on

Conducting awareness programmes

lightning conductors, specifications and

for various parties.

BOQ engineering estimates have been
prepared.

Main responsibility of the Department of
meteorology is to make people aware on

Conducting training programmes for

weather, meteorological hazards and early

the officers by the department.

warnings.

The

department

conducts
01.01.2018 to 31.08.2018

visit under the requests from outside
institutions.

Accordingly,

an

-from

Local training- examinations

awareness programmes to the visitors who

awareness
45

programme has been organized in 2018 and

officers

programmes

pariticipated
conducted

in
by

training
out

side

institutions, 23 officers participated in the
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theoretical and practical training conducted

Study of Madden Julian Oscillation

for newly recruited officers to the post of

using GLD360 data on having lightning

meteorological observer (trained service) in

during the inter monsoon periods in

the Sri Lanka technical service and 30

2015 and 2016.

officers

participated

in

the



electronic

Extremem weather condition indicators

technology training programme and 29

prepared

officeras participated in Offical languages

organization to prepare maps on Sri

Tamil subject study training programme and

Lanka about risk and vulnerability under

got a training.

the project “Updating Climate Change

by

world

meteorological

Vulnerability Assessment and Piloting
In addition to that under the first phase of

Climate

the Efficiency Bar examination 39 officers

Mainstreaming

in various categories were participated.

Adaptation into National Development

Risk

Screening
Climate

for
Change

Activities” which is implemented by the

Progress of research activities.

Mahaweli project.


Researches conducted by the research

Prepare maps by calculating relevant
indicators using observed data and

and development division and centre for

projected data. Prepatation of projected

climatic change studies in 2018

climatic data on seasonal and annual

Research and development activities have

basis to create maps on risk and

been conducted through the following

vulnerability according to the future

fields.

climatic changes and analyze observed



data in Sri Lanka for the last 30 years

Verification of the observed rainfall in

using a software and preparation of a

Sri Lanka using 12 climatic structure to
find

out

the

appropriate

report on extreme weather conditions for

climatic

the

structure to forecast rainfralls in Sri

Change.

Southern Oscillation - ENSO, ENSO



Modoki and Indian Ocean Dipole on the

using

the

Preparation of research papers for the
volume

drought situation in selected rainfall

III

of

the

meteorological

research journal, which will be printed

Standardized

in September 2018.

precipitation index .


Communication

Framework Convention on Climate

The study of the impact of El-Nino

centres

National

conduected by the United Nations

Lanka.


3rd

Studyign the impact of Indian Ocean
Dipole -IOD on Sri Lanka‟s monthly
rainfall.

98

o

Compare

the

o

statistically

o

of

El-

Nino

Southern

downscaled NEX NASA data and

Oscillation of the previos year to the

dynamically downscaled CORDEX

South West monsoon in Sri Lanka.
o

data for Sri Lanka.
o

Impact

Combined impact of El- Nino,

Multi structural combined climate

positive Indian Ocean Dipole and

change predictions for seasonal and

Madden Julian Oscillation for the

annual rainfall in Sri Lanka.

second inter monsoon rainfall in

Structuralizing Sri Lanka‟s annual

2015.


rainfall under El-Nino Southern

Research activities carry out by other

Oscillation – and ENSO Modoki

institutions

extreme conditions and analyse the

meteorological studies centre in the

impact of those extreme conditions.

Department of Meteorology using future

with

the

support

of

prediction data improved by the RIMES
institution.
Institution

Topic

1

Department
of Crop Science – Verification of downscaled structured data on
University of Peradeniya
global circulation and prediction of future
agricultural crop harvest using that for crop
adaptive structures.

2

Department
of
animal
and Analysis on the spread of endemic birds.
environmental studies – University of
Colombo

3

International
Institution.

4

Ministry of Disaster Managemnt /
United Nations Developmetn Project.

Water

Management Prediction of Water reserved under climatic
changes.
Climate stable agricultural intervention under
Climate Change Adaptation Project - C-CAP.

Regular duties carry out by Research
and Development Section and the
Centre for Climate Change Studies.




Create

temperature

predictions

Drought Observation Paper – Observe

monthly and quarterly using global

drought condition using Standardized

climatic framework maps and CPT,

precipitation

FOCUS ,ITACS software.

index

and

mapping.

Observe the drought condition for 12
months

repectively

and

periods

1,2,3,4,5,6,9 and mapping the drought
conditions for those periods.
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the

Research Publications

Department

Meteorology


Herath,

H.M.R.C.

and I.M.S.P.

in

of

September

2018.

Jayawardena : 2017 Evaluation Of
Downscaled Cmip5 Climate Models

 Herath

To Select The Best Models To

and

Jayawardene ,I. M. S. P. 2018:

Develop Future Climate Scenarios

Comparison of NEX NASA

For Sri LankaProceedings of the

Statistical

International Conference on Climate

and

Change, Vol. 1, 2017, pp. 36-50
online

,H.M.R.C

Downscaling

CORDEX

Downscaling

DOI:

Data

Dynamical

Data

For

Sri

Lanka , Sri Lanka Journal of

https://doi.org/10.17501/iccc.2017.1

Meteorology , 3 ,3-18

204


Jayawardena, I.M. Shiromani
Priyanthika,
C,

Wheeler

Sumathipala,

 Darshika , D. W. T. T.,.

M

W.L.

Jayawardana ,I. M. S. P and

and

Dissanayake

,D.

Basnayake, B.R.S.B. 2018 Impacts

2018:Multi

Model

of the Madden–Julian Oscillation

Climate Change Projections for

(MJO)

Sri

Annual and Seasonal Rainfall in

Lanka Sixth Symposium on the

Sri Lanka , Sri Lanka Journal of

Madden-Julian Oscillation and Sub-

Meteorology , 3 ,19-27

on

Seasonal

Rainfall

Monsoon

in

M.

S.

C

Ensemble

Variability

 Hapuarachchi, H. A. S. U. and

American Meteorological Society

Jayawardene. I. M. S. P 2018:

Annual Meeting Austin TX USA

Modulation of Monthly Rainfall

2018.

in Sri Lanka by ENSO and
ENSO Modoki Extremes , Sri



Jayawardena,

IM

Shiromani

Priyanthika,

DWT

Lanka Journal of Meteorology ,

Thanuja

3 ,28-42

Darshika, and HM Roshan C.
Herath. 2018 ; "Recent Trends in

 Alagiyawanna ,A. M. A. H. D.

Climate Extreme Indices over Sri

and. Jayawardene , I. M. S. P,

Lanka." American

Dissanayake

Journal

of

Climate Change 7: 586-599.

S. C.

2018:Influence of ENSO to the
Following



,D. M.
Year

Southwest

Volume 3 of the Sri lanaka

Monsoon Dry/Wet Conditions

Journal

in Sri Lanka , Sri Lanka Journal

of

Meteorology

of Meteorology , 3 ,43-52

(SLJoM Vol 3) published by
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 Fernando,M and Millangoda, M
,

Premalal

,K.

H.

2018:.Assessment

M.

of

Researche

S

and

by

the

Department of Meteorology

the



Behaviour of K-Index, Lifted
Index

conducted

Studying

the

atmospheric

thermodynamic indices

Convective

i.e., K

Availability Potential Energy

index, Lifted index, Convective

(CAPE) in Development of

Availability

Potential

Thunderstorms in Sri Lanka, Sri

instabilities

utilized

Lanka Journal of Meteorology ,

atmospheric

instabilities

3 ,53-63

essential

in

Energy
todecide
that

developing

is

thunder

showers in Sri Lanka
 Weerasinghe ,K. A. K. T. W.
and. Jayawardena ,I. M. S. P,.

Research conducted by the Agro –

Priyantha

meteoroligcal section

,P.

Investigation

A.

A

of

2018:

Combine

Effects of El Nino, Positive IOD



Create an equation between weather

and MJO on Second Inter-

parameters and evaporation using

Monsoon Rainfall 2015 in Sri

regression method.

Lanka , Sri Lanka Journal of

Meteorology , 3 ,64-85

Developing Meteorological activities.

 Silva, M.R.C,. Premalal ,K. H.
M.

S

2018:

Equation

Develop

Between



an

Dr. Kusaka from Sukuba University for

Pan

the functioning of the Weather Research

Evaporation and Meteorological

and Forecasting Model and Institute for

Parameters in Sri Lanka Using

Policy Studies supported that and the

Regression Method , Sri Lanka

RIMES institution conducted a practical

Journal of Meteorology , 3 ,86-

training session. Developing WRF for
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Sri Lanka, studying, and developing
results for day today operations have

 Dharmappriya, H. A. G 2018:

been started.

Two-Dimensional Sea Breeze &
Land

A series of lectures were conducted by

Breeze

Model



with

Action has been taken to improve the

Application to Sri Lanka , Sri

relationship

Lanka Journal of Meteorology ,

international tsunami warning centres

3 ,100-116.

and at present the relationships between
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with

regional

and

Indian

National

Information

Centre

Services

for
(

Ocean

Continue research further under

INCOIS),

mathematical
“Weather

Climatology and Geophysics (BMKG),

Forecasting” and other relevant

The Joint Australian Tsunami Warning

topics.


Multihazard Early Warning System

Warning

Centres

and



Department


The Monsoon Forum organized with the
RIMES institution for the 16 time was

Action is being taken to establish Real

accidents from floods and landslides.


held in the auditorium of the department.

Taking action to develop research on

A 10 day trainin session was conducted

climatic changes with the support of the

with the support from Green Climate

private sector.


Fund for the meteorologists on Geo

Improve the observation network with

Information System (GIS).

the

Electronic training session has been

institutions.


conducted continuously.


Officers

Technical

technological

Service

other

international

Encourage officers in the department to
meterological

and

Continuation of the dialogues with

using

the

website

of

the



Introduce a mobile app.



Improve naval and fishing predictions
by establishing a ocean observation

relevant parties or Monsoon Forum with
to

Developing

department effectively.

skills

development under continuous training.

view

of

climatological research.

Meteorological/

a

support

develop

Future Plans

network.

meteorological



information in disaster risk situations

A 10-day training programme was
conducted under the support of the

and increasing productivity.


Start to fix 02 Doppler radar machines in

time observation network to minimize

th



Implement the project proposal to

support from JICA.

established.



and

Potuvila and Puttalam area with the

Tsunami Warning Centres have been



Research

modernize the department.

(RIMES), Japan and Pacific Tsunami



like

Indonesian Agency for Meteorology,

Centre (JATWC), Regional Intergrated



structures

Green climate Fund for the second

Implementation of the second phase of

group of the meteorologists on Geo

the training of officers to prepare quality

Information System.

management standards in accordance



wih the international standards for air

Action is being taken to provide a
training programme on LINUX for the

meteorolological activities.

relevant meteorologists.
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MET Norway /ECMWF is organizing a

Quotations have been called to purchase

training session with a view to develop

a server to improve the productivity of

the forecasting with the support of the

the researches on mathematical forecasts

World Bank. Discussions have been

and mathematical forecasts done by

started to modernize the department of

NWP.


meteorolghy under the World Bank
support under CRIP – II.

Priliminary action has been taken to
purchase a new Hydrogen generator to
observe the uppoer atomosphere.
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Disaster Management Centre

established in all districts to coordinate and

Introduction

carry out Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR)
Disaster Management Centre (DMC) is the

activities at the sub national levels.

leading agency for disaster management in
Sri Lanka. It is

mandated with the

Vision

responsibility

implementing

Achieve

of

and

coordinating national and sub-national level

sustainable

development

by

establishing safer communities in Sri Lanka.

programs for reducing the risk of disasters
with the participation of all relevant

Mission

stakeholders.

To create a culture of safety among
communities and the nation at large through

DMC was established as per the provisions

systematic

of the Sri Lanka Disaster Management Act

technological, and manmade disaster risks.

management

of

natural,

No. 13 of 2005 as the executing agency of
the

National

Council

for

Disaster

Objectives

Management (NCDM).The National Council

Through the countrywide administrative

is mandated to formulate the national policy

structure

and to give strategic direction while the

departments, public corporations, provincial

Ministry of Disaster Management guides

councils,

and administers the activities of the Disaster

divisional, and Grama Niladhari (GN)

Management Centre.The Act 13 of 2005

administration, to coordinate, implement and

became the frame work for Disaster Risk

monitor all DRM related activities in the

Reduction (DRR) initiatives inSri Lanka

country.

addressing

Disaster

consisting

local

of

governments,

ministries,

district,

Management

holistically, leading to a policy shift from a

Functions of the DMC

response based mechanism to a proactive


approach. Twenty one hazards come under
the purview of this Act.

Formulation
Management

of

National

Plan

Disaster

(NDMP)

and

National Emergency Operations Plan

The main activities of the DMC are disaster

(NEOP) based on the National Policy

mitigation, preparedness,public awareness,
dissemination of early warning to vulnerable



Hazard mapping and risk assessment

populations, emergency operations, and



Coordinating and conducting training
and awareness programs

coordination of relief and post disaster


activities in collaboration with other key

Preparedness to respond to disasters

agencies. District Disaster Management

including assisting government agencies

Coordination Units (DDMCUs) have been

to develop Preparedness Plans
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Early warning and dissemination

Army and Air force personnel are attached



Emergency operations management and

to Colombo, Kalutara, Galle, Matara and

coordination

Hambantota DDMCUs. All DDMCUs are

of

search

&

rescue

operations

established in the District Secretariat, except

Coordination of post disaster activities

for the districts of Kalutara the District

including relief.

Disaster



Research and Development activities

Mechanism is shown in below.



Mainstreaming disaster risk reduction



Coordination

Coordination

District Disaster Management Coordination

into development.


Management

Mechanism

of

climate

change

adaptation programmes.


Liaising with Ministries, government
authorities / agencies, private sector
agencies, NGOs, INGOs and other
relevant agencies on DRR matters to
ensure

timely

execution

of

the

responsibilities


Initiate and coordinate foreign aided
projects for disaster mitigation, response
and recovery.

District

Disaster

Management

Coordinating Units (DDMCUs)
DDMCUs have been established in all the
25 districts. Each DDMCU is staffed with an

Financial Progress as at 31 December

Assistant Director (District) and District

2018

Disaster

Management

Assistants.

The

The General Treasury has allocated Rs.

number of Disaster Management Assistants

1,006/- for the DMC for 2018 and out of

varies from district to district depending on

that Rs. 290/- has been allocated for the

the vulnerability of the district to disasters.

recurrent expenditure of the DMC and

The total cadre that has been employed in 25
districts are 25 Assistant Directors (district)

Rs. 716 has been allocated for capital

and 100 District Disaster Management

expenditure. Out of the total allocations

Assistants.

Rs. 272.75 has been spent as follows as
at 31 August 2018.
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Project/ Programme/ Activities

106-2-3-21503

Recurrent expenditure

106-2-3-22201 (I)

Training and skills development

3

0.33

033

033

106-2-3-22201 (II)

Purchasing of office equipment

2

2.33

033

033

106-2-3-32509

Implement medium and small
scale disaster mitigation projects
to mitigate disasters in districts.

0.3

0.3..

92

73

106-2-3-52509 (I)

Community
awareness
on
disaster
preparedness
and
management.
(Disaster
Awareness programs)

25

20.7

7.

7.

106-2-3-52509 (II)

Community
awareness
on
disaster
preparedness
and
management.
(Disaster
Awareness programs)

25

20.70

77.0

033

106-2-3-72509

Develop multi-faceted disaster
risk profile for Sri Lanka.

50

23.09

07.0

03

106-2-3-82103 and 92101

Capacity
development
in
responses towards landslides,
flash floods and drought
conditions.
Minimizing
losses
and
mainstreaming
into
the
development process.

98

95.37

97.31

02

00.32

.9

.9

.27.0

9.

73

106-2-3-82104

Total
allocations
amended ) 2018
Rs .Million(
290

Total
Progress%
Expenditu Financial Physical
re (Rs.
Million(
2.2.2
79
79

Expenditur
e Item No.

Construction of 02 container
type hybrid homes for the
officers in the emergency
operation section which is open
for 24 hours.

Total Expenditure – Recurrent
and Capital

770

033

financial progress 31st December 2018

National Emergency Operation Plan
(NEOP)
National

Emergency

Operation

Plan

and technical and manmade disasters. This

explains various situations in which disasters

plan has described as to how entrusting of

can occur and it covers a response

responsibilities to the people and institutions

mechanism for the disasters that occur due

can be facilitated, the early warning system

to meteorological, water related, biological,
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can be activated and coordinating of

Disaster preparedness

emergency

the

As assigned by the Disaster Management

responsibilities and duties of the institutions

Act No. 13 of 2005 one of the main

in an emergency that exceeds the feasibility

functions assigned to the Preparedness

and the compulsory responsibility of a

Planning Division of the DMC is to prepare

certain institution. This has been prepared in

disaster management plans to districts,

all three languages the approval of the

DSDs, disaster prone GN divisions and

cabinet of ministers was

public institutions. Preparedness planning

operations

and

division

given on 22 August 2017 by the cabinet

in

the

DMC

implements

preparedness planning for frequent hazards

memorandum No. අමප032/715/2130/17/ but

in Sri Lanka such as floods, landslides,

amendments to that has again been done.

tsunami and cyclones.

Progress

of

recruitment

as

at
Out of the Rs. /25,000,000. The physical

31.12.2018

progress is 100 %and the financial progress

Appointments
Serial
Designation
No
Assistant Director
01
(mitigation)
Assistant Director
02
( District)
Investigating Officer
03
Librarian
04
Admin Officer
05
Management Assistant
06
( Non-technical)
Driver
07
KKS
08
Management Assistant
09
( technical)

is 99.4%.
No.
These provisions are used to prepare disaster
01

preparedness and emergency response plans,

06

to conduct mock drills for floods, landslides

01
01
01

and tsunami, conduct training of trainers
programs at regional level, carry out
programs for teachers and school protection

2.

programs,

02
05

06
07

preparedness

programs for hospitals, disaster preparedness
for disasters related to large reservoirs and

01

monsoon preparedness programs at district
and divisional level.

Calling of applications
Serial
No
01
02
03
04
05

emergency

Designation

No.

Director(HR)
Director (Finance)
Deputy Director
Librarian
Management Assistant
(Technical)
Geo Informatics Analyst
Management Assistant
(Non-Technical)

01
01
15
01
01
01
25
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Monsoon

institutions, and responsible officers in Local

preparedness

programme -

national,

Authorities and the people in the affected

district

GN divisions in the affected districts.

and divisional level

Concurrent to those discussions, discussions
have been held with the university lecturers,

The aim is to summon district disaster

officers in the stakeholder organizations

management committees in the disaster

related to the disaster management, and

prone districts to prepare them for the

NGOs and private institutions.

floods, landslides and heavy winds that are
likely to occur due to the heavy rain, heavy

Necessary action is being take to get the

winds and lightning during the South West

approval of the cabinet of ministers to this

and the North East monsoons that falls into

bill.

the island annually. In this regard mock
drills for landslides, floods and tsunami and

Training and Awareness

awareness programs for the public at district,
divisional and regional level will be

Disaster Management Act No. 13 of 2005

conducted.

assigned the DMC the responsibility to
implement the necessary coordination for
the efficient and effective implementation of
disaster management activities in Sri Lanka.
Accordingly

Awareness

and

Training

Division of the DMC conducts training and
awareness programs covering all the districts
from the national level, DSD level and rural
level, taking into consideration the disaster
situations in the country.
Rs. 25,000,000.00 of financial provision has



been allocated to raise awareness among the

National Disaster Preparedness

people in the country. Out of this amount

Plan 2018 - 2022
The

draft

of

the

96% financial progress and 98% Physical
National

progress were achieved.

Disaster

Management Plan 2018 – 2022 has now
been finalized. Discussions have been held
with

District

Secretaries,

the

Secretaries,

Divisional

relevant

stakeholder
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Programs implemented in 2018
No.

Programme

No.
of No.
of Expenditure
programs
participants (Rs.)

1

Awareness programs for the officers in main
stakeholder public institutions in disaster
management.

26

720

1,818,134.00

2

Two day training of trainers programme
implemented by the Ministry of Irrigation
and Water Resource and Disaster
Management and the Ministry of Social
Empowerment.

11

897

1,877,771.00

3

Awareness
programme
on
disaster
management for all the media personal at
district level.
Programme to train the youth in the youth
corps as disaster management volunteer
groups jointly by the DMC and the Youth
Corps.

11

450

06

1206

861,5344.00

5

National Programme to raise awareness
among the school teachers on disaster
management.

04

235

489,974.00

6

Raising awareness among public and
schoolchildren through national and district
level exhibitions.

10

62450

366,650.00

7

Awareness and training programs for the
people and relevant stakeholders at district,
DSD and rural level.

329

20921

6,363,937.00

8

National Safety Day program

44

1850

1,000,00000.

National program on Scout students training
in to volunteer force.

6

400

2,083,920.00

Boat driving training for search & rescue
groups
Search & Rescue training programs

8

177

1,251,625.00

3

184

1,691,066.00

4

9
10
11
12
14

15

Short film for awareness program of public
and school population.
Printing of hand bills and leaflets to aware
the people of country on Disasters and
disaster management. (05 Types of leaflet,
Nos 480000)
Materials preparation for public awareness
and exhibitions.
Total
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836,512.00

1,000,000.00
1,538,000.00

3,800,000.00
453

89490 24,979,12300.

Awareness programmes for Samurdhi Officers in Polonnaruwa distrct

Awareness programs for volunteers in Gampaha

Awareness on exhibition materials and its usage to DMA

Awareness Programm for media Persons
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 Awareness

and

Training

programmes at district level in

programs were conducted covering all the

2018

fields.

Accordingly,

public

officers,

It is essential to develop knowledge,

schoolchildren, rural people and all the

awareness and skills related to disaster

groups have been covered and with the

management among the people in this

support of the relevant technical institutions

country in the disaster management process

they were given necessary training to face

and under that awareness training programs

any type of disasters. In this year 22771

have been conducted to develop knowledge,

participants have participated in the training

awareness and skills among the people at

and awareness programs conducted in 25

district, DSD and rural level. These

districts.

No of Awareness and Training programmes conducted at district level in 2018
No:

District

No: Of
Participants

No:

District

No: Of
Participants

01

Ampara

799

14

Kurunagala

1181

02

Anuradhapura

1172

15

Mannar

597

03

Badulla

900

16

Matale

1313

04

Batticalo

745

17

Matara

692

05

Colombo

1225

18

Monaragala

738

06

Galle

1808

19

Mulative

559

07

Gampaha

344

20

Nuwara Eliya

757

08

Hambanthota

1239

21

Polonnaruwa

361

09

Jaffna

1156

22

Puttalam

888

10

Kaluthara

890

23

Rathnapura

1424

11

Kandy

673

24

Trincomallee

591

12

Kegalle

1700

25

Vauniya

386

13

Killinochchi

633
22771

22771

TOTAL

Classification of programs according to the theme
No.

Programme

No. of
programs

No. of
participants

01

Awareness programme for three forces

34

3107

02
03
03

Awareness program for Education Sector
First aid and camp management programmes

03
70

140
3816

04
04
05
05
06

Dengue control programs

03

417

Drought and Water related disaster awareness

02

200

Fire protection training programs

21

1681

111

07

Awareness programs for fisheries sector

33

2239

08

Awareness programs for local government

04

223

09

Awareness programs for public officers

57

3560

10

Awareness programs for youth sectors

01

62

11

Life protection programs.

22

1690

12

Awareness programs for public

64

4753

13

Awareness programs for media personnel

02

105

15

Search and rescue programs

03

183

16

Awareness programs on estate sector

07

316

20

Awareness programme for women

03

279

329

22771

Total

 Capacity building programme for
the officers in the DMC 2018

faced at present in the field of disaster
management and under short term programs
for officers, have been trained and financial
facilities were given to officers to follow
post graduate and MA degree courses with a
view
to
develop
their
efficiency.

Steps have been taken to develop
knowledge, awareness and skills of the
officers in the DMC to win the challenges

Capacity building programme for the officers in the DMC 2018
No:

Course Classification

01

Subject vise short term courses and
training program
Post graduated courses
Internal training for newly recruted
MAs
Motivation training programs

02
03
04
TOTAL

No: Of
Courses
22

No: Of Benifited
Officers
108

Expenditure
(Rs:Mil)
1.12

02
01

02
28

0.31
0.27

03
28

112
250

1.30
3.00

Skills development programme for new Management Assistants.

2 weeks Training for newly recuirted MA

112

2 days’ workshop to head office MA on store management

Store management and leadership training to North East MA

Disaster mitigation, Research and Development

The main responsibility of Disaster Mitigation, Research and Development is to assess disaster
risk, identify and implement disaster risk reduction projects and to act towards achieving the
target of creating a safer Sri Lanka and sustainable development through the integration of
disaster risk reduction methodology into the mainstream of development.

Allocations for 2018
Head

Project
( Rs. Million)

2509-3

Disaster mitigation projects

2509-10

Integration of the disaster
mitigation methodology in to
the mainstream of
development

2509-7

Financial
Progress
(%)

Physical
progress
(%)

480

92.00

95

02

87

87

50

45

Disaster risk assessment

45

Mitigation progress 2018
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 Disaster Mitigation projects
278 disaster mitigation projects are being implemented at district level and as at 31 December
2018.271 projects have been completed physically and 7 projects are still being implemented. As
at 31 December the total physical progress of those projects is 98% and financial progress is
75.13%.

The distribution of the project according to the type of disaster is shown in the table below and
action has been taken to direct the mitigation programs for other disasters to the line ministry.
Disaster

No. of projects

Provisions (Rs.)
200

00.42.0479...3

Tsunami

03

4,499,469.50

Droughts

20

0740.24070.90

Slope failure stabilization

00

9.42224200.00

878

45754855368.34

Floods

Total



In addition to that Rs. 22,137,935.91 for the projects that have been implemented in 2017
has been paid in 2 .018

Flood mitigation project - Polanaruwa

Flood mitigation project Elakara DS division of Polanaruwa District
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Flood mitigation project in Gampaha District

Landslide mitigation project in Kandy District



Project

to

integrate

held.

disaster

At the same time procurement

activities are being carried out to get the

mitigation to the mainstream of

support of an advisory service to prepare

development

guidelines for the identified fields.

In this project a technical was established to



prepare plans to integrate disaster mitigation

Disaster Risk Assessment

into the mainstream development process

Officers in the DMC and district assistant

and to implement it and 9 main areas have

coordinators participated in the

been identified in that process.

disaster profile creating program conducted

district

in Polgolla Co- operative Training Centre,
The technical committee consisting of the

Kandy on 20 -21 August 2018. The main

stakeholders from the identified fields met in

objective of this programme is to create a

2018 and future programs were planned.

methodology to create the disaster profile at

Accordingly a workshop has been organized

district level and to achieve consensus to

to get the private sector intervention to

implement the programme.

integrate

disaster

mitigation

into

the

mainstream of development and to prepare

Based on the consensuses achieved action

guidelines for that and that workshop was be

has been taken to collect data to assess
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disaster risks at district level and it has been
scheduled to collect ground level data. It
also was finished. Now trainers has been
appointed to this task at national level. It
will be finished soon by basing collected
Death /
Missing

ground level data.

Injured



Desinventra data base

The data bank which has all the information
related to the past disasters is released to the
internet as www.desinventra.lk

and this

database includes data at district, DSD level
and according to the disasters and time
period in which disasters occurred and
numeric data on deaths, victims and the
property that were damaged have been

Houses
Damaged
(Fully)
Houses
Damaged
(Partially)

included in this data base. This data base has
information obtained from situation reports
issued by the emergency operation section of
the DMC, police reports on accidents
(www.police.ld ), health, forest conservation
and irrigation sectors. This would be
updating in every months.

The data summery of year 2018
according to above system
The affected population is 492,852 due to
landslide, flood, high wind, fire, and
lightning in the year of 2018. 925,947

No. of
affected
People

personal has been affected due to drought
along. When compare this with in year 2017,
it show some reduction. Recorded injuries
personals are 62 and reported death toll is
110. The house damage and losses also are
lower than 2017, in the year of 2018.
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Damage and Loss Assessment

“Global Challenge on Research Fund”

System

(GCRE) gives financial support for that and
it

implements

to

develop

digital

infrastructure. Through this project it is

With the technical and financial support of

expected to mitigate the damage to the

the World Bank, National Planning Division

public

and the Disaster Management Centre jointly

from

natural

disasters

by

strengthening the inter relationship between

implement a project to establish a database

the institutions.

with the complete participation of the
stakeholder institutions in the relevant

Emergency Operation Center

sectors to immediately report the losses and
damages in that field. This database has now
been established at present and once the
consensus of the stakeholder institutions
were obtained the officers in the previously
mentioned intuitions will be trained to enter
and update data to that database and the
database will be open for the users.



Emergency Operation Centre is established

Risk info web Portal

in DMC under the Disaster Management Act
Here geospatial date is uploaded to the web

No. 13 of 2005 functions 24 hrs. x 7 days a

site. This geospatial data is used by local and

week and it continuously evaluates the

foreign researchers and it is used to study on

developments in disasters and the level in

disaster prone areas and decision making

which responses should be made. When the

and future plans are prepared using that.

gravity of the disaster goes beyond the level
of control from the sub national level

These data can be obtained from the internet

agencies, national level emergency operation

free of charge and it encourages and

division in with the emergency response

supports the institutions and persons in the

committee coordinates the search, rescue

field of disaster management.

and evacuation of the vulnerable groups.



Mobilization project

To

continue

the

“vigilance”

operation

center

of

the

Countries like Sri Lanka, Malaysia, Pakistan

emergency

which are frequently affected by natural

resources should be increased to work 24

disasters like floods, landslides, droughts,

hours with 117 and special attention has

cyclones and earthquakes.

been focused on the functioning of the
emergency operation center.
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necessary

Further the emergency operation center

discussions were held to learn about the

assesses the impact of disasters and takes

preparedness for the monsoon rains and

decisions as to how the methodology should

action that should be taken in this regard and

be used to respond to the disasters and how

according to the official weather forecast the

to prepare plans to respond to the future

disaster prone districts were informed using

disasters and how to use various types of

the multifaceted early warning systems.

early warning in such situations.

Further the support of the three forces, the
Police and the civil security force was
coordinated to place them in the relevant

 Responding to disasters

districts to mitigate the disaster impacts.

Emergency Operation Centre coordinates the

Compared to the previous year‟s damages

responds to multi-faceted disasters that

from disasters have been reduced at a large

occur in Sri Lanka. Disaster impact have

level.

been assessed and community has been
made aware of the methodology to respond
to the impending disasters.

EOC responded to the following major and
Collapsing of a building in
Colombo Ingurkade junction

minor disasters that occurred in Sri Lanka
from 01 January 2018 to 31 December
Based on the notices given from the
technical institutions community has been
made aware through various types of early
warning systems and EOC took action to
minimize damages from disasters throughout
24 x7.

Further the EOC is prepared to respond to
the North East monsoon that been activated

Heavy winds that
occurred in
Kurunegala on 09 –
19. 06.2018

in this year.

In these disaster situations EOC always took
action to respond to those disasters and
specially during the south western monsoon
period the relevant technical institutions
were called when there were disasters and
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Heavy winds that
occurred in
Colombo on
11.07.2018

2018.02.14Colombo District building collapse

2018.01.13Gampaha District high wind

2018.05.20SW monsoon landslide and flood

2018.10.03Flood
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 Forest/ other fires

 Purchasing necessary equipment for
emergency response activities on
floods and other disasters.

All the reports on fire disasters throughout
the country from January 2018 to December

Emergency

is as follows and using the efficient

Section

purchases

response equipment to respond to the disasters

communication network of the DMC control

that happen frequently in Sri Lanka and

of fire is done with the support of the Police,

distribute that equipment for the districts that

Air Force and the Army

District

Operation

suffer from disasters.

No. of
disaster
incidents
17

No. of
DSDs
affected
13

Purchases are done based on the requests made
at district level, the problems faced at previous

01

Colombo

02

Kegalle

05

05

previous disasters. Accordingly equipment are

03

Ratnapura

06

05

purchased annually to be distributed among the

04

N‟ Eliya

07

03

districts to respond to disasters.

05

Kurunegala

10

06

06

Moneragala

25

08

07

Kandy

11

04

08

Puttalam

03

02

09

Badulla

15

07

10

Kalutara

02

02

11

Matale

13

07

12

Gampaha

03

03

During the period 01 January 2018 to 31

13

Mannar

01

01

December 124 boats and 100 catamarangs

14

Galle

10

08

(Angul)

15

Jaffna

01

01

16

Matara

04

03

17

Batticaloe

06

05

show, 33 boat engine also distributed in this

18

Anuradhapura

06

03

year.

19

Mulative

02

02

20

Polonnaruwa

02

02

Further purchased 200 catamarans, boat

21

Ampara

01

01

engine 75 with 90 boats, 85 chain saws, 75

22

Hambantota

10

04

lifesaving 100 hand axes, 1000 manna ketty

disaster occasions and the experiences from

were purchased in 2017 and

distributed among the three forces. for
response

activities.

Further

catamaran was purchased and

more

80

49 chain

with galvanized handle, and 10 rubber boats.
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600 scouts were trained as Voluntary

 Residential Training Programme



On Search And Rescue In Disaster

immediate

respondents

organizing,

Management.

preparation of practical programmes and
contribution of resource persons were

Awarding of certificates to the 194

carried out by Emergency Operation

officers in the three forces, the Police

Center

and Civil Security Force and 21
officers in the DMC who completed the
search and rescue course in 2017 was
done with the pariticipation of the
Minister as the chief guest. The
Minister stated that a volunteer group
of one hundred thousand would be
trained in the future to respond to the



disasters islandwide.

Scouts as Voluntary immediate
respondents
A 12 day training programme was
conducted at Maduru Oya Army
Special Task Force Camp, Kuda
Oya Commando and Katukurunda
Police STF Training schools for the
Army, Air Force, Navy, the Police,
Department

Certificate awarding ceremony with the
participation of the Minister



of

Coast

Guard,

Department of Civil Security and
177 memebers in the DMC with the

A 10 day training programme was

technical support of the World

conducted at Maduru Oya Army

Health Organization.

Special Task Force Camp, Kuda
Oya Commando and Katukurunda
Police STF Training schools for the
Army, Air Force, Navy, the Police,
Department

of

Coast

Guard,

Department of Civil Security and
138 members in the DMC with the
Training in Army Special Task Force Camp
Kuda
OyaCoordination
, Katukurunda
Media
in

technical support of the World
Health Organization.

 Emergencies
All print and electronic media are used for
24 hours during disasters to carry out early
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warning to raise awareness among the

The three forces have given their continuous

people. In emergencies that occurred in

support for search and rescue operations,

2018, early warnings have been issued in

relief services and emergency response

media on time.

situations in disasters that occurred in 2018.
Accordingly, the Army on 63 occasions,

Raising awareness among the people and

Navy on 38 occasions and the Air Force on

providing information were done through

25 occasions have provided their support

media and it was implemented nationally

throughout 24 hours to make responses and

and internationally. Further using social

to conduct operations.

media networks people were frequently
made aware.

The details reported to the Emergency
Operation Centre about the equipment and

 Coordination of three forces in

the members in the three forces deployed to
respond to the disasters that occurred during

emergencies.
Three forces frequently provided their

January 2018 to August is as follows. Apart

support for emergency disaster management

from that, three forces and the equipment

activities in 2018 to develop the operations

have been used to respond to the disasters

throughout the 24 hours and to continue the

that occurred at district level.

state of “being alert” in the Emergency
Operation Centre.

Month

January

Army

Navy

Air
Force

Civil
Security
Force

Police

60

120
15
February
120
March
90
12
12
April
2560
288
12
389
210
May
1588
180
10
June
1450
90
July
270
30
13
August
360
18
September
1080
62
October
760
200
15
November
1190
250
December
9648
1130
77
389
210
TOTAL
Deployed forces and police details during the emergencies in 2018
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 National

Emergency

were made familiar with the number 117

Operation

and one telephone number “2117117”

Plan (NEOP)

has been established for each district
By NEOP reveal what disasters could be

with different district codes.

happened due to biological, hydrological,
technological, and manmade. It shows the

Necessary action was taken to connect the

way how to response by relevance agencies

DEWN system with the approval of the

with their capacity. And if the capacity not

Telecommunication Regulation Commission

well the way has been explained, how

to other institutions that provide network

should institutions and personals operate on

services to inform the other technical

standing operating procedures. This is

institutions and the people through SMS in

clearly explained the responsibility of each

an emergency.

institutions and individuals at disaster

 Call Centre

situations. The NEOP was approved by the
ministers of cabinet on August 22, 2017 by

Call Centre is operating 24hrs X 7 days a

No: අමප/17/2130/032 and now the revision

week and after new software has been

also done with three languages.

 Information

established

technology

the

number

117

communicating facilities are obtained from Sri

and

communication/

for

Lanka Telecom to provide an uninterrupted

other

service to the public.

communications
Employees were recruited to the Call Centre
Action was taken as per the agreement to

and they were given a basic training.

update and maintain the tsunami early
warning tower system throughout the island.

Further, maintaining a data base needed for

At the same time, action is being taken to

communication and to achieve the aims in

activate the HF/ VHF radio communicating

working 24 hrs. 7 days a week and to enhance

system at district level. In an emergency

the efficiency a new administrative method

situation CDMA 4G LTE telephones as an

was introduced.

alternative communication system Sri Lanka
Telecom took action to provide 350 CDMA

telephones to disaster prevalent districts.
Further, to enhance the efficiency of the
Emergency Operation Centre electronic
fax

system

was

installed

Emergency Operation Centre.

in

the

People
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Other

tasks

completed

in



the

18 districts have suffered from drought
from January 2018 to December and

Emergency Operation Centre in 2018

with


of

the

district

coordinating committees and national

have

disaster relief service center relief were

been

operation

conducted

using

video

provided.

center

on

emergency


operations, early warning, and disaster

Emergency Disaster assessing software

management for local / foreign student

of 72 Hrs. was trained to 20 officers on

groups, officers in the security groups,

20th and 21st December at University of

stakeholders, and government officers.

Colombo with the support of WFO.


Provide full contribution to achieve

The training program on climate change
and el-nino was conducted to 75

results in Uma Oya special disaster

officials on December 27, 2018 in

management center and the officers in

Negambo with support of WFO.

the Emergency Operation Centre have
been deployed in that officer as officers
in charge.


support

Approximately 30 awareness programs

conference hall and the emergency



the

New recruitments have been made to
enhance the efficiency of 24 hrs. x 7 days
duties by developing the human resources.
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National Building Research
Organization

accordance with the corporate plan and the

Vision

objectives of the Ministry of Irrigation,
A safer built environment

Water
Resources and Disaster Management. Action

Mission:

has been taken to uplift the quality of the
and

environment

development and provide technical service

contribution

for disaster risk reduction and safer build

researches necessary to solve the problems

environment.

faced

Promote

and

sustain

research

in

by

providing

through
disasters

its

service

technical
in

the

and

national

development process. At the same time

Introduction
The

National

NBRO contributes its technical support with
Building

Research

the guidelines and instructions to formulate

Organization (NBRO) is engaged in disaster

policies for safer habitats and provide those

management, technical services and research

to the necessary authorities to achieve the

and development activities ant it provides its

disaster mitigation national targegts.

technical support through various fields.
Among those things landslides and studies

Landslide

on other geo disasers, awareness and early

produce 1:10,000 and 1:50,000 maps to

warning,

technical

identify the spatial distribution of landslide

engineering services for infra structure

hazards. These maps are used as a valuable

development activities, providing technical

basic tool in planning the construction

services to human habitat planning and

eligibility. These maps are used by Road

building

evaluating

Development Authority, Urban Development

environmental and disaster impacts and

Authority, Department of Land Use and

managemtn of engineering projects are

Policy

providing

material

geo

and

Hazard

Planning,

Zonation

Disaster

Mapping

Management

Centre and the Department of National

major areas covered by the NBRO.

Planning in planning development aims and
proposed activities. In addition to that these
maps are frequently used to mitigate
disasters in most vulnerable areas to
disasters.
Performs disaster mitigation activities in
areas prone to landslides by taking action to

NBRO has planned its activities adhering to

prevent lanslides and stabilizing unstable

the “disaster risk mitigation” concept and in

slopes.NBRO performs disaster mitigation
prjects by providing awareness for people on
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landslide risk, disaster prone areas,



and

Disseminate information through the

schools that can be affected by slope failure

institution‟s resource persons, training

and early warning on lanslides due to

and providing technical services in

extreme weather conditions.

raising awareness.


NBRO

has

been

assigned

with

the

Undertake

testing

and

consultancy

assignments and research projects in

responsibility to provide landslide risk

geology,

geotechnical

engineering,

evaluation reports and recommendations

building

materials,

architecture,

before starting construction work in 10 land

structural engineering, and building

slide prone districts. Through that the

services,

damages to the people from landslides that

environmental management and human

occur due to irresponsible human activities

settlements planning and other areas

can be minimized.

relevant to carry out the objectives of the

project

management,

institution.

Main objectives and functions of the
Progress of 2018

institution



Revenue earned from technical consultancy
Engate

in

applied

research

and

services and science/ field tests is used to

development work related disaster risk

cover the recurrent expenditure of the

reduction and safer built environment.


institution.

Carry out research and development

revenue

technologically problematic soils

projected

earned

from

tests/

technical

consultancy upto September is Rs. 380.00

Function as a national focal point for

million and it has exceeded the target

landlide and realted geo- hazards


the

revenue in 2018 is Rs. 437. 40 and the

work for the utilization of areas with


Accordingly,

revenue for the year. Due to the efficiency in

Carry out research and provide advisory

the technical divisions of the institution, ther

planning and development of sustainable

is a considerable net profit compared to the

housing and safe human settlements in

previous years

disaster prone areas and extreme climate




conditions.

Landslide risk assessment

Supply quality reports and damage

Providing landslide evaluation reports and

estimates and technical services for

recommendations before construction or

buildings and other constructions.

development activities are carried out in 10

Develop

identified landslide prone districts with a

alternative

construction

materials, products and technologies.

view to minimize damages to the lives and
property and landslides occur due to the
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irresponsible use of unstable slopes and

other landslide prone districts and buildings

various types of human activites is a main

has already been started.

task and in 2018 upto now 6,216 such
reports/ recommendations have been given
and in the whole process from 2011 65,010
reports/ recommendations have been issued.
2,760 special studies on landslides as
requested by the district and divisional
secretaries and public institutions have been
completed up to the month of July.
Basic studies are conducted after a landslide
Landslide zone map

and distric and divisional secretaries have
been given short term and long-term courses
of action that should be followed to prevent
damages to the nearby human settlemetns,
infrastructure facilties, clutivations, lives
and property.

Landslide Hazard Zonatin Mapping
Under
mapping

the

landslide

hazard

zonation

project 1:50,000 scale landslide

hazard zonation maps have been prepared

disaster map

covering 32,714 squrar km in 13 districts
that have been identified as landslide prone
districts. At the same time covering 7120

Landslide Early Warning

square km area of prioritized areas identified

NBRO

in above districts 1:10,000 scale 179

providing early warning on landslides under

landslide hazard zonation maps have been

extreme weather conditions. Including the

prepared. Under the preparation of disaster

provisions given by the UNDP 215,

profile building surveys on Nuware Eliya,

automatic raingauges have been added to the

Badulla districts have been completed and

early warning system and unde the LDDP

building survey activities in Kegalle has

project of minimize landslides 30 automatic

been started. Hazard maps have been

raingauges have been added to it. In 2018,

prepared and handed over for 12 DSD

government allocations have been made to

divisions in Badulla DSD and mapping has

add another 30 automatic raingauges to the

been started in N‟ Eliya district. Surveys on
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continues

its

responsibility

of

system. At the end to the whole project, the

Provision of technical services

number of raingauges proposed to be

Main consultancy and services provided by

established is about 250.

the institution is to provide technical

Landslide Disaster Mitigation Projects.

consultancy services in the form of geo
technical investigation foundation plans and

Under the annual allocation of Rs. 200.00

provide

million

disasters

recommendations on structural damages in

unstable slopes have been stabilized near

buildings and environmental evaluations and

Lankagama School, Kadugannawa Tamil

standards of building materials.

to

prevent

landslide

situation

reports

and

school, Atale Maha Vidyalaya (Kalutara)
and stabilization of the slopes near Ayagama

A group of scientists from the NBRO

hospital, minimizing landslides near Kandy

conducted

nursing school, stabilizing of slope in

garbage dump disaster and people in

MahaOya, Kochchikade river sides have

vulnerable houses have been evicted and a

been carried out.

number of technical steps were taken to

a

study

mitigate the disaster.

on

Meethotamulla

Specialists in JICA

and NBRO proposed long term technical

Awareness Prgrammes

solutions for that.

Awareness and training programmes are
conducted continuously in 10 identified
landslide

prone

districts

for

Foreign aid projects

people‟s

representatives, public, students, teachers

Constructions in 12 schools out of 18 schools

and public officers. From January 2018 up to

selected

now

awareness programmes have been

completed under the climate resilient project

conducted in 71 communities in districts like

to mitigate lanslides with the aid from World

Kalutara, Ratnapura, Galle, Matara, Kegalle,

Bank. Further arrangements have been made

Puttalam and Kandy districts on community

to complete construction work in another 6

based disaster management.

schools. Under the same project, stabilization

in Kandy district have been

of 22 unstable slopes on either side of the
roads in the mountain area has been started.
Research and Development programmes

17 places in Kandy – Mahiyangana road have

Research papers on researches that started

been completed. It has been planned to

under

complete the mitigation activities in areas like

research

and

development

programmes in 2017 were launced in the

Haggala,

annual symposium organized by NBRO‟s on

Beragala before the end of this year.

24 – 25th January 2018. 42 research reports

Kitulgala,

Ginigathhena

and

Agreements have been signed with the

were submitted for that.

Norwegian geo technical institution for a
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technical support and capacity development
programme and a programme to mitigate
natural disasters occur due to climatic
changes are being implemented. Under this a
study was

conducted jointly with the

Norwegian geo- technical institution on the
land subsidence in Matale and disaster maps
have been prepared for further risk studies.
Construction guidelines have also been
prepared.

Engaged in developing landslide risk profile
development

Under the Landslide Hazard Zonation
Mapping, 3 projects were started in 2016 on
priority basis out of the 16 identified
landslides in Badulla, Kandy and Nuwara
Eliya

and

Matale

districts

and

in

collaboration with JICA ,with its technical
support , this has been completed by the
second quarter of 2018. It has been planned
to finish the landslide mitigation near Kandy
nursing school with a private Japanese
instition KOIWA-NITTOC.

Progress upto December 2018

The newly build laboratory building
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yrosects fep eeented ufth the funds froe the sreasury
Name of the project

1

Issuing of landslide risk assessment
report/ making recommendations for
development activities in landslide
prone districts.

2

Project to expand laboratory buildings
in NBRO

3

Landslide investigations, researches
and development programmes.

4

Landslide risk mitigation programme

2018
Allocations
(Rs Mn)

Project activites

Total cost
Rs. Mn

Submit evaluation reports on landslide investigations, recommendations and risk
assements to the authorized institutions (2018)

27.50

27.50

27.50
(100%)

102%

450.00

100.00

301.32
(67%)

83%

96.81

96.81

91.12
(94%)

94%

183.19

183.19

112.29

70%

 Geo investigation, preparing plans, construction of the foundation and the
buidling (2018 – 2015)






5

Create a landslide disaster risk profile

Landslide Hazard Zonation Mapping (Rs. 20.0 million)
Landslide special investigations (Rs. 20.0 million)
Research and development (Rs. 15.0 million)
Purchasing laboratory and field equipment.(Rs. 25.0 million) (2018)
Stablilzation of unsable slopes near Lankagama Maha Widyalaya (Rs. 42.40
million)
 Stablilzation of unsable slopes near Kadugannawa Tamil School )Rs.34.30
million (
 Stablilzation of unsable slopes and landslides near Ayagama hospital )Rs .
31.50 million (
 Landslide mitigation near Kandy Nursing school) Rs23.30 . million (
 Stablilzation of unsable slopes near Atale Maha Vidyalaya )Rs.43.0 million (
 Stablilzation of unsable slopes on ether side of MahaOya , Kochchikade
river bank
 )Rs. 10.5 million(2018)
(
Create a landslide disaster risk profile (2020 – 2016)

6

Establish automatic raingauges to
warn early on landslides.

Establish automatic raingauges to warn early on landslides. – 2016)
( 2020
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Total Progress
)Up to 31 December(
Financial
Physical
Rs (Mn)
%

(61%)

246.00

40.00

118.00
48%

50%

131.00

31.00

104.00
80%

85%

Disaster risk evaluation reports / Issuing of certificates for constructions
Landslide risk evaluation reports -Performance - 01.03.2011 - 31.12.2018

Landslide special investigations
NBRO is engaged in special investigation activities in disaster prone areas in human settlements
and in infrastructure and plantation sectors. By giving necessary recommendation to the DSs and
Divisional Secretariat Divisons and other public institutions, provisions are being made to protect
lives and property in the areas if a lansldie occurred.
Year

District

Landslide
special
Investigation

Upto Dec. 2018

Badulla, Colombo, Galle, Gampaha,
Matara/ Hambantota, Kalutara, Kandy,
Kegalle, Matale, Nuwara Eliya, Ratnapura

Total Cost
Rs. Million
44.7

2,820

Revenue earning/Investigations and Consultancy services2018
Rs. Million
Task

Investigation and
Consultancy services.

Total expected
revenue

Total expected
revenue upto 31st
Dec.2018

437.00
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330.00

Real
income

520.00

Progress

100%

tost :
Recurrant Expenditure
Salaries
Salaries) daily)
OT
Other allowances
)EPF/ ETF/Specail allowances
performance/ risk allowance)
Total

-

Rs .176.04 million
Rs.
85.20 million
Rs.
33.68 million
Rs.
89.50 million

-

Rs. 384.43 million

Problems and challenges

NBRO is not established by an act of

There were certain factors that have an

parliament and

impact on the performance of NBRO.

problem, and necessary action has been

it has become a

taken to establish this by an act of
NBRO

is

a

commercial

based

parlament. With the support of the

institution functioning in the scientific,

relevant partners, the finalized draft bill

technical and research fields and it has

has been sent to the Department of

become very difficult to fill the

Attorney

vacancies in the institution for the posts

General

through

the

Department of Legal Draftsman but

of experienced scientists with the

there is a delay in the process of

government-approved salary scales. It

establishing

has become very difficult to keep the

this

by

an

act

of

parliament.

veteran officers in the institution and it

Future Plans

has become a major obstacle to achieve
the objectives of the institution.

The following projects have been planned to

NBRO has not been established as a

be carried out further.

legal institution, it is difficult to get


projects competitively, and it has

Continue the research and development,
technical and consultancy services.

become an obstacle to achieve


objectives as an institution that

Further,

expand

landslide

evaluation

It is appropriate to prepare a suitable

activities and construction of buildings

salary

into

in landslide prone areas and decentralize

consideration the salary scales in the

this process to cover the whole island by

private sector to compete with the

expanding

privat sector to increase the efficiency

evaluation reports.

by

taking



and effectiveness of the institution.

the

for

risk

depends on its income.

system

reports

the

issuing

development

of

those

Provide technical solutions to mitigate
disasters identified by the Landslide
Hazard Zonation Mapping project.
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Modernize the supply of landslide

landslide disaster areas in collaboratin

special studies reports and early warning

with the Road Development Authority.

system





as

requested

by



public

Plans have been prepared to finalize the

institutions and Divisional Secretaries.

landslide mitigation activities near the

Action has been taken to reduce disaster

Kandy Nursing School, which has been

risk by studying buildings with risks.

started with the provisions of JICA.


Landslide risk mitigation in major

The study on earth subsidence in Matale

landslides in Sri Lanka with the

district will be conducted for the next 3

financial support of Asian Infrastructure

years with a group of specialists in

Facility Investment Bank.

Norwegian geo technical institution.

Contribute to complete houses for

New Plans for 2019

resettlement in high risk zones and


construction of 10,000 pre fabricated
disaster resilient houses to supply

districts

permanent houses for the people who

activities to mitigage landslide risks .

are in high risk zones and who are

(2020 – 2019)


displaced due to landslides.






finalize

the

mitigatin

Implement projects to resettle people in
abour 14,000 houses identified during

prone areas and mapping the debris

the previous disaster occasions. – 2019)

flowing roads and provide technical

(2020


Work jointly with the Departmnet of

technology for that.

Railways to stabilize unstable slopes on

Prepare proper plans and guidelines to

either side of the up country railway

evaluate chemical hazards.

track.(2020 – 2019)

Create a



map and disaster profile

Construct an office in the NBRO for

covering all the districts based on the

landslide prone areas to provide an

risk in Landslide Hazard Zonation

efficient service.


Mapping


to

Conduct special studies in landslide

solutions for tha. Furhte use the drone


Implement projects in landslide prone

Implement

projects

to

get

proper

Further, develop the community based

solutions by studying the chemical

landslide early warning system.

hazard and collapsing of vehicles.


Landslide risk mitigation in the selected

Initiate several projects with the World

18 schools that have been included in

Bank and

the

mitigation and improving the capacity to

weather

reslince

improvement

JICA for

forecast disaster risks.

project which has been implemented
with the suppor of the World Bank
accelerate the slope stabilization in
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disaster

risk

National Disaster Relief Service
Centre

Introduction

Mission

National Disaster Relief Service Centre was

To protect human life, properties and

established in 1996 as the National Disaster

environment from both natural and man

Management Centre under the Ministry of

made

Social Services and Welfare. It came under

disasters

through

disaster

relief

activities.

the Ministry of Disaster and Relief Services
by the gazette notification no. 1422/22 and

Objective

dated 08.12.2005 to plan and implement
relief,

rehabilitation

and

To contribute the national objective of

reconstruction

sustainable development through minimized

activities. It was named as the National

human suffering, loss, and strengthening

Disaster Relief Service Centre by the gazette

national capacities for disaster relief.

notification no. 1482/9 and dated 09.01.2007
and it was assigned to the Ministry of

Activities

Resettlement and Disaster Relief Services.


As per the gazette notification no. 1651/220

Prepare and implement programmes and

and dated 30.04.2004 it functions under the

projects to provide instant relief to the

Ministry of Disaster Management.

disaster victims.


National Disaster Relief Services Centre is

damaged due to disasters.

situated in Colombo 07, Vidya Mawatha and



function under the advice and guidance of

disaster high risk areas and implement it.

Its



projects and programmes are implemented



Divisional Secretariats according to the



Management. At the same time under the

Secretaries
(Disaster

the

relevant

Development
Management)

Manage local and international level
relief.

advice given by the Ministry of Disaster

of

Implement National Natural Disaster
Insurance Programme

through the relevant District Secretariats and

monitoring

Provide guidelines to build disaster
resilient houses to resettle people in

the Ministry and the Secretary of the
Ministry of Disaster Management.

Provide relief to reconstruct housed

Raise awareness among people and
public officers to face post disaster

District

situations.

Assistants



Development

Conduct

training

and

awareness

programmes for the officers engage in

Officers (Disaster Relief Services) work as

post disaster activities.

Disaster Relief Coordinators.

Vision



Implement foreign aid projects.



Implement

disaster

relief

preparedness and response plan.

Towards safer Sri Lanka through superb post
disaster relief service
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service

Financial progress of NDRSC as at 31 December 2018
106 – Minister of disaster management 2 – development programme 4 –disaster relief operation

RECURRENT VOTES
106-2-4-1-1501 Welfare Programmes-Flood & Drought Relief
106-2-4-7-1508 Compensation Payment for Salawa & Kegalle
106-2-4-8-1508 Rent Allowance For Flood Victims
Compensation Payment to the Victims of Meethotamulla
106-2-4-9-1501
Incident
106-2-4-10-1508 Allowance for the Damage Evaluation
Other Recurrent
CAPITAL VOTES
Building & Structures-Rehabilitation & Improvement of
106-2-4-2001
Orugodawatte Store
106-2-4-2101
Vehical (Acqusition)
106-2-4-2102
Furniture & Office Equipment (Acqusition)
106-2-4-2103
Plant & Machinary (Acqusition)
106-2-4-2401
Capacity Building-Staff Training
Investments-Flood & Drought Relief (Purchase water
106-2-4-2-2502
tank)
106-2-4-3-2104

Total Allocation

Expenditure
(NDRSC
Head oofice)

5,755,690,000.00
5,373,886,000.00
3,600,000.00

61,612,971.17
19,548,635.81
-

5,674,682,223.98
5,335,545,524.99
3,600,000.00

5,647,578,238.00
5,278,532,331.97
3,587,100.00

98.12
98.23
99.64

33,304,000.00
133,350,000.00
211,550,000.00
3,984,119,000.00

42,064,335.36
7,904,555.50

33,304,000.00
133,350,000.00
168,882,698.99
3,717,271,857.03

29,253,500.00
133,350,000.00
202,855,306.03
3,240,888,502.00

87.84
100.00
95.89
81.35

3,000,000.00
100,000,000.00
2,000,000.00
2,000,000.00
1,500,000.00

4,398,634.00
585,428.50
1,699,455.00
1,221,038.00

1,750,503.73
95,575,226.00
1,303,158.00
40,000.00
302,665.00

1,739,759.34
99,973,860.00
1,736,590.48
1,739,455.00
1,342,269.40

57.99
99.97
86.83
86.97
89.48

-

Building & Structures-Disaster Rehabilitation Relief

27,819,000.00

Development Assistance-Construction of Houses in
Landslide affected areas in Kegalle
Other-Flood & Drought Relief(Purchase water tank &
106-2-4-2-2509
bowser)
106-2-4-3-2509 Other-Disaster Rehabilitation Relief (Meethotamulla)
Development Assistance-Consruction of China-Sri Lanka
106-2-4-11-2202
Friendship Village in Aranayaka
Development Assistance-Resettlement of Displaced
106-2-4-12-2202
People due to Landslide Threaten and Landslide
106-2-4-6-2202

-

100,000,000.00
-

-

102,000,000.00

1,000,000,000.00
9,739,809,000.00




NDRC plans, implements and monitors the
disaster relief activities. Such activities are




carried out according to the National Budget
Circular 03/2016, National Natural Disaster



Insurance Policy and the Cabinet approvals
obtained from time to time and instructions

-

69,517,526.67

#DIV/0!

24,298,600.00

87.35

643,240,238.88

385,883,013.81

48.24

-

-

1,845,800,000.00

-

27,819,000.00

-

-

Progress of the programmes carried
out by the NDRSC in 2018

-

-

800,000,000.00

106-2-4-13-2202 Development Assistance-Construction of Safety Centres
Infrastructure Development-Rehabilitation of roads that
106-2-4-14-2506 were affected by the Disasters Due to Floods and
Landslides
Total

-

Released
Expenditure as at
Allocattion to the
Progress %
31-12-2018
District Secretariat

54,399,346.75
-

-

-

54.40
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

1,845,241,065.69

1,578,837,848.68

85.54

101,999,999.73

92,514,601.41

90.70

1,000,000,000.00
9,391,954,081.01

998,423,157.13
8,888,466,740.00

99.84
91.26

Provide immediate disaster relief
Provide insurance compensation under
the national natural disaster insurance
programme
Implement foreign aid projects
Obtain local and foreign aid and
distribute among victims
Provide disaster relief items

Provide immediate disaster relief

from circulars. During the period from
January 2018 to August the day today life of

Provide victims of natural disasters with

many people in the contry were affected

cooked food, dry rations and drinkgin

from floods, landslildes and heavy winds.

warer under expenditure head -1-6-4-2

The NDRSC performed a huge task in post

1501

disaster response activities to suppor the
Accordingly, allocations of Rs. 5,373.88

people to face the inconveniences positively.

million has been provided to the DSs by the
NDRSC for droughts, floods, landslides and

The special tasks performed during that time

other

are as follows.

disasters as at 31.12.2018 under

expenditure head 2-4-6-1-1501.
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Progress of providing relief to the victims

water for these people, providing tractors

of natural disasters

and bowsers to transport and store drinking
water, providing of Lorries, bowsers and

The allocations given to the District
Secretaries

water tanks, providing dry rations for the

as at 31.12.2018 to provide

people whose cultivations were affected

cooked food, dry rations and drinking water

from the drought and implementing food

to the victims of floods, landslides, droughts

projects.

and other disaster and its expenditures are

Progress of providing relief to the drought
victims

as follows.
District

Allocation

Expe nditure

Progress %

Colombo

625,489,517.16

622,138,638.75

99%

Gampaha

10,988,631.15

9,800,186.18

89%

Kalutara

17,109,448.37

14,932,845.32

87%

by the NDRSC to the District Secretaries to

Kandy

3,069,538.19

2,859,600.04

93%

provide the drinking water to the drought

Matale

7,873,050.00

7,441,950.39

95%

Nuwara Eliya

3,434,245.00

2,700,064.06

79%

Galle

8,902,357.02

8,524,464.98

96%

Matara

5,280,516.45

2,571,860.31

49%

Providing

Hambantota

2,438,450.00

2,049,569.84

84%

affected people in 2018

150,832,076.73

150,830,542.45

100%

6,833,064.00

4,396,985.44

64%

Vavuniya

15,440,112.50

12,664,931.38

82%

Mullaitivu

133,865,750.00

131,107,265.61

98%

Kilinochchi

61,598,707.65

59,635,423.18

97%

Batticaloa

17,772,612.18

17,509,182.02

99%

Ampara

16,776,080.70

14,899,523.28

89%

Jaffna
Mannar

T rincomalee

108,117,801.06

107,467,369.41

99%

1,200,797,967.43

1,197,695,594.16

100%

Puttalam

128,215,703.33

127,153,096.04

99%

Anuradhapura

961,117,671.00

932,917,376.58

97%

Polannaruwa

Kurunegala

64,319,458.60

59,108,891.62

92%

Badulla

3,963,741.88

2,786,103.29

70%

Monaragala

7,532,543.12

6,484,886.26

86%

Ratnapura

89,845,978.31

77,793,355.73

87%

Kegalle

13,930,503.16

13,342,103.84

96%

NDRSC

19,720,521.81

19,720,521.81

100%

Co-op

1,670,000,000.00

1,670,000,000.00

100%

Total

5,355,266,046.80

5,278,532,331.97

99%

Rs. 92.12 million provisions has been given

victims as at 31.12.2018.

Serial
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Providing relief to the victims of drought
under expenditure head 1501-1-6-4-2

provisions

District

for

the

drought

Provisions Rs.

Anuradhapura
Kalutara
Moneragala
Kurunegala
Ratnapura
Puttalam
Kandy
Mulative
Trincomalee
Kegalle
Jaffna
Ampara
Vavuniya
Kilinochchi
Polonnaruwa
Batticaloe
Matale
Mannar
Hambantota
Total

6,561,295.00
1,000,000.00
1,329,000.00
15,098,470.55
110,000.00
4,639,228.09
50,000.00
5,631,050.00
1,222,625.49
331,147.33
19,327,551.73
7,170,902.70
4,446,587.50
8,870,907.65
5,856,433.60
4,515,672.09
1,100,000.00
3,434,911.00
1,430,000.00
92,125,782.73

Due to the dry climate in 20 districts,
2044780 people in 567987 families were

Providing dry rations to the agricultural

affected as at 31.12.2018. NDRSC carried

families affected from drought

out services like providing allocations for

According

the Distrci Secretaries to provide drinking

NDRSC/2017/01 dated 02.08.2017 issued
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to

the

circula

no.

following the cabinet paper submitted by His

Provisiosn were given for 09 districts in
2018 for the unsettled bills in providing dry
rations in 2017. Such allocations are given
below.

Excellency the President to safeguard the
living standards of the agricultural and
labour families affected by the dry climate a

Serial
No.

dry ration of Rs. 2000/- per two weeks and
Rs. 4000/- per month for a family less thatn

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

three members and Rs. 2500/- per two weeks
and Rs. 5000/- per month for a family with
more than three members was given.

District

Anuradhapura
Moneragala
Polonnaruwa
Kurunegala
Mulative
Trincomalee
Matale
Batticaloe
Ratnapura
Total

Allocations for
2018 ) for bills in
hand (
110,559,500.00
4,551,879.12
18,109,217.50
316,654,701.86
61,881,906.37
105,895,175.57
5,192,500.00
10,829,990.09
65,678,368.78
699,353,239.29

Providing of drought relief to the people affected from drought in 2018 is shown in
the table below.
Num
ber
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
7
8
9

District

Tatal Amount

Anuradhapura

818,113,644.00
8,138,500.00
47,253,000.00
890,028,000.00
117,904,881.00
12,550,000.00
63,656,093.63
130,000,000.00
9,457,000.00
2,097,101,118.63

Ampara
Kilicochchi
Kurunegala
Putlam
Polonnaruwa
Matale
Mullativu
Jaffna
Vavunia
එකතුව

Progress of the First Quatrter

Progress of second Quarter

On of
Financial Progress Rs.
Familes
137,881
631,441,000.00
3,450
8,138,500.00
4,747
20,506,758.00
102,862
463,684,833.15
12,201
56,450,472.00
1,450
6,964,000.00

No of
Familes
48,262

6,824
14,465
991
284,871

30,037,093.00
65,000,000.00
4,728,000.00
1,286,950,656.15

Financial
Progress Rs.

85,830
13,275
1,335

393,316,000.00
61,454,409.00
6,413,000.00

7,296
14,465
992
171,455

33,619,000.63
65,000,000.00
4,729,000.00
564,531,409.63

Toatal Cost( Rs.)
631,441,000.00
8,138,500.00
20,506,758.00
857,000,833.15
117,904,881.00
13,377,000.00
63,656,093.63
130,000,000.00
9,457,000.00
1,851,482,065.78

Granting insurance compensation under
natural disaster insurance scheme.

cyclones and tornadoes ( drought and fire

Provide immediate relief to the people
affected from natural disasters under the
natural disaster insurance scheme.

providing insurance compensation for the

damages have not been covered) and

damaged houses, furniture, equipment ,
machines and stocks in small and medium

Natural disaster insurance shceme was

scale industries to the assessed value. The

presented as a budget proposal in 2016 and it

contribution from the government for the

has been implemented islandwide by the

annual insurance premium for 2018 was Rs.

Natural Disaster Relief Service Centre in

500 million. Under the Natural Disaster

collaboration with the National Insurance

Insurance Scheme there is a coverage of Rs.

Trust Fund with effect from 01 April 2016.

15 billion for natual disasters and Rs. 2.5

This insurance scheme pays indemnities for
cooked food, dry rations and

billion out of that amount is allocated

death

annually to provide immediate disaster

compensations for the victims affected by

relief. There is an insurance coverage of Rs.

tsunami, earth quakes, floods,landslides,
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12.5 billion for the damages occur to the

compensation is paid without considering

buildings in housing and small and medium

the income limit and small and medium

scale industries under the property damages

scale enterprises that do not have another

due to natural disasters.

insurance cover and not exceed the annual
income of Rs.10 million are entitle to get

Accordingly, under the National Natural

benefit from this scheme.

Disaster Insurance Scheme NDRSC has
released Rs. 191.23 million to the District

An advance of Rs. 10,000/- was given to the

Secretaries to provide immediate relief to the

home

victims affected by natural disasters that has

immediately until the applications are

a coverage from the above insurance.

submitted after completing the damage

District
Ampara
Anuradhapura
Badulla
Batticaloa
Colombo
Galle
Gampaha
Hambantota
Jaffna
Kaluthara
Kandy
Kegalle
Kilinochchi
Kurunegala
Mannar
Matara
Mathale
Monaragala
Mullaitivu
Nuwaraeliya
Polonnaruwa
Puththalam
Rathnapura
Vavniya
Total

advances to the beneficieris are as follows.
Provision of an advance of Rs. 10,000/- for
damages to the houses as at 31.12.2018

from natural disasters. Under this policy for
a

houses

August 2018. The progress of giving

introduced based on damage assess estimate

for

their

landslides that occurred from January to 31

cover of maximum Rs. 2.5 million has been

damage

repair

damaged houses due to the floods and

Under this insurance policy an insurance

complete

to

assessment to provide compensation for the

Allocation Given Details
for Emergency Relief
5,592,384.00
493,550.00
1,777,384.00
12,803,093.00
18,139,540.00
4,100,000.00
33,662,914.29
300,000.00
869,200.00
8,216,759.21
2,050,420.00
3,700,300.00
22,823,100.00
9,341,959.50
368,700.00
1,000,000.00
67,900.00
815,000.00
24,441,100.00
7,676,461.00
346,100.00
18,246,479.00
14,306,426.00
100,000.00
191,238,770.00

Provide compensation for houses, small
and medium scale business places and its
furniture
damaged
from
natural
disasters.

a

owners

house,
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No

District

1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Galle
Ratnapura
Badulla
Nuwara Eliya
Kegalle
Kalutara
Gampaha
Kurunegala
Puttalam
Colombo
Matara
Moneragala
Polonnaruwa
Mulative
Hambantota
Vavuniya
Ampara
Trincomalee
Anuradhapura
Jaffna
Matale
Batticaloe
Kandy
Kilinochchi
Total

No of
house
Damages
2,807
863
341
117
911
649
1,791
1,543
2,545
2,447
139
306
70
2,583
238
13
1,116
50
294
1,421
137
177
52
2,613
23,223

Relesed
allocation
(Rs.)
20,956,100.00
10,956,000.00
7,098,460.50
5,140,000.00
9,251,500.00
22,451,500.00
36,321,799.10
9,295,245.40
17,940,000.00
34,929,607.07
980,000.00
3,670,000.00
1,580,700.00
25,950,000.00
2,336,380.00
40,000.00
8,530,000.00
500,000.00
2,510,000.00
14,210,000.00
1,370,000.00
2,680,000.00
520,000
26,130,000
265,347,292

Paying of compensation of Rs. 10,000/- or Rs. 25,000/- under the National Natural Disaster
Insurance Scheme for the property damaged from disaster that occur from May 2018 are shown in
the table below.
Providing compensation of Rs. 10,000/ or Rs. 25,000/- for damaged houses as at 31-12-2018
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

District
Colombo
Gampaha
Kalutara
Badulla
Kurunegal
Puttlam
Kegalle
Ratnapula
Polonnaruwa
Galle
Matale
Total

NO of House
Damages
63
61
56
94
194
22
23
21
16

small and
medium scale
business
2,600
2,600

139
689

Relesed
allocation (Rs.)
920,065.00
3,416,977.10
582,760.00
1,778,473.50
1,465,292.40
183,759.35
217,000.00
243,575.00
617,019.00
7,571,256.00
1,885,494.31
18,881,671.66

Directing applications to the National Insurance Trust Fund for the damage assessments that
exeeds Rs. 25000/- from the property that damaged owing to the disasers that occurred in May ,
June, July and August 2018 are shown in the table given below.
Directing applications to obtain compensation for the damages that exceeds R.s 25000/-

District
Colombo
Gampaha
Kalutara
Kandy
Matale
Nuwara Eliya
Galle
Matara
Hambantota
Jaffna
Vavunia
Batticaloa
Ampara
Trincomale
Kuraunegala
Puttalam
Anuradapura
Polonnaruwa
Badulla
Monaragala
Ratnapura
Kegalle
Mullaivu
Tatal

No of
Housing
applications
1291
930
499
589
241
77
371
68
145
46
1
127
365
5
1581
600
348
91
152
276
590
1616
77
10086

No of applications
givened by
compensation
193
533
378
137
9
76
110
24
0
8
1
8
194
4
322
74
166
34
68
145
120
497
24
3125
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Relesed allocation
(Rs.)
4,879,416.00
11,988,370.00
4,598,565.00
4,851,650.00
272,420.00
946,500.00
3,430,508.00
586,640.00
73,000.00
202,400.00
100,000.00
260,150.00
5,607,197.00
262,500.00
17,302,242.00
2,864,210.00
3,054,290.00
1,064,425.00
2,470,900.00
2,534,190.00
4,213,623.00
11,980,232.00
256,000.00
83,799,428.00

Implementation
Projects

of

Foreign

Resettlement of families who are in highly

Aid

vulnerable areas in safer places to minimize

Construction of Sri Lanka – China
friendship village.

the loss of lives owing to landslides is done
under the following three alternatives with

Sri Lanka government received financial and

the supervision of the District Secretaries

material aids to provide relief to the victims

and the necessary financial provisions and

of disasers that occurred in May 2016 and

necessary guidelines are given by the

Republic of China gave 1.5 US $ and using

NDRSC.

that money 60 houses have been built in

This

programme

is

being

implementd in districts like Ratnapura,

Ruwandeniya Watta in Aranayakawatta

Kegalle,

DSD in the district of Kegalle and handed

Kalutara,

Galle,

Matara,

Hambantota, Kandy, Nuware Eliya and

over to the bednefciery families.

Matale.


Completed houses.




Provide Rs. 1.6 million to purchase
house with a land.
Provide Rs. 0.4 million to purchase
land and Rs. 1.2 million to construct
house.
Provide Rs. 1.2 million to construct
house in a government owned land.

a
a
a
a

In 2018 the government allocated Rs. 1845
million to resettle people. On that allocation
were uses to construct new houses and to
develop infrastructure facilities in the lands
that have been used to build houses and such
allocations are shown in the table below.
The expenditure as at 31.12 2018 is Rs.
1578.83 million
District
Colombo
Gampaha
Kalutara
Kandy
Matale
Nuwara Eliya
Galle
Matara
Hambantota
Ampara
Kurunegala
Anuradhapura
Badulla
Ratnapura
Kegalle
NDRSC
Total

Construction of disaster resilient
houses under expenditure 106-2-4-122202 to resettle people in higly
vulnerable areas.
Approval was obtained by the cabiner paper
no.

අමප/17/1216/715/017

and

dated

27.06.2017 to evict the people who are
living in highly vulnerable areas identified
by the NBRO as at 31.05.2017 and to
resettle the families in safer places.

Allocation
1,600,000.00
7,990,000.00
504,886,942.71
46,831,555.56
23,600,000.00
23,000,000.00
229,251,247.40
271,575,388.94
42,122,517.00
1,000,000.00
1,200,000.00
1,600,000.00
22,900,000.00
548,255,404.53
119,428,009.55
1,845,241,065.69

Expenditure
900,000.00
7,990,000.00
437,934,938.40
44,029,964.88
23,500,000.00
2,000,000.00
191,064,252.97
257,063,627.11
39,702,655.00
1,000,000.00
500,000.00
186,644.88
7,900,000.00
471,116,229.66
88,245,847.88
5,703,687.90
1,578,837,848.68

For the resettlement programme 4,678 families have been
included and out of that houses are being constructed for
1,765 families. 110 houses have been completed.
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Progress of constructing houses for

Secretariat Division reported that 161 houses

resettlement

and

in

Kegalle

district

business

damaged.
2039 families that have been evicted owing

the Ministry of Disaster Management with

has allocated Rs. 800 million of that in 2018.

the

Rs. 643.74 million has been given to the

support

from

Colombo

District

Secretariat, Seethawaka DSD, Sri Lanka

Kegall Divisioanal Secreary and the cost as

Army, Police Department and Pradeshiya

at 31.12.2018 was Rs. 385.88 million.

Sabaha.
2039

The Treasury has released Rs. 12.6 million

1682

in 2018 to pay compensation for the
damaged property and using that provisions
320

No. of families that will be resettled
after land stabilization

property and othe relief

services were done under the supervision of

2016 are being resettled and the government

No. of families with high risk
No. of families that should be given
houses
No. of families who are volunteer to
withdraw From the housing scheme

1,322 houses suffer minor

to assess the

of landslides in the district of Kegalle in

a cost of Rs. 574,250/- and Rs. 2,995,750/-

37

have been borne respectively for damages

No. of families resettled in
completed houses
No. of families resettled in partially
built hosues
Total no. of families resettled

to houses and property.

1475
153

Allocations of Rs. 6,401,000/- were issued

1628

to the Colombo District Secretary to provide

No. of families with high risk
2039
Construction work is being done to construct
another 79 houses.

insurance claims for 54 damages to the
vehicles according to the approval of the
cabinet paer on. අපම010/823/1764/18/ and

Providing relief to the victims of the
Salawa

completely

damages. Department of valuation supported

to the landslides that occurred and high risk

in

were

damaged and 345 houses were partially

inisheated in 2016

explosion

places

dated 22.08.2018.

Ammunition

dump under expenditure head 106 – 2

Providing relief to the victims of the

-4-7-1508

landslide in Meetotamulla garbage

The explosion that occurred around 5.45 p.m

dump under 106 – 2-4-9-1501

on 05.06.2016 in the Salawa ammunition
dump in Seethawaka Divisional Secretariat

A landslide occurred in the southern part of

Divison did not damage the lives of the

the garbage dump in Dahampura GN

civilians but houses, business premises,

division in Meethotamulla in Kolonnawa

movable and immovable property and othe

DSD around 3.00 p.m on 14.042017. 33

resources in the surrounding areas were

people died in that emergency and 111

damaged.

houses were damaged. 163 houses were

Seethawaka

Divisional
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removed from the risk area. For 98

Paying

householders who lost their houses and who

lands.

compensation

for

private

were evicted from houses, houses were
provided in the first and second phase, 72

Total no. of plots of land that should be

houses were provided in the third phase, and

assessed is 112. Assessment reports have

170 houses have been completed by now.

been received for 108. Out of those plots of
lands compensation has been paid for 98

As per the assessed value Rs. 46,941,000.00

beneficieris and the total amount of money

was paid for 14 beneficieries as at

paid was Rs. 707,745,3640.00

31.08.2018 as compensaton for houses.

Construction of Safe houses as per expenditure head 106–2-4-13-2202
The number of people affected from natual disasters are gradually increasing. Allocations were
given to the District Secretariats in 2018 to develop the sanitary facilities and infrastructure
facilities in the selected safe places in areas that are vulnerable to diasters to minimize the
difficulties faced by the people enabling them to face disaster successfully.
The progress of improving safe houses using that allocations as at 31.12.2018

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Progress of developing safe houses as at31.12.2018
Physical
No of
No. of
Allocations
District
progress %
DSDs centres
Colombo
9
12
1,093,288.78
100%
Gampaha
3
6
7,948,217.78
100%
Kalutara
9
14
9,185,000.00
100%
Nuwara Eliya
1
1
477,219.83
100%
Galle
7
11
9,703,174.61
100%
Matara
9
9
9,000,000.00
100%
Ratnapura
5
12
5,685,299.10
100%
Kegalle
7
10
7,875,595.00
100%
Polonnaruwa
5
10
3,495,707.92
100%
Badulla
7
8
5,600,273.00
100%
Anuradapura
9
10
9,067,644.27
100%
Puttlam
3
6
2,807,232.95
100%
Kilinochchi
1
5
1,148,956.00
100%
Batticaloa
5
6
4,190,028.20
100%
Kandy
6
10
6,290,365.00
100%
Hambantota
2
3
1,019,488.49
100%
Vavunia
4
15
5,575,466.00
100%
Trincomale
9
11
6,450,144.02
100%
Jaffna
4
4
4,000,000.00
100%
Ampara
1
1
1,386,899.00
100%
Total
106
164
101,999,999.95
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Implementation
capacity

of

training

and

building

under

the



Update the software established to
coordinate information related to relief
services in collaboration with the ICT or

expenditure head 106-2-4-2401

create another such software.
Rs. 1.5 million was allocated from the



budget 2018 to conduct skills development

planned to get information through DSD

and training programmes to develop the

level to provide relief and to provide

knowledge, attitudes and skills of the

provisions and other relief services by

officers in the head office of the NDRSC,

the NDRSC.

and the disaster relief service officers



attached to district and divisional secretariat

used to control stocks in Orugodawatta

trining programmes have been conducted at

Store No. 07 maintained by the NDRSC.

SLIDA for 60 relief serive officers up to

Further, it has been planned to prepare a

31.12.2018. In addition to that, 07 district
progress

review

and

packaging and rack system and it is

capacity

expected to get the support of the private

development programmes were conducted in

sector for that. It is expected to get the

the Ministry of Disaster Management for

support of the private sector as a social

225 officers. A cost of Rs. 356 .,145.00 has

service project of the private sector.

borne for post graduate studies of the relief



service officers and for various training

providing insurance benefits of the

as at 31.12.2018.

national

natural

disaster

insurance

scheme implemented by the NDRSC.

Plans



Necessary action will be taken in the
future to increase the efficiency of

programmes conducted by vaious instituions



It has been planned to introduce a Bar
Code System for the computer data base

divisions and using that allocations 02

officer

Through that software it has been



It has been planned to provide capacity

“Disaster Relief Service preparedness

development programmes for disaster

and response plan” is being prepared

relief service officers and technical

now for preparedness and planning to

officers who are engaged in housing

provide disaster relief at DSD level to

damage

face disasters that can occur in the

specifications to assess the damages to

future.

the housese will be amended for the year

Finalize and update the computer dabase

2018.

prepared

to

enter

information



on

assessments.

Further

the

Attach another disaster relief service

“Disaster Relief Service Preparedness

officer

and Response Plan.”

Secretariats situated in highly vulnerable
areas
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to

the

in

DSDs

the

and

Distrct

country.

Number of disaster victims as at 31 December 2018 is as follows.
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